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Abstract
OUFTI-Next is a CubeSat developed by the University of Liège
aiming to improve irrigation strategies. Thermal infrared imaging
is used to measure the temperature of crops and to assess their level
of hydric stress. OUFTI-Next is a technology demonstrator for an
ambitious project. The final objective is to launch a constellation
of satellites to achieve daily revisits over a particular location.
This Master’s Thesis focuses on the thermal modelling and
design of the satellite. Because of the early phase of the mis-
sion, several spacecraft’s shapes and orbits have been considered
throughout this study. The goal was to determine the feasibility
form the thermal point of view and to guarantee that all the compo-
nents operate within their allowed thermal range. Various models
of increasing complexity have been implemented to analyze the
thermal behaviour of the satellite. The computation has mainly
been done with the Esatan software and the results have been
heavily post-processed by Matlab routines.
The thermal models highlighted the fact that some components
were not compliant with their permitted temperature range. To
solve this problem, several solutions have been implemented. Spe-
cial care has also been taken to maintain the payload as cold as
possible. Indeed, this critical element requires low temperatures to
operate properly.
Because the mission was only at its beginning, the different
thermal properties have not been fixed yet. Hence their influence
on the results has been determined and discussed at several stages
of the work thanks to sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.
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Introduction
This Master’s Thesis is dedicated to the thermal study of the OUFTI-Next (Orbital Utility
For Thermal Imaging) CubeSat, developed at the University of Liège. The main objective of
this work is to model the satellite and to develop solutions to ensure that all its elements stay in
their allowable temperature range.
The first chapter presents the scientific mission of the spacecraft. It introduces essential
subjects related to the satellite like the orbit and the components constituting OUFTI-Next, as
well as their thermal requirements. It also exposes the three satellite’s shapes that are studied
throughout this document.
Next, the basic principles of heat transfer in space are reminded and the three environmental
loads (solar, albedo and Earth IR fluxes) acting on the spacecraft are described. Then, the means
to mitigate their impact are discussed. Finally, the strategies adopted by thermal designers of
other CubeSat missions are presented through a state of the art.
The third chapter focuses on the modelling of the orbital environmental fluxes. Analytic tools
are developed in Matlab and the results are compared to the standard European space thermal
analysis software, Esatan. Next, the first temperature computation is made on a simple 1-node
model. It allows to illustrate the benefits of cyclic transient calculations over static computations.
Then, basic models of the three spacecraft’s shapes are developed. As they are composed
of a few nodes only, their purpose is to extract qualitative information like the influence of the
orbit or the effect of the satellite’s shape on the temperatures. These computations require the
introduction of concepts related to thermal analysis like the worst thermal case approach, the
geometric mathematical model (GMM) and the thermal mathematical model (TMM).
The core of this thesis starts with Chapter 5, where a detailed model of the satellite is presented.
Each element composing the spacecraft is associated to a node. It allows the determination of
their individual temperature. The modelling procedure is divided in two steps. The first one is
dedicated to the GMM, where the thermo-optical surface properties are looked at. Then, the
radiative exchange factors are computed. The second one (TMM) focuses on the conductive
network, the bulk properties (material composition of the components and capacitance) and the
electrical dissipation.
The next chapter exposes the results of the detailed models. The discussion mainly focuses on
the Body Mounted spacecraft’s shape as this one will most probably be selected for OUFTI-Next.
Then, the effect of changing the attitude of the satellite for the imaging and communication
phases is examined. Because of the early stage of the mission, the input parameters (thermo-
optical properties, capacitances, . . . ) are subject to various assumptions. To asses their effect on
the temperature results, an uncertainty analysis is conducted. The last part of the chapter is
dedicated to the thermal design. Based on the results previously obtained, the initial model is
modified to ensure that the components stay in their permitted temperature range.
Finally, a conclusion completes this thesis by summarizing the main results and proposing
future developments.
1
1 | Mission description
The first chapter is dedicated to the presentation of OUFTI-Next. After briefly explaining
the scientific goal of the mission, the different spacecraft’s configurations are defined. They
mainly differ from each other by the amount of solar cells and by their arrangement. Then, the
components forming the satellite as well as their thermal requirements will be presented. Finally,
the orbits chosen to conduct the thermal analysis and the spacecraft’s attitude will be exposed.
1.1 The scientific goal
Around the globe, one quarter of farmlands are irrigated, producing one third of the food.
It has been estimated that irrigated fields are 3.5 times more efficient than non-irrigated ones.
Watering is thus essential to obtain high yields in arid areas. On a planet scale, 70% of the
freshwater is used by agriculture and experts say that the irrigation efficiency does not exceed
40%, meaning that 28% of this valuable resource is wasted. The objective of OUFTI-Next is to
improve irrigation strategies.
The mission’s goal is to detect hydric stress in plants to determine their need in water. When
crops suffer from a water shortage, they close their stomas, which are small pores at the leaf’s
surface responsible for transpiration. This leads to a temperature increase. Hence, the plants’
stress level is determined by measuring the temperature difference between the ground and the
leaves, which can be as large as 10°C. This task is achieved by mid-wavelength infrared (MWIR)
measurements (3-5 µm).
To be effective in detecting the lack of water, a ground sampling distance (GSD) of 50 m is
necessary, as well as a high revisit rate. In fact, farmers would need at least one picture of their
fields per day to implement good irrigation strategies. As a low altitude orbit is needed for the
GSD, a constellation is required to achieve the desired revisit rate. It has been established by D.
Schklar in [1] that at least 8 satellites are necessary.
Before launching a complete constellation, a technology demonstrator is required to ensure
the good implementation of the MWIR detector and the scientific usability of the measures taken.
It is the purpose of the OUFTI-Next 3U CubeSat. Because of the smaller platform size of the
demonstrator, the spatial resolution is doubled (100 m).
1.2 OUFTI-Next’s configurations
The OUFTI-Next demonstrator is a 3U CubeSat (10×10×34 cm, see Appendix A) with 1.5U
dedicated to the payload composed of the optics, the detector and its cooling system. Because of
the early stage of the mission, the shape of the satellite is not fixed and several configurations
are studied.
The first configuration to be considered is the standard 3U shape (Fig. 1.1a and Fig. 1.2).
Solar panels are placed on faces +X, +Y and +Z, covering them entirely. This configuration
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will be referred to as Body Mounted in the rest of this work.
(a) Body Mounted (b) Cross (c) Table
Fig. 1.1: OUFTI-Next’s configurations.
It has been established in [2] by the System Engineering (SYSE) subsystem that a classical
Body Mounted configuration might not produce enough power depending on the cooling strategy
adopted for the detector. In this case, deployable solar panels are needed. In particular, the
project team has decided to investigate two deployable configurations. The first one consists in
four 3U solar panels attached to the top of the spacecraft, in +Z. The 10× 10 cm face is also
covered by solar cells to maximize the power generation. This option is presented in Fig. 1.1b
and Fig. 1.3 and is referred as the Cross configuration.
The second option consists in using only two 3U deployable solar panels. This time, they are
attached to the large face in +X, which is also covered by solar cells. This configuration, called
Table, is depicted in Fig. 1.1c and Fig. 1.4 and has a total of 18 cells. In all cases the payload
fills the bottom side of the spacecraft and the aperture is located on the −Z face.
+Z
-Z
+X +Y -X -Y
Rail Star tracker
Shear panel S-band patch ant.
Solar cell GPS patch ant.
Radiator Payload




+X +Y -X -Y
Rail Star tracker
Shear panel S-band patch ant.
Depl. panel GPS patch ant.
Solar cell Payload
Radiator
deployable solar panel (x4) 
Fig. 1.3: Surface layout for the Cross
configuration.
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+Z
-Z
+X +Y -X -Y
Rail Star tracker
Shear panel S-band patch ant.
Depl. panel GPS patch ant.
Solar cell Payload
Radiator
deployable solar panel (x2) 
Fig. 1.4: Surface layout for the Table configuration.
1.3 Satellite’s components and thermal requirements
This section presents the different components of OUFTI-Next. They have been selected
in cooperation with the SYSE subsystem. However, because of the early stage of the mission,
they will be used as reference parts to give an idea of their properties (mass, volume, thermal
requirements, . . . ). The choice is also guided by the amount of information provided by the
manufacturer.
Exterior
As stated previously, three configurations are considered for the satellite and two of them
need 3U deployable solar panels. ISIS provides such modules (see [3]). However, they lack
information concerning the material supporting the cells and the PCB thickness. These data are
thus extrapolated from another deployable panel mechanism presented by EXA ([4]). Detailed
information about the solar cells themselves are taken from Spectrolab datasheet [5] where Ultra
Triple Junction cells with 28% efficiency are used.
The selected structure, coming from ISIS [6], is highly modular, allows an easy implementation
of the PCB stack and an easy access to the spacecraft’s components during the assembly phase.
It also comes with aluminum shear panels covering the faces. A 3D model is presented in Fig. 1.5,
where the green parts correspond to the ribs and the blue ones to the frames (composed of four
rails).
OUFTI-Next has two patch antennas. The first one is a GPS antenna from SkyFox Labs [7]
and the other one is dedicated to communication via S-band [8]. They are both presented in
Fig. 1.6. Unfortunately, the Clyde Space S-band antenna lacks technical information. For the
thermal analysis, it will thus be considered that it has the same properties as the GPS antenna.
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Fig. 1.5: ISIS 3U structure.
(a) GPS patch antenna from SkyFox Labs [7]. (b) S-band patch antenna from Clyde Space [8].
Fig. 1.6: OUFTI-Next’s patch antennas.
Interior
The interior of the spacecraft is presented in Fig. 1.7. The top unit is occupied by the PCB
stack, which is composed of all the circuit boards needed for the satellite’s bus.
The upper most layer corresponds to the power subsystem. It has been decided to use an
EPS-battery bundle from Clyde Space [9] (see Fig. 1.8). This system has the advantage of
being more compact than a classical one where the two components are separated. Moreover,
the battery integrates heaters to prevent too low temperatures. However, this feature will not
be taken into account for the thermal analysis because this specific battery model might be
replaced by another one in the final satellite. The battery cells are based on a lithium polymer
technology, which has superior discharge characteristics compared to classical lithium ion cells.
Unfortunately, Clyde Space does not provide thermal data for the batteries (heat capacity,
conductivity, operating thermal range). These information are thus taken from lithium ion space
qualified batteries proposed by GOMSpace [10].
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Fig. 1.7: OUFTI-Next’s interior.
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The next PCB in the stack is the on-board computer (OBC). This component, from ISIS, is
represented in Fig. 1.9. The company provides it with an optional daughter board. The need for
this component has not yet been studied but it will be taken into account as an additional mass
in the OBC board. The last two circuit boards, the transceivers for the S-band and VHF/UHF
antennas [11] [12], are also supplied by ISIS.
Fig. 1.8: EPS-battery bundle from Clyde
Space [9].
Fig. 1.9: OBC and its daughter board from
ISIS [13].
The VHF/UHF dipole antenna module (see Fig. 1.10) [14] is placed under the PCB stack.
The four antennas will not be modeled in the thermal analysis because they have a negligible
mass and a small surface extension. It is thus assumed that they have a marginal impact on
the thermal behaviour of the spacecraft. However, the circuit board containing the deployment
mechanism and the electronics is considered.
Fig. 1.10: VHF/UHF dipole antenna
module from ISIS [14].
Fig. 1.11: ADCS from Hyperion
Technologies [15].
The last component of the satellite’s platform is the ADCS module [15]. This element, from
Hyperion Technologies, is composed of three orthogonal reaction wheels and a star tracker.
The bottom 1.5U of the spacecraft is dedicated to the payload. This part is the most
undefined one since it is currently studied by other team members. The different choices which
are considered are a refractive optical system ORR [16], a reflective assembly ORL [17] and a
system using Fresnel lenses OFL [18]. The payload is also composed of the MWIR detector and
its cooling system studied by COOL in [19].
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Finally, the thermal requirements of the different elements of OUFTI-Next are listed in
Tab. 1.1. It can be seen that the batteries have the narrowest operational temperature range,
especially if they are charging. The payload does not appear in the table because it does not
have an explicit thermal range. However, one could say that the requirement is to maintain
it as cool as possible using passive techniques. By doing so, the work of the COOL subsystem
(detector cooling) will be greatly facilitated.
Component Thermal range [°C] Source
Structure -40 to 80 [6]
Shear panels -40 to 80 [6]




-20 to 60 [10]
EPS PCB -20 to 60 [22] [23]
OBC PCB -25 to 65 [13]
VHF/UHF transceiver PCB -20 to 60 [12]
S-band transceiver PCB -40 to 60 [11]
ADCS -45 to 85 [15]
GPS patch antenna -40 to 45 [7]
S-band patch antenna -25 to 45 [8]
VHF/UHF antenna module1 -20 to 60 [14]
Table 1.1: Thermal requirements.
1.4 Orbits
The orbit choice results from a trade-off between the scientific requirements, the availability
and the cost. Ideally, an orbit should fulfill perfectly the requirements of the mission regarding
the altitude (to achieve a good ground sampling distance) and the illumination condition on
ground in order to obtain scientifically exploitable data from the measurements. Nevertheless,
due to the financial limitation for the project, a dedicated launch is not possible. The satellite
will have to be launched as a piggyback of a bigger mission, and it will therefore be dependant
on the orbit and launch schedule of the primary satellite. Another option is to deploy it directly
from the International Space Station (ISS) or from its cargo vessel, Cygnus. These two spacecraft
have very close orbits. Hence, it is chosen to use the ISS for the thermal study.
An interesting orbit is the Sun synchronous orbit (SSO). This one makes a constant angle
with the Sun rays all over the year. From the scientific mission point of view, it ensures that the
pictures of a given crop field, taken several days apart, have the same illumination conditions. It
has been established that most appropriate time range to take these IR images is between 12h
and 14h. This two hours-range corresponds to the peak of plants’ transpiration and will allow
a better contrast between well irrigated fields and dry ones. For these reasons, the team has
selected a 13h30 local time of ascending node (LTAN) for the orbit. An additional constraint
comes from the revisit period which must be as short as possible. This topic is covered in details
by the SYSE subsystem in [2].
The last parameter needed to fix the SSO is the altitude. Its value is a compromise between
the spacecraft’s lifetime and the desired GSD. A low altitude provides a better ground resolution
1The thermal range specified here is only valid for the antenna’s module (i.e. the circuit board) an not the
antennas them selves (i.e. the four thin metal strips).
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but suffers from an increased drag due to the atmosphere, reducing the lifetime of the satellite.
On the other hand, if the altitude is higher, the satellite will stay longer in orbit but it will
be more difficult to obtain a good resolution. The project team members studying the optical
subsystems (ORR, OFL and ORL) have shown that the threshold for a good resolution is 650 km.
However, I decided to conduct the thermal study by considering two different altitudes: 400 km
and 800 km. This ensures to cover any potential changes coming from the optical designers.
Nevertheless, it can be seen in Fig. 1.12 that the temperature results obtained for the 650 km
SSO are very close to those of the 800 km altitude. The process leading to these curves will be
deeply explained in the rest of this work. It is important to stress that the 800 km altitude is
only used for thermal computation purposes. Its role is only to provide an upper bound on the
altitude for the thermal analysis. Therefore, this altitude must not be seen as a possible orbit
choice for OUFTI-Next. Indeed, this altitude induces a mission lifetime larger than the 25 years
allowed by the ESA guidelines [24]1.




































(b) Total absorbed power
Fig. 1.12: Influence of the SSO altitude on thermal results.
Body Mounted configuration, 1 node model, cold case.
Finally, the three orbits selected for the thermal study are summarized in Tab. 1.2.
Parameter ISS 800 km SSO 13h30 400 km SSO 13h30
altitude of perigee [km] 400.6 800 400
altitude of apogee [km] 416.9 800 400
inclination [°] 51.71 98.58 97.01
RAAN [°] 167.35 13h30 LTAN 13h30 LTAN
orbital period [min] 92.66 100.79 92.48
Table 1.2: Orbits considered for the thermal study.
1.5 Satellite’s attitude
The attitude of the satellite depends on the task to be performed. Three modes are considered.
The first one is the imaging/acquisition mode. It corresponds to the acquisition of scientific data
1For more details on OUFTI-Next’s lifetime, see Table 2.1.4 of [2].
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by the detector. In this case, the small face located in −Z (in the satellite’s axes) points nadir.
This situation lasts approximately 5 minutes.
Once the IR pictures have been taken, it is necessary to download them to the ground station.
It is done by the S-band patch antenna during the transfer/communication mode. This situation
lasts about 7 minutes and needs the antenna to face the Earth.
The last one is the idle mode, during which the satellite points to the Sun to charge its
batteries. In this orientation, the spacecraft can also communicate with the ground station
thanks to the VHF and UHF antennas. It is also the default mode, when the satellite is neither
imaging nor communicating via S-band. It corresponds to 90% to 95% of the orbital period.
Since the purpose of the Sun pointing mode is to charge the batteries, the spacecraft’s attitude
has to maximize the power produced by the solar cells. For the Cross and Table configurations,
it is simply obtained by giving the satellite an orientation where the Sun rays are perpendicular
to the solar panels. For the Body Mounted configuration, the situation is more complex because
the solar cells are not all on the same plane. Since the panels located on faces +X and +Y
have the same size, the optimal orientation will be achieved if the azimuth angle θ (from the x
axis and positive towards y axis, see Fig. 1.13) is 45°. The maximum power generation is thus
achieved with an elevation angle γ (from the xy plane and positive towards z axis) maximizing
the following equation developed in Appendix B:




In this relation, CS is the solar constant, η is the solar cells’ efficiency, A3U and A1U are
respectively the surface area covered by the solar cells for a 3U and a 1U face. Ω is the angle
between the normal of the 3U face and the Sun rays.
Fig. 1.13: Optimal sun pointing of the Body Mounted configuration.
Faces +X, +Y and +Z are covered by solar cells.





corresponds to the case where the Sun is located in the direction [1, 1, 1/3], in the satellite’s
axes presented in Fig. 1.13.
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2 | Thermal control subsystem
This chapter presents the thermal control subsystem of satellites from a theoretical point of
view. First, the equations governing heat transfer are reminded. Next, the thermal loads due to
the environment acting on the spacecraft are presented as well as means to mitigate their impact.
Finally, the thermal control strategies of some CubeSats are discussed.
2.1 Heat transfer in space
Heat can be exchanged between bodies by four different ways: radiation, conduction, convec-
tion and ablation. Each of them is briefly described here below.
2.1.1 Radiation
Radiation is the only heat transfer mechanism that does not require a medium to operate.
To explain this process, the concept of blackbody must be introduced. A blackbody is a perfect
diffuse emitter and absorber. It can absorb all the incident radiation, regardless of the wavelength
and direction. Moreover, for a given temperature and wavelength, no surface can emit more
energy. The blackbody is thus an ideal entity against which the radiative properties of real
bodies can be compared [25].
The emissive power of a blackbody follows the Stefan-Boltzmann’s law written hereafter and




Ebb(λ, T )dλ = σT 4
In this relation, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann’s constant (σ = 5.67 · 10−8 W/m2K4) and Ebb is the
hemispherical spectral emissive power which follows the Planck’s law:




ehc/(λkBT ) − 1
,
with h, c and kB, the Planck’s constant (6.63 · 10−34 Js), the speed of light in vacuum
(299 792 458 m/s) and the Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 · 10−23 m2kg s−2K−1) respectively. The
Planck’s law describes the way a body emits radiation at a non zero temperature. It can be seen
in Fig. 2.1 that radiation is emitted on a broad range of wavelengths and that the maximum
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Fig. 2.1: Planck and Wien laws for blackbody radiation.
Source: https://glossary.periodni.com
The emissivity (ε) corresponds to the ratio of the energy emitted by a real surface to the
energy emitted by a blackbody and is thus always lower than one. This surface property is linked
to the absorptivity (α) by the Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation:
ελ,θ = αλ,θ .
This equality is true for spectral and directional properties. But for thermal modeling ease, it
has been assumed by space thermal engineers that the emissivity and absorptivity are constant
in two distinct wavelength domains:
• Visible (0.3 µm to 0.7 µm): α := αvis = εvis,
• Infrared (0.7 µm to 5 µm): ε := αIR = εIR.
It means that for the rest of this document, the word emissivity will refer to the infrared
emissivities and absorptivities (αIR = εIR), while absorptivity will designate the visible (or solar)
emissivities and absorptivities (αvis = εvis). This is called the semi-gray assumption.
Since radiation exchange is a surface phenomenon, a way to know if two surfaces see each
other is needed. This is accomplished with the view factor Fi,j between surfaces Ai and Aj . It
represents the proportion of diffuse radiation leaving Ai that reaches Aj directly, without any
intermediate reflection. It depends only on geometric parameters and is given by:
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Fig. 2.2: View factor between two surfaces.
Source: https://www.physicsforums.com/
This integral is often difficult to evaluate and a ray tracing software is preferred when complex
geometries are involved. Nevertheless, view factors follow two easy algebraic rules: closure
and reciprocity. The first one states that the sum of all the view factors leaving a surface is 1
(∑j Fi,j = 1). The other one is simply AiFi,j = AjFj,i.
On the other hand, Gebhart factors [25] account for the surface properties and allows several
reflections of the rays before reaching the target. They are computed by the iterative formula:




Once again this expression is complicated to evaluate analytically and ray tracing is used for
practical applications.
Finally, the radiative power Qi,j going from Ai to Aj is given by:
Qi,j = σGRi,j
(
T 4i − T 4j
)
,
where GRi,j is the radiative exchange factor between the two surfaces such that
GRi,j = εiAiBi,j .
2.1.2 Conduction
Unlike radiation, heat transfer by conduction needs a medium to happen. It is a volume-
dependant phenomenon principally linked to solids1. This heat exchange phenomenon is involved
in spacecraft when thermal power is transferred between the satellite’s different elements.
The conductive thermal power flowing between two isothermal surfaces at temperatures Ti




(Ti − Tj) = GLi,j (Ti − Tj) ,
where k is the thermal conductivity of the material (in W/mK), A is the cross section of the
heat path, L is its length and GL is the thermal conductance.
A convenient way to represent a thermal network is the electrical analogy. The association
rules of electric circuits are thus transposed to thermal resistances and conductances. The most
commonly used rules are the series and parallel associations:
1Conduction can also occur in fluids at rest but is less effective than in solids because the atoms and molecules
are less compact.
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• Parallel: GLtot = 1Rtot =
∑
iGLi .
2.1.3 Convection and ablation
Convection is a process occurring when heat is transferred inside a moving fluid or between
a moving fluid and a solid. It results from the combination of two elementary mechanisms:
diffusion (random motion of the fluid’s molecules) and advection (bulk macroscopic motion of
the fluid). This heat transfer mode is encountered in space for manned mission or in cooling
fluid loops but it will be ignored in this work since it is not applicable to OUFTI-Next.
On the other hand ablation is a sacrificial method of heat protection. This process combines
radiation, convection and chemical reactions. It is based on the destruction of a solid material
which stays in the surroundings of the thermal shield and serves as a protective layer. This
mechanism is used to protect capsules and the Space Shuttle from the extreme heat (more than
1200◦C at the nose of the Shuttle) during atmosphere reentry. As for convection, this mechanism
is not relevant here.
2.2 Thermal environment
A spacecraft orbiting a planet is subjected to several heat loads coming from the environment.
Those are pictured in Fig. 2.3.
Fig. 2.3: Representation of thermal environment in LEO [26].
The most obvious one is the solar radiation. This effect is measured with the solar constant,
CS . It represents the flux coming from the star and depends on the distance between the Earth
and the Sun1. Since the Earth has an elliptical orbit, this distance varies over the year. When the
1It is assumed that the Sun-Earth and Sun-satellite distances are the same.
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Earth is at the closest point (boreal winter solstice), the solar flux is 1414 W/m2 and 1322 W/m2
when it is the furthest away (summer solstice). A mean value of 1367 W/m2 can also be used [27].
Some of the Sun rays are reflected by the Earth’s atmosphere or ground before reaching the
satellite. This is called albedo radiation. This phenomenon depends on the capacity of the planet
to reflect sunlight. The mean albedo coefficient proposed by the European Cooperation for Space
Standardization (ECSS) is 0.3 but it is highly variable and depends on both the position on
Earth and time. For instance, a value of 0.05 corresponds to oceans while ice caps or high clouds
have an albedo coefficient of 0.6 [28].
The Earth-emitted radiation comes from the planet’s surface and the atmospheric gases.
This radiation is diffuse and from the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is also
location and time-dependant but varies less than the albedo coefficient. For modeling purposes,
the Earth is assumed to be a blackbody in this wavelength domain. A mean equivalent blackbody
temperature of 255 K can be used to characterize the energy emitted by the Earth [29]. It
corresponds to the mean temperature of the top atmospheric layers (the ground is warmer
because of green house effect). It means that the IR radiation of the planet is equivalent to a
blackbody emitting at this temperature.
Another environmental load is the aerothermal flux. This one is due to the friction between
the atmosphere molecules and the satellite. It is significant only for very low orbits or launch
and reentry phases and will thus be discarded in this work.
The last heat load comes from the satellite itself and corresponds to the dissipation of electric
power by Joule effect.
Since convection is impossible in space, the only way for the satellite to evacuate its heat is
by radiative exchanges with its environment, called Deep Space. This heat sink corresponds to
the Cosmic Microwave Background resulting from the Big Bang and is present everywhere in
space. It has the spectrum of a blackbody emitting at 3 K.
2.3 Thermal control methods
In order to maintain the different components of the spacecraft within their allowable ranges of
temperature, thermal control must be implemented. There are two categories of thermal controls:
passive and active. The first one does not require any mechanical moving parts or moving fluids
and thus no power is needed. The main advantages of this method are its easy implementation,
reliability, low cost and low mass. On the other hand, those systems cannot achieve a precise
temperature and are limited to dissipate low amounts of power. In those conditions, active
methods are used since they allow larger dissipation of energy. They can be mandatory for
cryogenic applications. The drawbacks of active means are their power consumption and bulkiness.
Tab. 2.1 gives some thermal control methods used in space. The easiest one is to modify the
surface properties by applying coatings. Their goal is to change the surface properties and they
can be encountered in many forms like paints, plastic film, glass sheets or enhance surface finishes
(e.g. polishing, anodizing metals, . . . ). They can be applied to nearly any surface if a good
bonding between the substrate and the coating is used. However, low solar absorptivity coatings
(white paint, polished metals, ...) are very sensitive to surface contamination and degrade due
to UV radiation and atomic oxygen present is space. The consequence is an increase in the
absorptivity coefficient (ε remains almost constant) of the surface, making it less effective [30].
It leads to the definition of Beginning Of Life (BOL) and Endo Of Life (EOL) concepts that
differentiate between a fresh new coating and one that has been used for a while.
Another way to decrease the effect of the thermal environment on spacecraft’s components is
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- coating - structural materials
- MLI blanket - doubler, filler, adhesive
- radiator - washer, strap, bolt, stand-off
Latent heat & Ablation
- Thermal protection system





Heaters Heat pipes & fluid loops
- thermostat control - fixed/ variable conductance
- electronic control - loop heat pipes
- ground control - mono/ diphasic fluid
Peltier element Louvers
Table 2.1: Spacecraft thermal control methods [31].
to use Multi Layer Insulation (MLI) blankets. They are made of several layers of aluminized
plastics (Mylar or Kapton) separated with very low conductivity materials. The blankets are
composed of 10 to 20 layers, each of them being a few micrometers thick.
While those two first methods act directly on the amount of energy received by the satellite
from the environment, it is also possible to transfer thermal power from one point of the spacecraft
to another. For instance, a specific structural material with a high conductivity could be used to
decrease thermal gradients between cold and hot spots. Fillers or adhesives can also be used
to increase the heat flow between two contact surfaces. Reversely, it is possible to isolate some
parts from each other by using washers or stand-off made of isolating materials like Nylon. Fluid
loops are more efficient at transferring heat than passive means. Nevertheless, they are heavier,
bulkier and require power to operate the pump which circulates the liquid in the loop.
If transferring heat from one point to another is not sufficient to achieve the desired tempera-
ture in a precise area of the spacecraft, localized heaters or Peltier elements can be a solution.
The first one is simply based on the Joule effect. When electric current is dissipated in a resistor,
heat is produced. The second one uses the thermoelectric (or Peltier) effect. Flowing direct
current in an electric junction between two different conductors makes one side of the device
heating up and the other one cooling down. Peltier elements cannot achieve large temperature
gradients between their two sides but the effect is enhanced by using several of them in series.
Now being able to transfer thermal power from one point to another inside the spacecraft,
one wants to evacuate heat to space. The only way to do it is by using radiators. They are
made of metal because they need a high thermal conductance between the core and the surface1.
Moreover, they are covered with high IR emissivity and low solar absorptivity coatings. The
high IR emissivity is mandatory because it ensures a better radiation of heat, while the low
absorptivity reduces the heating of the radiator when exposed to solar flux (direct or albedo).
Louvers or shutters placed in front of the radiators can also be used. When opened, these active
mechanisms can reject a heat quantity as much as six times higher than they do when closed [27].
They are thus useful for components presenting a wide variation of internal power dissipation
depending on their duty cycle.
1Radiation is a surface phenomenon.
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2.4 State of the art
This section presents some thermal control systems implemented on CubeSats and the reasons
which lead to those choices. Because of the lack of detailed information on this last point for
commercial nanosatellites, the majority of the projects presented hereafter come from universities
and master’s theses.
MIST
Fig. 2.4: MIST satellite [32].
MIST (MIniature Student saTellite) [32] is
a 3U CubeSat from the Swedish KTH Royal In-
stitute of Technology that should be launched
in 2018. The goal of this student satellite is to
test eight small payloads developed by KTH
and by Swedish industries. Among them, the
most demanding ones from a thermal point of
view are a propulsive module for which the
butane tank must be temperature controlled
to avoid freeze up or overheating, an experi-
ment aiming to measure the in-orbit radiation
environment that allows a very tight temper-
ature range and an experiment consisting in
resuscitating micro-organisms which have been
frozen before launch and monitor their growth
in orbit. The constraint on this one is to maintain the module’s temperature within range
suitable for the bacteria’s development.
The satellite has two deployable solar panels (3U each) attached to its small face as well as
body mounted ones. Attitude control, consisting in nadir pointing, is achieved by magnetorquers.
The thermal analysis showed that some of the payloads and the batteries were outside their
allowable temperature range. To overcome this problem, active and passive methods have been
used. A heater is turned on when the batteries are below the threshold temperature. The butane
tank of the propulsion module is covered by a plate coated with Teflon and silver to reduce the
absorption of environmental fluxes and thus reduce its temperature. On the other hand, this
module requires large heaters (6.5 W) during the non-operating cold phase. Additional heaters
for the visible camera, for the micro-biology experiment and for some payloads consisting in
electronics on PCB were also implemented.
PICSAT
Fig. 2.5: PICSAT satellite [33].
PICSAT is a nanosatellite developed to
measure the transit of the exoplanet Beta Pic-
toris b in front of its star Beta Pictoris. Its
goal is to achieve a nearly continuous photo-
metric monitoring of the planet to observe a
transit between July 2017 and March 2018.
The mission also aimed to study the gas cloud
surrounding the young star. The satellite was
launched on January 12, 2018 by the PSLV In-
dian launcher. Unfortunately, the ground sta-
tion stopped receiving telemetry on March 20,
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due to an unknown cause[34].
The CubeSat has a 3U form factor with two 2U deployable solar panes attached to one of its
small faces, making a 180◦ angle between them and the body. Moreover, the 4 large faces of the
body are also covered with solar cells.
The thermal study depicted in [33] is related to the Phase B of the project. It presents several
operational cases (hot and cold) as well as failure scenarios. For the nominal hot and cold cases
the simulations showed that the temperatures were compatible with the requirements for nearly
all of the satellite’s elements. Only the batteries and the solar cells were out of limits. The first
one was 2°C too cold in the cold case while the solar cells exceeded the lower barrier by 10°C in
the same case. It was suggested by the author to overcome these problems by using a heater for
the batteries and a highly conductive material between the solar cells and their deployable or
body panels to rise up their temperature.
The first failure scenario assumed the malfunction of the ADCS, leading to one of the small
faces of the satellite constantly pointing to the Sun. In this case, every temperature’s lower
bounds were exceeded, with some of them dropping by 40◦C as compared to the normal cold
case. A solution proposed was to adjust the surface finishes and to implement a thermal safe
mode that would couple the ADCS to a temperature sensor to modify the attitude such that
one of the deployable solar panel could face the Sun. On the other hand, the two other failures
scenarios assumed the non-deployment of one or two solar panels but it had not much influence
on the temperatures of the components.
CIRCUS
Fig. 2.6: CIRCUS satellite [33].
Along with the PICSAT study, the thermal analysis
of CIRCUS (Characterization of the Ionosphere using
a Radio receiver on a CUbeSat) was also conducted but
this one is related to a Phase A0, meaning that all the
components and the overall configuration of the satellite
were not yet clearly defined. As suggested by the name,
its primary goal is to study the ionospheric plasma. A
secondary payload called STAR (STacked Adcs Receiver)
is also embedded in the satellite. The aim of the mission
is thus to space-qualify this new digital receiver and
increase its technology readiness level.
One of the tested configurations is a simple 3U de-
sign with body mounted solar cells. This one showed
temperatures that were 20◦C under the lowest bound of
the allowable range. This problem was solved by imple-
menting ADCS in order to point one of the large faces
of the satellite to the Sun and to increase its temperature. A second configuration consisted in
making the satellite spin at a rate of 5 revolutions per hour. This one resulted in a decrease of the
external surface temperature outside the accepted range. In the last configuration, two deployable
solar panels were used, like PICSAT, and the simulations showed temperatures compatible with
the requirements.
NEMO-AM
NEMO (Nanosatllite for Earth Monitoring and Observation - Aerosol Monitor) [35] is a large
CubeSat with a volume of 24U (8U exclusively dedicated to the payload) and a large solar panel
array. This satellite has been designed for the Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) by
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the Space Flight Laboratory of the Toronto University Institute of Aerospace Studies. The goal
of the mission is to observe the Earth to detect the presence of industry-emitted aerosols over
India and to target the source of this pollution. The payload is composed of optical instruments
and four CCD imagers.
Fig. 2.7: NEMO satellite [35].
The thermal control system consists in ap-
propriate thermo-optical coatings, adequate
materials inside the spacecraft to ensure good
conduction and reorganization of the subsys-
tems. For instance, the temperatures were
too low and it was deduced that this problem
came from the too high emissivity of the exte-
rior body panels of the satellite. It was thus
decided to move one of the solar string from
the body to the separate solar array tray. In a
configuration where the bus was hidden from
the Sun by the solar array, the interior of the
platform was also too cold. A high emissivity
black paint applied to all the inner faces helped rising up the temperature.
In addition to the classical temperature range of the batteries, another constraint had to
be considered. The battery pack (composed of 6 individual batteries) must have a uniform
temperature. If there is a difference of more than 5◦C between the batteries, their electrical
resistance are no more the same. This could cause a cross charge phenomenon where one battery
charges another one. This effect was avoided by using a thermal gap filler between the cells.
Moreover, thermal resistances were also implemented to keep the batteries warm during cold
phases. The last thermal strategy implemented for the bus was a thermal strap between the
structure and the PCBs to keep them cool by evacuating heat power.
On the other hand, the payload had some special requirements too. The entire optical
instrument must have a thermal gradient lower than 5◦C between its extremities, the CCDs must
be as cool as possible when imaging and their temperature had to be stable. Those constraints
have been respected by increasing the overall conductivity of the payload by using silicon
aluminum for the structure and by implementing heaters to regulate the CCD’s temperature on
the go while imaging.
CANX-4/-5
Fig. 2.8: CANX satellite [35].
The CANX-4/-5 satellites (Canadian Ad-
vanced Nanospace eXperiment 4 and 5) have
been studied at the same time as NEMO-AM.
The mission consists in two 8U satellites in-
tended to demonstrate autonomous formation
flying. Hence, their payload is a cold gas
propulsion system [35].
The environment fluxes are regulated
thanks to appropriate thermo-optical coatings.
Inside the satellites, the heat is transferred
from the PCBs to the structure with high con-
ductivity spacers as well as thermal filler and
the batteries are kept in their temperature
range by heaters. Another concern comes from
the propellant valves linking the fuel tank to the active part of the engine. When passing
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through the valve, the fuel expends and turns from liquid to gaseous state. This phase change is
accompanied by heat absorption which finally reduces the temperature of the valves. It was thus
chosen to couple the valves with the structure of the satellite by using a high conductivity thermal
strap. With this method, the valves benefited from the larger capacitance of the spacecraft and
remained warm enough.
It was initially planned that the two satellites would stay attached to each other just after the
launch, for a duration of several orbits. The goal was to calibrate and verify their ADCS modules
before they start drifting apart to begin the formation flying phase. In this configuration, one
of the spacecraft was partially in the shadow of the other one and suffered from temperatures
35◦C lower, meaning that some of the elements were out of their allowable range. Two solutions
were tested: on the one hand, enhancing the radiative exchange between the two satellites with
optical coatings and on the other hand, increasing the conduction between the two spacecraft by
reducing the contact resistance with some filler material. Those solutions did not manage to give
acceptable temperatures. Anyway, it is stated in [35] that the idea of joining the satellites has
been abandoned for other reasons.
OUFTI-1
Fig. 2.9: OUFTI-1 satellite [36].
OUFTI-1 (Orbital Utility For Telecommunication
Innovation) is the first CubeSat developed by the Uni-
versity of Liège. The objectives of this 1U CubeSat were
to test a new amateur radio digital technology called
D-STAR protocol, use new high efficiency (30%) solar
cells from Azur Space and to test a new type of EPS
digitally controlled and based on PIC microcontroller.
The thermal design was carried out by Lionel Jacques
in [36].
A detailed analysis showed that the temperature of
the batteries was too low in the cold case, when the
satellites came out of eclipse. Two 250 mW heaters were
thus designed, along with three temperature sensors. It
was decided by the author that the heaters should turn on when the batteries are 5◦C above
their lower bound. In addition, in order to increase the efficiency and reduces the thermal loses,
the batteries were wrapped in low emissivity aluminum thermal tape. The PCB supporting them
was also isolated from the rest of the structure by low conductivity Nylon washers and titanium
spacers.
In the hot case, the high dissipation of the transistor on the EPS board induced too high
temperatures for the batteries and EPS. This problem was overcome by using a thermal strap
encircling the transistor and linking it to one of the satellite’s faces. It induced a 10◦C drop
for the batteries and 20◦C for the transistor. Another problem came from the low efficiency of
the communication amplifier, thus dissipating too much heat. However, because of the lack of
information on this subsystem at that time, no concrete measures were taken except changing its
location on the PCB.
NAOS
The NAOS satellite (Nanosatellite for Astronomical Observation of Stars) is a project
developed at Centre Spatial de Liège, with the objective of studying massive stars with a UV
photometer (250 nm to 350 nm). The thermal design presented in [37], by Nicolas Berckmans
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from the University of Liège, is part of the feasibility study of the satellite. The spacecraft will
be in LEO and pointing is ensured by a star tracker and reaction wheels.
Fig. 2.10: NAOS satellite [37].
During the first analysis, it was pointed
out that the batteries were extremely hot (over
100◦C). The alodine surface finish of the satel-
lite was thus replaced by MAP-PCBE white
paint. This resulted in a massive 45◦C to
66◦C drop. The internal dissipation was also
improved by increasing the number of cop-
per layers in the PCBs. Moreover, the inter-
subsystem thermal conduction was enhanced
with specially designed spacers and filler mate-
rial. The detector assembly was also modified
to reduce the parasitic heat fluxes received from the adjacent subsystems. Moreover, the radiator
area was increased.
Finally, some problems still have to be addressed like the too low temperature of the batteries
in cold case, the out of limit temperature of the ADCS in both hot and cold cases as well as the
thermal requirements of the detector.
Arkyd-6
Fig. 2.11: Arkyd-6 satellite [38].
The last satellite to be presented in this
section is Arkyd-6. This 6U nanosatellite is de-
signed by Planetary Resources, whose ultimate
goal is to prospect and mine valuable resources
found on asteroids. Nevertheless, the company
is only at the beginning of this dream. In fact,
the goal of Arkid-6 is to demonstrate some
of the technologies which will be used in the
larger 12U Arkid-100 satellite, to be normally
launched in 2019 [38]. Those two satellites are
dedicated to Earth observation. Only the next
two models (Arkyd-200 and Arkyd-300) will
be dedicated to asteroid prospection to identify valuable resources. At this date, no plan on a
future mining spacecraft has been released [39] [40].
Similarly to OUFTI-Next, the main instrument of Arkyd-6 is a MWIR detector used to
measure temperature differences. It is active in the 3.4 to 5.1 µm spectral range and is cooled by
a stirling cryocooler at 77 K.
Conclusion
Out of all the CubeSats thermal systems exposed here, some conclusions can be drawn. First,
the impact of environmental fluxes is controlled by coatings. It was also observed that the
internal faces are sometimes covered with black paint to increase their emisivity. Conduction can
be enhanced between different elements by thermal straps, carefully-designed spacers and filler
materials. The too cold temperature of the batteries is a recurrent problem. This is solved by
electrical heaters, which represent the only active control method used for the satellite’s buses.
On the other hand, the payload can be controlled with either passive active methods if the
target temperatures are too extreme or if they must stay stable over time. The active systems
used for the payloads presented in this section consist heaters and stirling cryocoolers.
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The present chapter is intended to present the computation of the orbital fluxes. The
procedure to obtain them is explained and the results are compared to Esatan, the standard
European space thermal analysis software. Next, the lumped parameter method is implemented
and the difference between a static and a cyclic transient approach is exposed. These two methods
are then applied to the 1-node Body Mounted satellite and the most suitable one is selected for
the rest of the study.
3.1 External thermal loads
3.1.1 Solar flux
The solar flux (in W/m2) received by a face having a normal ni is simply given by:
qS,i = CS (ni · r̂S)S ,
where r̂S is the Sun’s unit position vector, CS is the solar constant and S is a boolean value
equal to 1 if the satellite is in the Sun and 0 otherwise.
Because of the very large distance separating the Earth from the Sun and the low altitude of
the orbits chosen for the satellite, the penumbra zones are negligible compared to the umbra.
The computation of the eclipses is based on the assumption of parallel rays coming from the Sun.





Fig. 3.1: Eclipse terminator points computation.
As seen in Fig. 3.1, the satellite is in the Earth’s shadow only if r · rS < 0 and ||δ|| < RE .
3.1.2 Albedo flux
To compute the albedo flux, the view factor between the satellite’s face and the Earth is
required. However, no simple analytic formula gives accurate results for this parameter. Indeed,
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the view factor depends on many parameters like the satellite’s orientation, its altitude, the angle
between its position and the subsolar point1 (θ) and the minimum angle between the orbital
plane and the solar vector (β). A correlation between all those parameters has been made in [27]
and is displayed hereafter.
Fig. 3.2: Correlation between the albedo flux and the view factor [27].
Nevertheless, this abacus is not suited for automatic computer calculation. This is why the
interpolation derived in [36] will be used instead. It has been shown that the view factor follows
the formula:
FE,i = r2.1 sine
ρi
2 ,
1The subsolar point is defined as the point on Earth such that the Sun is exactly overhead (zenith).
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where r = RERE+h and e depends on the orbit altitude such that:
e = −160.31r6 + 723.36r5 − 1380r4 + 1394.6r3 − 780.65r2 + 226.81r − 21.232 .
Now that the view factors are known, the albedo flux incident to face i can be determined
by [42] [43]:
qA,i = CSa cos1.5 (0.9θ)FE,i ,
where a is the albedo coefficient. In this relation, the angle form the subsolar point (θ) is
multiplied by 0.9 in order to represent the reality more accurately. When the satellite has passed
the terminator line (θ > 90◦), it still receives albedo flux from the bright side of the Earth. The







Fig. 3.3: Representation of the albedo flux beyond the terminator line.
Red point: subsolar point, red line: terminator line, yellow arrow: albedo flux.
3.1.3 Earth IR flux
The last environmental load also depends on the view factor between the satellite and the
Earth. The formula developed in the previous section is thus reused here.
For the computation of the Earth IR flux, the planet is assimilated to a blackbody at the
temperature TE,bb such that the flux is given by:
qE,i = EbbFE,i = σT 4E,bbFE,i .
3.1.4 Results
The numerical results of the environmental thermal loads presented in this section are illus-
trated on a 3U CubeSat which has one of its small (10× 10 cm) faces constantly pointing nadir
and is idealized as a blackbody (ε = 1, α = 1). Nevertheless, the conclusions remain general and
can easily be applied to other satellite’s geometries, attitudes and surface coatings. The thermal
case chosen here is characterized as average1 and the parameters are summarized in Tab. 3.1.
1By opposition to hot and cold cases that will be introduced later.
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Moreover, a 800 km Sun synchronous orbit with a LTAN of 13h30 is used.
Parameter Value
Solar constant 1367 W/m2
Albedo reflection coefficient 0.3
Earth blackbody temperature 255 K
Table 3.1: Average environmental parameters.






















Fig. 3.4: Solar absorbed power.
Solid lines: Esatan, dashed: Matlab.



















Fig. 3.5: Albedo absorbed power.
Solid lines: Esatan, dashed: Matlab
The results are displayed in Fig. 3.4 to Fig. 3.7 for one orbit. The continuous curves have
been obtained with Esatan1, while the dashed ones are from a personal Matlab code.
It can be seen in Fig. 3.4 that the absorbed solar power is nearly exactly the same for the two
programs. This figure shows that the orbit is subject to eclipses with a duration of approximately
33 minutes. The −Z face is constantly pointing the Earth and thus receives the lowest amount of
solar flux. In fact, this amount is above zero only when the satellite is between θ = 90° and the
eclipse entry/exit points. Complementary behaviours between opposite faces of the satellite can
also be observed. Such two faces do not receive flux at the same time. For instance, the leading
face of the satellite (the face which has its normal parallel to the velocity vector), +X sees the
Sun only from the exit point of the eclipse to the subsolar point. While the −X face receives
flux from the subsolar point to the eclipse entry point. On the other hand, +Y is subjected to a
constant solar load since the angle between this face and the Sun rays is constant during the
entire orbit.
The albedo power absorbed by the CubeSat is represented in Fig. 3.5. In this figure, the curves
corresponding to the Matlab computation of faces +X, +Y , −X and −Y are superimposed.
Logically, the +Z face is constantly pointing away from the Earth and thus does not receive
albedo flux. There is a small discrepancy between the Matlab and Esatan results that can be
explained by the following reasons.
The Matlab implementation is based on what was explained in Section 3.1.2. With this
method, for a fixed position of the satellite, the view factor between the spacecraft and the Earth
1The modelling process with Esatan will be detailed later.
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Fig. 3.6: Earth IR absorbed power.
Solid lines: Esatan, dashed: Matlab






















Fig. 3.7: Total absorbed power.
Solid lines: Esatan, dashed: Matlab
only depends on ρ (angle between the normal to the face and the local zenith). Since the satellite
is pointing nadir, this angle is the same (ρ = 90°) for the faces +X, +Y , −X and −Y . Hence,
the view factor and the albedo flux are the same.
However, it does not represent accurately the reality. As shown in Fig. 3.8, for a same ρ
angle, the faces do not see the same portion of illuminated Earth. The left side of the figure
corresponds to the side view of the orbit and shows that the +X face of the satellite sees a
smaller illuminated zone of the Earth than the −X face. This behaviour is observed when the
spacecraft moves away from the subsolar point. The opposite occurs when the satellite moves
closer to this point. The right side of Fig. 3.8 displays the orbit seen from the top. In this
case, the +Y face is subject to a larger portion of illuminated Earth than −Y face1. These
phenomenona are taken into account by Esatan in Fig. 3.5 (continuous curves), making this
















Fig. 3.8: Angle between normal to satellite’s faces and local zenith.
Left: side view, Right: top view.
1These two faces would receive the same amount of albedo flux only if β = 0°.
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On the other hand, the −Z face does not suffer from this kind of problem concerning the ρ
angle. Nevertheless, a very small difference is observed between the two software. This is due
to fact that the Matlab code is based on the abacus presented in Fig. 3.2 which is itself an
approximation of the reality. Since the Esatan results are obtained by ray tracing, they are
subject to approximation errors as well.
Fig. 3.6 displays the Earth IR power absorbed by the different faces of the satellite. Since
this thermal load does not depend on the illumination conditions, the eclipse has no effect on
the results. Moreover, the values are constant because the orbit is circular and the attitude
of the satellite is also constant with respect to the Earth. In this graph, the Matlab curves
(dashed ones) corresponding to the sides +X, +Y , −X and −Y are superimposed. It reflects
the reality since those four sides have the same view factor with the Earth when the satellite is
pointing nadir. On the other hand, the Esatan results for those faces are a little bit apart from
each other but remain close (they are in an interval of 39 mW). This dispersion comes from the
approximations of ray tracing.
Finally, Fig. 3.7 shows the total power absorbed for the three environmental thermal loads. It
can be seen that Matlab and Esatan give approximately the same results. Hence, the Matlab
algorithm will be used for this first elementary thermal model.
3.2 Static vs cyclic transient thermal models
With the orbital fluxes incident to each face of the satellite determined, it is now time to get
a first estimation of its temperature. In this case, the spacecraft is assumed to be isothermal
(represented by one node). A static and a cyclic transient models will be used to compute the
temperature. They are both based on the lumped parameter method.
3.2.1 Lumped parameter method
The goal of the lumped parameter method is to simplify continuous systems in a finite number
of discrete elements (nodes) forming a network. In the context of thermal modeling, each node is
considered isothermal. It is thus characterized by a temperature and a capacitance. The different
nodes of the network are joined together by conductive links (GLi,j) and radiative links (GRi,j).




GLi,j(Ti − Tj) + σ
∑
j




In this relation, Qint,i represents the internal power dissipated by node i, Qext,i is the external
power absorbed by the node (solar, albedo and Earth IR fluxes) and Ci is the thermal capacitance
(in J/K) of node i. They represent the time dependency of the problem. The right hand side
of the equation is the thermal inertia of the node and illustrates how quickly its temperature
changes when Qint,i and Qext,i vary.
When only one node is used to represent the spacecraft (s), the equation simplifies to:




where DS is the Deep Space (TDS = 3K). The radiative exchange factor is given by:
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If the right hand side of Eq. 3.2 is ignored, the equation is independent of time and the
problem is characterized as static. On the other hand, a transient problem is solved if this term
is kept in the equation. For space thermal analysis, we speak about cyclic transient model. It
assumes that the conditions encountered at the end of the orbit are the same as at the beginning
of this orbit. This hypothesis is especially justified for low Earth orbits (LEO) since the orbital
period (τorb) is short compared to external variables like the variation of the Sun’s position with
respect to the Earth. This is why the majority of the thermal results presented in this thesis are
shown for only one orbit.
To mathematically enforce the cyclic condition on Eq. 3.2, two criteria have to be respected:
• The temperatures at the end and beginning of the orbit must be the same:
|T (t+ τorb)− T (t)| < tol1








In the Matlab algorithm, those conditions are checked at the end of each orbit. If they are
not met, the initial value of the temperature for the next orbit is set equal to the last temperature










Fig. 3.9: Convergence process of the cyclic transient model.
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3.2.2 Implementation and comparison
The comparison between the static and the cyclic transient solvers is conducted on the 3U
Body Mounted configuration, with the same orbital parameters as in Tab. 3.1. Unlike the previous
section, the real surface properties and face layout are used here (see Fig. 1.2). Tab. 3.2 gives
the corresponding surface finishes.
Since the project is still in the feasibility phase, the different modules of the spacecraft are not
yet fully determined. Thus, the materials listed in Tab. 3.2 have to be considered as assumptions
based on manufacturer data sheets and on other CubeSats. Hence, they might change in the
future.
The aluminum rails are the only parts allowed to touch the P-POD. According to the CubeSat
Design Specification [44], they shall be made of hard anodized aluminum to prevent cold welding
between the rails and the orbital deployer. The thermo-optical coating of the radiator has been
determined by the COOL subsystem. The coarsest assumptions concern the star tracker and
the payload opening holes. Since the role of those two components consists in letting light enter
the satellite, their reflection coefficient must be small. It is thus chosen to represent them by
blackbodies. Nevertheless, their surface area remains relatively small compared to the whole
satellite, meaning that their influence is marginal.
Component Material α ε Reference
Rails Al 7075, hard anodized 0.83 0.87 [45]
Shear panels Al 6061, alodined 0.44 0.14 [45]
Solar cell CMG anti-reflective coating 0.92 0.85 [5]
Radiator MAP PCBE white paint 0.27 0.88 [46]
Star tracker blackbody 1 1
S-band patch antenna Kapton foil 0.11 0.33 [27]
GPS patch antenna Kapton foil 0.11 0.33 [27]
Payload blackbody 1 1
Table 3.2: Surface properties for the basic Body Mounted configuration.
Static solver
The static results are obtained by solving Eq. 3.2 with the right hand side equal to zero. The
800 km SSO 13h30 LTAN orbit with nadir pointing is used. Since the computation is static,
several choices arise for the value of Qext. One computation is done for the satellite in eclipse
and another one when it is in sunlight. The latter is decomposed in two situations. For the first
one, one considers the average power received by the spacecraft during the entire sunlight period,
while the second scenario is based on the maximum external power (see Fig. 3.10).
The temperature of the satellite for the static solver is given in Tab. 3.3.
Case Temperature [°C]
Eclipse -96.2
Sunlight (mean Qext) 9.1
Sunlight (max Qext) 51.7
Table 3.3: Static temperatures of the body mounted configuration.
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Fig. 3.10: External power (solar + albedo + Earth IR) for static computation.
800 km SSO 13h30 LTAN, average thermal case.
Cyclic transient solver
The cyclic transient solver requires the thermal capacitance (C) of the satellite. An estimation
of the mass (m) and specific heat (Cp) of the components is presented in Tab. 3.4. These values
will be refined in the next chapters.
Component m [kg] Cp [J/Kkg] C [J/K] Source
Structure (Al 7075) 0.3 961.2 288.4 [27]
Shear panels (Al 6061) 0.4 961.2 384.5 [27]
Solar cells (140µm thick, GaAs) 0.05 334.8 16.7 [27] [5]
PCB stack (4 boards) 0.3 1300 390 [47]
Batteries (Li-Po) 0.35 13501 472.5 [36]
ADCS 0.4 1000 400 -
Antennas (Al) 0.1 961.2 96.1 [27]
Radiator (Cu) 0.120 385.2 46.2 [27]
Payload 1 1000 1000 [1]
Total 3.02 3096.2
Table 3.4: Mass, specific heat and capacitance of the body mounted configuration.
Before discussing the results, a convergence analysis has to be done to determine the two
tolerance values of the Matlab algorithm. For this purpose, one observes the asymptotic
behaviour of the maximum temperature reached by the spacecraft when the tolerances are
reduced (Fig. 3.11). A value of 0.1 is finally chosen for both parameters.
1This value corresponds to the value measured by Lionel Jacques for Lithium-Polymer batteries for the
OUFTI-1 CubeSat.
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Fig. 3.11: Convergence of the Matlab cyclic transient model (tol1 = tol2).
The evolution of the spacecraft’s temperature along the orbit is represented in Fig. 3.12. This
graph also presents a sensitivity analysis regarding the capacitance1. These values are changed
by approximately 15% in both directions. One sees that the capacitance of the spacecraft has a
limited influence on its temperature. For a total variation of 900 J/K, the temperature changes
by only maximum 3°C. When the capacitance increases, the temperature curve flattens, which
illustrates the larger thermal inertia of the CubeSat.
A comparison between Tab. 3.3 and Fig. 3.12 shows that the results given by the cyclic
transient model are between the boundaries obtained by the static model. Nevertheless, the
static temperatures are too far from those obtained by the transient model and it would be
too restrictive to design the mission around them. For instance, the lowest temperature in the
static case is -96.2°C whereas it is only 30.4°C for the cyclic transient solver. These results
were expected since the static case represents the asymptotic behaviour if the eclipse time was
infinitely long. For these reasons, the cyclic transient approach will be used for the rest of this
work.
1A sensitivity analysis regarding the optical properties is conducted in Section 4.6 on the Body Mounted 1-node
model.
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C = 2600 J/K
C = 3096 J/K
C = 3500 J/K
Fig. 3.12: Cyclic transient temperature for the basic body mounted model
and sensitivity analysis for the capacitance.
800 km SSO 13h30 LTAN, average thermal case.
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This chapter presents the concepts of hot and cold thermal cases, applies them to OUFTI-
Next and introduces the modeling procedure with the Esatan software. The temperatures are
computed for different orbits and thermal cases. The spacecraft is modeled by one node for
the Body Mounted configuration and by three nodes for the Cross and Table ones. For these
last two configurations, a first node represents the body of the satellite, another one models the
deployable solar panels and the last one is associated to the solar panel fixed to the body. With
this amount of nodes, it is expected to observe the benefits and disadvantages of deployable solar
panels.
4.1 Worst cases definition
On one hand, the thermal study of a spacecraft depends on many parameters like the
environmental fluxes, the internal dissipation, the orbit, the material properties, . . . On the other
hand, the role of the thermal engineer is to be sure that the spacecraft remains in its allowable
temperature range in all the conditions encountered during its mission. Since analyzing each
possible choices of parameters to get the temperature would be too cumbersome, the thermal
analysis is based on the worst cases approach. The goal is to study only a few cases that represent
the most extreme conditions that the satellite will be subjected to. If the temperatures are
compliant with the thermal requirements for the worst cases, they will also be for the intermediate
cases.
The hot case is thus defined as the case for which all the parameters (satellite and environment
related) are chosen such that they lead to the highest spacecraft’s temperature. The cold case is
the opposite, where all the parameters contribute to the lowest satellite’s temperature.
The typical variables which are modified in the worst case definition are the eclipse time, the
solar constant, the albedo coefficient, the equivalent Earth blackbody temperature, the internal
dissipation and the surface properties (BOL vs EOL). However, because of the early phase of the
mission, the surface properties are not fixed yet. Thus the difference between BOL and EOL is
not taken into account.
4.1.1 Cold case
For the cold case, the solar constant is the lowest and corresponds to the value at the boreal
summer solstice (CS = 1322 W/m2). The Earth blackbody temperature and the albedo coefficient
have respective values of 250K and 0.25. Additionally, the eclipse period is considered as the
longest. Fig 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 (different y-scales), show the time spent in the Earth shadow for
the different orbits studied1. One sees that the eclipse varies from 0 to 36 minutes for the ISS
orbit while it remains relatively stable for the two Sun synchronous orbits. It also shows that
the solstices (dashed lines) do not correspond to the maximum or minimum eclipse duration. It
1Those graphs are obtained by the CelestLab (Scilab) software from CNES.
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means that in reality, for the ISS orbit for instance, the satellite will not encounter an eclipse
of 36 min and a solar constant of 1322 W/m2 at the same time. Nevertheless, it is chosen to
consider these two values simultaneously. By doing so, the worst cold case possible is achieved.
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Fig. 4.1: Eclipse duration for ISS orbit.
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SSO 400km 13h30 LTAN
SSO 800km 13h30 LTAN
Fig. 4.2: Eclipse duration for SSO.
Moreover, in order to get the lowest temperature, it is assumed that there is no internal
dissipation in the spacecraft. It is an ideal situation where the whole power collected by the solar
cells is consumed. It is carried without losses to the different modules of the satellite and the
components are assumed to operate without dissipation of thermal energy.
4.1.2 Hot case
In the hot case, the eclipse time is minimum (no eclipse for the ISS orbit) and the solar
constant is maximum at 1414 W/m2 (winter solstice), which corresponds to the moment when
the Earth is at the closest distance from the Sun. The albedo reflection coefficient and the Earth
equivalent blackbody temperatures are respectively 0.35 and 260 K.
Additionally to these external parameters, the internal dissipation of the satellite is considered
maximum. It is assumed that all the electric power generated by the solar cells is dissipated
in heat. Once again, this is an idealization of the reality. In practice, all the power cannot be
dissipated because a part is used to operate the component.
For the basic thermal model, only the idle mode is studied. In this situation, the spacecraft is
oriented in such a way that it produces a maximum of electrical power (Sun pointing). This case
is the most representative one because it lasts the major part of the orbit. The two operational
cases (imaging and communication) will be studied later, with the advanced thermal model.
Outside eclipses, the power produced by the satellite when it points the Sun is given by:
Qprod = nAcellCSη cos γ ,
where n is the number of solar cells, Acell is their surface area (28 cm2), η is the cell’s efficiency
(28%) and γ is the angle between the Sun rays and the normal to the solar cells. This angle is
zero for the Cross and Table configuration but not for the Body Mounted one (cf. Section 1.5).
On the other hand, it has been established by the SYSE subsystem in [2] that the satellite
consumes 5.18 W (=Qcons) in Sun pointing mode1. For the thermal hot case, this power is
1This value includes a 20% security margin.
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dissipated by the body node of the satellite.
The question of where to dissipate the remaining Qprod − Qcons arises. For the OUFTI-1
CubeSat [36], the choice was made to design a dedicated transistor whose role was to dissipate
the remaining power. Unfortunately, it was the cause of nearly all the problems in the hot case.
Indeed, the dissipation system was placed on the EPS circuit board but lead to a local hot spot
of 115°C. The high temperature caused the EPS PCB to get out of its allowable thermal rage.
It was also the case for the batteries which were directly above the hot spot. To solve these
issues, it was decided to relocate some of the power from the EPS to the antenna deployment
panel by using two resistances in series with the dissipative transistor. To increase the transfer
of thermal power between the two parts, a copper strap was also designed. One end of the strap
encircled the transistor while the other was strongly bolted to the antenna deployment panel.
Those drastic measures lead to a decrease of the temperature of the batteries, the EPS and the
transistor. For OUFTI-Next, it is chosen not to use this dissipatvie transistor technique because
of the hassle caused by this system in OUFTI-1. Instead, the remaining power will be dissipated
at the solar cells’ level. This method should reduce the risk of hot spots for both the payload
and the satellite’s platform.
There are two possibilities to model the power dissipated by the solar cells during the orbit.
In the first case, the extra power received in sunlight is directly dissipated, meaning that nothing
is dissipated at the solar cells’ level during eclipse. On the other hand, one could imagine a
mechanism allowing a constant dissipation during the entire orbit. In this case, the cells dissipate
an average power given by (Qprod −Qcons)τsunlight/τorb. The two possibilities are presented in
Fig. 4.3.






















Fig. 4.3: Dissipation schemes for the Body
Mounted configuration.













Fig. 4.4: Comparison of the temperature
profiles for the Body Mounted configuration and
different internal dissipation schemes.
The dissipation scheme selected for the thermal hot case of the satellite is the one leading
to the highest temperatures. For that purpose, Fig. 4.4 displays the temperature of the Body
Mounted configuration for the two choices. It can be seen that the instantaneous dissipation
leads to the largest thermal load. It will thus be considered for the rest of the study1.
Finally, the parameters chosen for the cold and hot cases are summarized in the following
1The conclusion is the same for the Cross and Table configuration but the graphs are not shown here for
brevity sake.
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table. In the hot case, for the dissipation at the solar cells’ level, the three values are respectively
for the Body Mounted, Cross and Table configurations. Moreover, these numbers correspond to
the dissipation when the spacecraft is in sunlight only.
Parameter Cold case Hot case
Solar constant [W/m2] 1322 1414
Albedo reflection coefficient [-] 0.25 0.35
Earth equivalent blackbody temperature [K] 250 260
Internal dissipation (satellite’s body) [W] none 5.18
Internal dissipation (solar cells) [W] none 4.73 ; 23.64 ; 14.77
Table 4.1: Hot and cold cases parameters for the basic thermal model.
4.2 Thermal modeling with Esatan
Esatan-TMS (for Thermal Modeling Suite) is the standard ESA’s software for thermal
analysis. It divides the analysis process in two parts: the Geometric Mathematical Model (GMM)
and the Thermal Mathematical Model (TMM).
The first one is dedicated to the determination of the external orbital fluxes as well as the
computation of the radiative exchange factors between the satellite’s surfaces. This last point
requires the knowledge of the view factors which are determined by ray tracing. For a perfect
accuracy, one should fire an infinite amount of rays, having each their own initial direction.
Obviously, it cannot be done in practice and a stochastic approach called Monte Carlo Ray
Tracing (MCRT) is used instead. The method fires a fixed amount of rays from the different
faces of the spacecraft and registers their path form the point of emission to the absorption
point, including the emission direction and the ray/face interactions. The view factors are
then computed by averaging the results of the different rays. The process is thus governed
by two parameters: the number of rays and the seed. The seed is a value that initializes the
pseudo-random number generator used for the stochastic method. As seen in Fig.4.5, two different
seeds will produce different results. However, their statistical property states that the evolution
of the resulting view factor stays within a band whose width is inversely proportional to the
square root of the number of rays fired. On the other hand, because of the intrinsic deterministic
behaviour of computer software, two identical seeds will produce exactly the same results [48].
Fig. 4.5: Evolution of MCRT-calculated entities according to Esatan user manual [48].
The main drawback of the method is the time needed for the computation. Moreover, this
time increases when the surfaces have low emissivities, since the number of reflections before
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absorption of the ray is greatly increased too. This is why a convergence analysis is required to
determine the best compromise between the computation time and the accuracy.
On the other hand, the Thermal Mathematical Model uses as inputs the results of the GMM
to determine the temperatures. They are obtained by the lumped parameter method which
assumes that the nodes are isothermal.
Because of the low parametrization capabilities of Esatan and the various orbits and
configurations that are considered for OUFTI-Next, the preprocessing is done with Matlab
scripts. It includes the determination of the orbital parameters, the nodes’ capacitances, the
dissipation profiles of the spacecraft’s components and the conductive links between the parts.
These inputs are then introduced in Esatan which computes the temperatures. Finally, the
results are postprocessed by a Matlab code provided by Lionel Jacques and adapted by myself.
4.3 Geometric Mathematical Model
The face layouts of the different configurations used for the basic thermal model are presented
in Fig. 1.2, Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 1.4, while Tab. 4.2 lists the surface properties needed to compute
the radiative exchange factors.
Component Material α ε Reference
Rails Al 7075, hard anodized 0.83 0.87 [45]
Shear panels Al 6061, alodined 0.44 0.14 [45]
Solar cell - 0.72 0.85 [5]
Radiator MAP PCBE white paint 0.27 0.88 [46]
Star tracker blackbody 1 1
S-band patch antenna Kapton foil 0.11 0.33 [27]
GPS patch antenna Kapton foil 0.11 0.33 [27]
Payload aperture blackbody 1 1
Deployable panel Titanium 0.4 0.55 [27]
Table 4.2: Thermo-optical properties of the basic models.
The power balance at the solar cells’ level is depicted in Fig. 4.6 if the circuit is closed (i.e.
they produce electricity).
𝑄𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝐶𝑆 𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑙 = 1 − 𝛼 𝑄𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 = 𝛼𝑄𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐 = 𝜂𝑄𝑖𝑛 𝑄𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟
Solar cell
Fig. 4.6: Power balance at the solar cells’ level.
The power incident to the solar cells, Qin, is simply the product of the projected surface
area and the solar constant. Multiplying this quantity by the solar absorption coefficient gives
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the absorbed power: Qabs, a part of which being used to produce electricity (Qelec) and the
remaining Qabs −Qelec = Qther being responsible for heating the solar cells.
The manufacturer specifies that the efficiency η corresponds to the AM0 value. Hence, it
refers to the incident power and not to the absorbed one. Thus, the thermal power is given by:
Qther = Qabs −Qelec = (α− η)Qin = (α− η)ACS .
Because the absorption coefficient is large (> 0.9) and its precise value unknown (the exact
solar cell’s model is not selected yet), a value of 1 is retained. By doing so, the power heating
the solar cells becomes Qther ≈ (1− η)ACS = αeqACS . This assumption ensures a conservative
approach by artificially increasing the part of the incident power which is converted in heat. Since
the cell’s efficiency is 28% [5], the equivalent absorption coefficient αeq is 0.72. This explains the
value written in Tab. 4.2.
According to the manufacturer [4], the deployable panels supporting the solar cells are made
of 0.25 mm thick titanium. For this first thermal analysis, a bare metal surface, without any
additional coating for the thermo-optical properties is considered. This aspect may change for
the advanced model.
The last step concerning the GMM is the convergence analysis of the radiative exchange
factor (REF) with the number of rays. It has been conducted on the REF between one of the
deployable solar panels and one side of the satellite’s body for the Cross configuration. Fig. 4.7
displays the results for different seeds and shows that the relative error is smaller than 1.5% if
10 000 rays (or more) are fired. This error is considered acceptable and this amount of ray is



































Fig. 4.7: Convergence analysis of radiative exchange factor.
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The nodes’ capacitances of the different configurations are listed in the following table. They
are based on the values exposed in Tab. 3.4. Additionally, titanium panels (Cp = 522 J/Kkg) are
considered for the deployable structures of the Cross and Table shapes.
Node Body Mounted Cross Table
body 3200 3000 2700
deployable solar panels n/a 400 200
fixed solar panel n/a 50 150
Table 4.3: Nodes’ capacitances of the basic thermal models [J/K].
For the two 3-nodes models, linear conductances must be evaluated. In first estimation, it is
assumed that the deployable panels are conductively isolated from the rest of the spacecraft. This
simplification is motivated by the fact that the hinge mechanism linking the solar panels to the
structure is unknown at this stage of the design. Moreover, in practice, this kind of mechanism
has a very low thermal conductance. Indeed, for CubeSats, they can be of two types: classical
hinge or flexible bent strap. The first one is composed of male and female parts (see Fig. 4.8)
and is usually spring loaded. The conductive heat path from the solar panel to the structure
crosses the contact surface between the pin and the female part. Since the hinge is designed to
rotate freely, one deduces that the contact is not tight and the heat resistance is high.
On the other hand, bent strap hinges (see Fig. 4.9) operate like a metal measuring tape
and are composed of only one piece, meaning that there is no contact resistance. Nevertheless,
the cross section over length ratio is small (thickness below 1 mm), resulting in a high thermal
resistance.
Fig. 4.8: Classical hinge [37]. Fig. 4.9: Longitudinal bent strap hinge [49].
In contrast to the deployable solar array, conductive links have to be considered for the fixed
solar panels because they are directly mounted on the spacecraft’s body. One has to compute the
thermal resistance from the solar panel to the node representing the satellite’s body. The latter
is placed at the center of the spacecraft. The heat path is different for the two configuration and
is detailed hereafter.
Cross configuration
The ISIS structure as well as the panel supporting the body mounted solar cells (orange)
are represented in Fig. 4.10. Starting from the panel, the conductive path crosses a contact
resistance represented by the purple screw linking it to the rib of the structure. Then, the heat
runs in the rib, before going through the vertical blue rail via another contact resistance (red
screw), until reaching the center of the body.
While the conductances through the bars (rail and rib) can easily be computed, the contact
resistances cannot. In practice, they are difficult to evaluate and no analytic formula exists to
characterize them. In fact, they depend on the bolt size, the thickness and material of the plate
that it fastens as well as the surface finish. Their thermal resistance is estimated by empirical
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Fig. 4.10: Conductive link between the fixed solar panel and the ISIS structure - Cross.
Left: 3D model of the structure; Right: equivalent conductive network.
observations. In this case, Tab. 8.5 of Spacecraft Thermal Control Handbook by D. Gilmore is
used [27]. The closest match between the data available in the table and the ISIS structure gives
a thermal resistance of 12.6 K/W (GL2 = GL4 = 0.0794 W/K).
Finally, the total conductance between the fixed solar panel and the structure is given by the
following equation, where a factor 4 is used to represent the heat conduction through the four
rails in parallel.









If the contact was assumed perfect (no thermal resistance), a conductance of 0.0527 W/K
would have been obtained, a value 25% larger than the one computed before. It shows that
contact resistances play a major role and cannot be neglected when computing the conductive
path from the body mounted solar panel to the structure.
In addition to the conductive link, a radiative one can also be considered between the fixed
solar panel and the body node. Since the body of the satellite is entirely under the solar panel
and since both have the same footprint, the radiative coupling only happens inside the spacecraft,
between the underside of the panel and the body node. The upper part of the satellite’s body
is occupied by the PCB stack. Because the last circuit board is close to the top panel and has
approximately the same size, it is reasonable to guess that the view factor between the two parts
is 1. With an emissivity of 0.86 for the PCB ([50]) and 0.81 for the underside of the panel, the
radiative exchange factor is GRfixed sp,PCB = 0.0072 m2.
For a temperature difference between the two components under 100°C, the ratio of the power
exchanged by conduction on the one exchanged by radiation varies between 0.9 and 1.5, if the
hottest part is at 300 K. It shows that both phenomena are equally important.
Table configuration
In the Table configuration, the fixed solar panel is mounted on one of the large faces. The
structure as well as the equivalent conductive network are presented in Fig. 4.11. Because the
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two contact resistances are very close to each other, they are considered at the same place and
the rib is ignored. The heat path from the solar panel to the body node is thus simply composed







Fig. 4.11: Conductive link between the fixed solar panel and the ISIS structure - Table.
Left: 3D model of the structure; Right: equivalent conductive network.
The total conductance is computed in the same way as for the Cross configuration except
that there are 12 identical paths in parallel:







Because of the smaller distance travelled through the structure and the higher number of
paths, the conductance is five times larger for the Table configuration than for the Cross. Once
again, the contact resistances cannot be neglected. Otherwise, a conductance of 0.4 W/K would
be obtained, which is 45% larger.
Summary of the TMM
Fig. 4.12 summarizes the thermal mathematical models of the three basic satellites by
displaying the equivalent thermal network composed of nodes and radiative/conductive links.















Fig. 4.12: Equivalent thermal network of the three basic satellite’s models.
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Fig. 4.13 displays the temperature results of the basic thermal model for the three spacecraft’s
nodes (body, deployable solar panel and fixed solar panel) in both hot and cold cases. The
blue bars refer to the Body Mounted satellite’s shape, the green colors represent the Cross
configuration and the red ones are associated to the Table.
Fig. 4.13: Temperatures of the basic models for different orbits, configurations and thermal cases.
While this figure allows a global view of all the results and eases the comparison between
the different cases, it lacks the time-dependence of the temperatures. Indeed, it is not possible
to know how long a component stays at a given temperature by looking only at this figure.
For this reason, two representative orbits are shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15. The first one
corresponds to the cold 800 km SSO, the grey zone representing the eclipse period. It is seen that
the temperature starts to decrease at the beginning of the eclipse and the components are the
coldest at the end of this period. Then, the temperature rises until the end of the orbit. Because
of the larger capacitance of the body node, its temperature variation is small compared to the
other nodes. The same curves’ shapes are obtained for all the orbits except for the hot ISS. The
latter is represented in Fig. 4.15 which shows that there is no eclipse. Hence, the temperatures
are stable along the entire orbit period.
Fig. 4.13 shows that the deployable solar panels undergo the largest temperature variation.
It illustrates their lower capacitance and the fact that they are conductively isolated from the
rest of the spacecraft. On the other hand, the fixed solar panels benefit from the larger thermal
inertia of the structure on which they are attached.
It can be seen in all cases, that the largest body node’s temperature is obtained for the
Body Mounted configuration while the smallest one is for the Cross. This is explained by the
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Fig. 4.14: Temperatures of the basic models
Cold case, SSO 800 km 13h30 LTAN.




















Fig. 4.15: Temperatures of the basic models
Hot case, ISS orbit.
fact that the body of the deployed configurations is located in the shadow of the solar panels.
Since these solar arrays are constantly pointing the Sun, the spacecraft’s core does not receive
direct solar flux. Moreover, the Table’s temperature is larger than the Cross because the solar
panel attached to the structure is larger and its conductive link to the body is more important.
It is thus expected that the coldest payload’s temperature will be encountered for the Cross
configuration.
A comparison between the different orbits shows that the coldest orbit is the high altitude
SSO in both hot and cold cases. It is explained by the lower albedo and Earth IR fluxes induced
by the higher altitude. On the other hand, the solar constant does not change for these low
Earth orbits.
Because of the lack of eclipse in the hot ISS orbit, the components show the lowest temperature
variations in this thermal case. However, the variation is not strictly null. Indeed, the albedo
and Earth IR fluxes vary because of the eccentricity of the orbit. Comparing the left and right
sides of Fig. 4.13, it is observed that the ISS orbit leads to the largest thermal gradient between
hot and cold cases. The temperature difference can be as large as 40°C if the body node is
considered.
One sees that this orbit leads to the hottest temperatures for the body node and the fixed
solar panels. It is thus expected that the internal components subjected to this orbit will be the
hottest. However, these simple 1 or 3 nodes models do not allow to determine the temperature
of the individual spacecraft’s elements. Hence a more detailed model is needed.
4.6 Sensitivity analysis regarding the optical properties
The sensitivity analysis regarding the optical properties is shown in Tab. 4.4 and Tab. 4.5.
They represent the temperature variation between the nominal case (ε× 1, α× 1) and the other
cases. Tab. 4.4 illustrates the sensitivity on the maximum temperature reached by the 1-node
Body Mounted configuration, while Tab. 4.5 corresponds to the minimum temperature.
Both tables show that the largest variation occurs when the emittance and absorptance vary
oppositely (along the diagonal linking the bottom left and top right corners). On the other hand,
increasing or diminishing both α and ε at the same time has less influence on the temperatures.
The tables also show that if the emittance variation is less than the absorptance (upper
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∆Tmax ε× 1.2 ε× 1.1 ε× 1.05 ε× 1 ε× 0.95 ε× 0.9 ε× 0.8
α× 1.2 -0.8 5.1 8.3 11.7 15.4 19.3 28.2
α× 1.1 -6.2 -0.5 2.7 6.0 9.6 13.4 22.0
α× 1.05 -9.0 -3.4 -0.3 3.0 6.6 10.3 18.8
α× 1 -11.8 -6.3 -3.2 0.0 3.5 7.2 15.6
α× 0.95 -14.8 -9.3 -6.3 -3.1 0.3 4.0 12.3
α× 0.9 -17.7 -12.4 -9.4 -6.3 -2.9 0.7 8.8
α× 0.8 -23.9 -18.8 -15.9 -12.9 -9.6 -6.1 1.8
Table 4.4: Variation of the maximum temperature [°C] with respect to the nominal case (ε× 1,
α× 1) for the 1-node Body Mounted configuration in hot 400 km SSO.
∆Tmin ε× 1.2 ε× 1.1 ε× 1.05 ε× 1 ε× 0.95 ε× 0.9 ε× 0.8
α× 1.2 -4.3 1.5 4.6 8.0 11.7 15.6 24.3
α× 1.1 -7.9 -2.3 0.8 4.1 7.7 11.5 20.0
α× 1.05 -9.8 -4.2 -1.2 2.1 5.6 9.4 17.8
α× 1 -11.7 -6.2 -3.2 0.0 3.4 7.2 15.5
α× 0.95 -13.7 -8.3 -5.3 -2.2 1.2 4.9 13.1
α× 0.9 -15.8 -10.5 -7.5 -4.4 -1.1 2.5 10.6
α× 0.8 -20.1 -15.0 -12.1 -9.1 -5.9 -2.4 5.4
Table 4.5: Variation of the minimum temperature [°C] with respect to the nominal case (ε× 1,
α× 1) for the 1-node Body Mounted configuration in hot 400 km SSO.
triangular part in the tables), the temperature variation is positive, meaning that the spacecraft
heats up. This phenomenon results from an increase in the absorbed solar power (α increases)
combined to a decrease of the evacuated thermal power induced by a lower ε value.
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The previous analysis highlighted the influence of the orbit and spacecraft’s configuration.
However, because of the low number of nodes, it was unable to determine the temperature of the
individual components.
The present chapter aims at solving this problem by implementing a more complex thermal
model of the satellite, where the major components are represented by their own node. It will
give a more representative idea on the temperature of the elements and will allow to take concrete
measures if the thermal requirements are not met.
5.1 Geometric mathematical model
5.1.1 Nodal breakdown
The nodal breakdown of the three satellite configurations is presented in the following table.
For this advanced thermal model, the lumped parameter method is still used, meaning that the
nodes are isothermal. The links between them will be discussed in the TMM.
In this table, some components are referred as normal to or aligned with a given direction.
The first qualifier is used for components attached to the spacecraft’s body and the second one is
employed for deployable components. For instance, the Cross configuration has one solar panel
normal to +Z and four aligned with the directions +X, +Y , −X and −Y .
Component Cross Table Body Mounted
Structure 1000 1000 1000
Shear panels normal to +X 1010 1010 1010
normal to +Y 1020 1020 1020
normal to +Z 1030 1030 1030
normal to −X 1040 1040 1040
normal to −Y 1050 1050 1050
normal to −Z 1060 1060 1060
Deployable panels aligned with +X 2010 n/a n/a
aligned with +Y 2020 2020 n/a
aligned with −X 2040 n/a n/a
aligned with −Y 2050 2050 n/a
Solar cells aligned(•)/normal(?) to +X 3010• 3010? 3010?
aligned(•)/normal(?) to +Y 3020• 3020• 3020?
normal to +Z 3030 n/a 3030
aligned with −X 3040 n/a n/a
aligned with −Y 3050 3050 n/a
S-band patch antenna 4000 4000 4000
GPS patch antenna 5000 5000 5000
45
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Radiator 6000 6000 6000
PCB stack EPS 10010 10010 10010
Batteries 10020 10020 10020
OBC 10030 10030 10030
VHF/UHF transceiver 10040 10040 10040
S-band transceiver 10050 10050 10050
VHF/UHF antenna module 20100 20100 20100
ADCS 30000 30000 30000
Payload 40000 40000 40000
Table 5.1: Nodal breakdown of the advanced thermal model.
5.1.2 Thermo-optical properties
The thermo-optical properties needed to perform the radiative analysis are based on Tab. 4.2.
However, in this case, more nodes are considered and additional surface properties have to be
defined.
Unlike the basic thermal model, the solar cells are no longer placed directly on their metal
support. Instead, an aluminized Kapton film is inserted between the two components, with
its aluminized face pointing away from the satellite. This material serves as electric insulation
and reflects more solar flux than a bare metal surface. This thin film covers entirely the face
supporting the solar cells. The other side is either alodined aluminum in the case of shear panel
or bare titanium for deployable panels.
As a reminder, the rails of the structure shall be hard anodized aluminum to prevent cold
welding with the P-POD. On the other hand, the shear panels are made of alodined aluminum.
This surface finish is used for both the interior and exterior faces. A differentiation between the
two sides will be made in the thermal design phase of the next Chapter.
The two patch antennas, the star tracker and the radiator have the same optical properties as
the basic thermal model. These are respectively Kapton, blackbody and MAP PCBE white paint.
In the advanced model, the interior of the satellite is also represented. Because of the lack on
information from the manufacturers, all the PCBs are assumed to have the same thermo-optical
properties. These values are taken from a paper published by NASA in 2014 discussing the
optical properties of nanosatellite hardware [50]. It is also guessed that the ADCS, the batteries
and the VHF/UHF antenna module have the same surface properties as the PCB.
Finally, the thermo-optical properties are summarized in Tab. 5.2.
5.1.3 Radiative exchange factors
The computation of the radiative coupling is conducted by the MCRT method. Appendix C
gives some details about the convergence analysis which was performed to ensure meaningful
results.
The calculation made with Esatan is carried out on a simplified geometry. Fig. 5.1 displays
it for the exterior (Body Mounted configuration) and interior of the spacecraft. It is seen, for
instance, that the batteries are represented by a single box shell. Moreover, some components like
the threaded rods supporting the PCBs, the spacers and the cables are not taken into account
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Component Surface finish α ε Reference
Solar cell - 0.72 0.85 [5]
Rails Al 7075, hard anodized 0.83 0.87 [45]
Shear panels (solar cell side) 1 mil aluminized Kapton 0.38 0.67 [27]
Shear panels (other) Al 6061, alodined 0.44 0.14 [27]
Deployable panel (solar cell side) 1 mil aluminized Kapton 0.38 0.67 [27]
Deployable panel (other) Titanium 0.4 0.55 [27]
Radiator MAP PCBE white paint 0.27 0.88 [46]
Star tracker blackbody 1 1
S-band patch antenna 1 mil aluminized Kapton 0.38 0.67 [27]
GPS patch antenna 1 mil aluminized Kapton 0.38 0.67 [27]
PCBs - 0.65 0.86 [50]
Battery - 0.65 0.86 [50]
VHF/UHF antenna module - 0.65 0.86 [50]
ADCS - 0.65 0.86 [50]
Payload blackbody 1 1
Table 5.2: Thermo-optical properties of the detailed model.
for the analysis. These elements would have a negligible impact on the model because of their













Fig. 5.1: Esatan representation of the satellite for MCRT.
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5.2 Thermal mathematical model
5.2.1 Conductive network
Solar cells to panels
Once again, not a single manufacturer gives all the information necessary to the representation
the solar cells’ assembly. Hence, data coming from several brands are combined to obtain a
realistic solar panel model. The closest match to the 3U deployable panels requested for OUFTI-
Next is developed by EXA (Ecuadorian Civilian Space Agency) [4]. They state that the solar
cells are placed on a FR4-Tg 180 PCB, which is itself on a 0.25 mm thick titanium scaffold. A
polyimide film is also used to cover the space between the cells. However, neither the thickness
of the PCB nor reflective film is specified. Endurosat manufactures 3U solar panels [20] with the
same PCB material. They specify that it has two internal copper layers 70 µm thick each. Yet
another company, GOMSpace [51], says that their circuit board is 1.1 mm thick in total and
their Kapton film has a thickness of 1 mil (25 µm).
If the solar cells are fixed to the satellite’s body, the assembly is the same, except that the alu-
minum shear panel is used instead of the titanium one. In that case, it has a thickness of 0.65 mm.
For modeling purposes, all the solar cells on one face (6 for a 3U face and 2 for 1U) are
associated to the same node. The rest of the assembly (Kapton, PCB and metal plate) is
represented by another node referred as the shear or deployable panel node.
In reality, the conductive heat path from the solar cells to their support is complex to evaluate
because the cross section of the two nodes are not identical (Acells 6= Asupport). However, because
of the small thickness of the different layers compared to their surface area, the heat flow path

























Fig. 5.2: Solar panel assembly and equivalent thermal network.
The adhesive is chosen from the ECSS related to product assurance [52]. This document
specifies that non-structural adhesives are used for solar cells assemblies. The basic thermal
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model has shown that this component can be very hot. The temperature range is thus a key
driver for the selection. The most suited ones are listed in Tab. 5.3.
Name Thermal range [°C] Conductivity [W/mK]
D.C. 93500 -65 to 200 0.146
RTV S 691 -180 to 200 0.39
RTV S 695 -180 to 200 0.21
adhesive used - 0.249
Table 5.3: Non structural adhesive properties for solar panel assembly [52].
Before computing the conductance between the solar cells and the metal panel’s node, the













where tx represents the thickness of material x and kx is its conductivity. The latter is
2.5 cal/h cm°C (or 0.3 W/mK) for FR4 [53] and 391.2 W/mK for a C10200 copper alloy
[27].
Finally, the thermal resistance (or conductance) between the two nodes is computed by the
following formula:
















In this relation, the metal plate’s thickness is divided by 2 because the node is placed in the
middle of the panel. The conductivity values, coming from Thermal Control Handbook by D.
Gilmore [27], are listed in the following table.
Material Conductivity [W/mK]
Solar cell (GaAs) 32.9
1 mil Kapton 0.2
Panel (Ti) 7.8
Panel (Al 6061) 180
Table 5.4: Material’s conductivity for the solar panels assembly [27].
Shear panels to structure
This link is used to model the interaction between the 6 shear panels attached to the satellite
and the structure. The latter is represented by one node placed in the center of the spacecraft.
The conductive heat paths are based on the basic thermal model (Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 for
respectively a 1U and a 3U shear panels). This analysis had shown the importance of the contact
resistances induced by the bolts (Rbolt = 12.6 K/W). The structural rails and the ribs are made
of hard anodized aluminum alloy Al 7075, having a conductivity k of 121.2 W/mK [27]. They
both have a L shape cross section with the same material thickness of 1.2 mm but the rail’s
width is larger (8.5× 8.5 mm) than the rib’s (5× 5 mm). Their respective cross sections are thus
Arail = 18.96 mm2 and Arib = 10.56 mm2. As shown in Fig. 4.10, for a 1U shear panel, the heat
travels a length Lrib,1 in the rib and Lrail through the vertical rail. If a 3U panel is considered,
only the length Lrib,2 is crossed (see Fig. 4.11).
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Unlike in the basic thermal model, the side panels are no more uniform. They do not all have
the same length because of the different inserts (patch antennas, radiator, . . . ), meaning that
they are not bolted on the structure with the same amount of screws. For instance, the +Y face
of the Cross configuration has a GPS patch antenna attached to it. This module is fixed with 4
screws to the structure, meaning that only 8 are left for the shear panel. On the other hand, the
1U panels always use 4 bolts.
The conductance between the small panels’ nodes (in +Z and −Z) and the structure’s node
is computed by:









On the other hand, the conduction for the four other panels follows the relation:







In this expression, the parameter n represents the number of screws used to fasten the panels to
the structure (i.e. the number of parallel paths for the heat to propagate through). Tab. 5.5
gives the values for the different configurations.
Shear panel Insert number of screws
for the panel (n)
Body Mounted +X none 12
+Y none 12
−X S-band and GPS patch 4
−Y Radiator 6
Cross / Table +X none 12
+Y GPS path 8
−X S-band patch 8
−Y Radiator 6
Table 5.5: Number of parallel paths used for conduction between the 3U shear
panels and the structure.
Inserts to structure
The inserts are the two patch antennas (S-band and GPS) as well as the radiator. They are
fixed to the structure like the 3U shear panels and obey the same equation. The antennas are
fastened by 4 screws while the radiator uses 6 of them.
Inter PCBs
The PCB stack is represented in Fig. 5.3. The circuit boards are fixed on stainless steel
threaded rods and they are kept apart by aluminum spacers. Because of the low conductivity of
stainless steel (ten times lower than aluminum) and the loose fit with the boards, the endless
screws can be neglected for the conductive analysis.
Additionally to the spacers, the electrical connectors also contribute to the thermal link.
According to the PC/104 Specification [54], the connection is ensured by 104 phosphor bronze
pins. It is also stated that their plastic housing does not contribute to conduction since is does
not touch the overhead PCB.
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Fig. 5.4: Battery close-up.
The four spacers, made of Al 6061 (k = 180 W/mK [27]), have an inner diameter of 3.3 mm
and an outer one of 4.3 mm. On the other hand, the phosphor bronze pins have a cross section of
0.5 mm2 and a thermal conductivity kpin of 75 W/mK [52]. Fig. 5.3 shows that the four circuit
boards are 15 mm apart. The electrical connectors, not represented in this simplified drawing,
have the same height.







The ratio of the conduction ensured by the spacers over the one through the pins is 1.1. It
shows that both elements are equally important.
The interaction between the battery stack and the EPS board is presented in Fig. 5.4. It can
be seen that there are three cells and two intermediate PCBs. However, the entire battery stack
is modeled by a single node, placed at its center. The link between the batteries’ node and the
EPS is thus ensured by four aluminum spacers having a height of 11.3 mm.
The problem of the contact resistance between the bottom battery and the EPS arises.
Contact phenomena are difficult to evaluate because they depend on many uncertain parameters
like the surface roughness of the two elements, the force pressing them together and the potential
deformation under this load. None of these parameters are available at this stage of the study.
However, because of the use of spacers between the PCB and the battery, it is imagined that the
latter is not firmly pressed to the EPS. Indeed, the entire fixation load is carried by the rigid
spacers, avoiding the batteries’ deformation against the EPS. It results in a weak contact between
the two elements and thus a low thermal conduction across the interface. Nonetheless, under
vacuum conditions, batteries often expand. This dilation could increase the contact pressure with
the EPS board and enhance the conductive heat flow between the two elements. This aspect can
be measured during vacuum tests and will have to be carefully studied in future works.
For now, only the four spacers are assumed to contribute to the conductive link between the
battery stack and the EPS PCB.
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PCB stack to structure
The threaded rods which hold the PCB stack are fixed to the ribs of the structure. Fig. 5.3
shows the conductive heat path between the EPS board and the structure node in red. Because
of the additional contact resistance between the rib and the rail, it is assumed that the heat will
travel horizontally in the rib instead of going vertically through the rail, to reach the structure’s
node. A similar path is considered for the bottom S-band transceiver PCB. Before reaching
the structure, the heat crosses aluminum spacers of length L (18 mm for the upper board and
5.6 mm for the lower one).
Because of the complicated shape of the rib, a finite element method (FEM) is used to
determine its thermal conductivity. Moreover, this component plays a major role in the conductive
network of the entire spacecraft since it links all the internal components (PCB stack, VHF/UHF
dipole antenna, ADCS and payload) to the structure. Hence, a precise determination of its
conductivity by FEM will improve the precision of the model. To do so, a temperature gradient
is applied between the two isothermal surfaces of interest (highlighted in bright green in Fig. 5.5)
and the power flowing between them is computed. The conductive link is then easily obtained by
GLRib = Q/∆T . The analysis is conducted with the SamcefField software for a temperature
gradient of 10°C.




















Fig. 5.6: Convergence of the half rib’s
conductivity with respect to the mesh size.
Because of the intrinsic nature of the process, the results are not exact and a convergence
analysis is needed to determine the reliability of the values. Fig 5.6 shows that convergence
is reached for a mesh size of 0.6 mm. Hence, the conductive link through the half rib is
GLRib = 0.0461 W/K.
Finally, the conductive link from the PCB stack to the strucutre is computed by:








where the factor 4 represent the four available paths in parallel.
VHF/UHF antenna module and ADCS to structure
As seen in Fig. 1.7, these two components are fixed to the structure in a way similar to the
PCB stack (spacers + half rib). The ADCS’s spacers are 3 mm high while those of the antenna
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module are 4 mm. Another difference comes from the number of fixations. The ADCS has four
of them, located on the top. On the other hand, the other element has 8 fixations (4 on top and
4 below), meaning that the factor 4 of the previous formula must be replaced by 8.
Payload
The payload’s node is linked to both the structure and the radiator. Several optical systems
are considered, each of them having their own fixation mounts. However, none of them have
been designed yet. To remain general, it is assumed that conduction occurs through 25 mm high
spacers made of the same material as for the PCB stack. The payload is supposed to be fixed to
the structure’s rib at 8 places (four at the top and four at the bottom). The conductive link is
thus:








On the other hand, the link with the radiator has been estimated at 1.61 W/K by the COOL
subsystem in [19].
Summary
The different values of the conductive links between the nodes are presented in the table
hereafter for the three configurations.
Link Body Mounted Cross Table
Solar cell - Deployable panel n/a 4.25 4.25
Solar cell - +X shear panel 4.27 n/a 4.27
Solar cell - +Y shear panel 4.27 n/a n/a
Solar cell - +Z shear panel 1.42 1.42 n/a
Structure - +X shear panel 0.19 0.19 0.19
Structure - +Y shear panel 0.19 0.12 0.12
Structure - +Z shear panel 0.04 0.04 0.04
Structure - −X shear panel 0.06 0.12 0.12
Structure - −Y shear panel 0.09 0.09 0.09
Structure - −Z shear panel 0.04 0.04 0.04
S-band patch antenna - Structure 0.06
GPS patch antenna - Structure 0.06
Radiator - Structure 0.09
EPS - Structure 0.1
EPS - Batteries 0.38
EPS - OBC 0.55
OBC - VHF/UHF transceiver 0.55
VHF/UHF trans. - S-band trans. 0.55
S-band trans. - Structure 0.15
VHF/UHF module - Structure 0.31
ADCS - Structure 0.16
Payload - Structure 0.18
Payload - Radiator 1.61
Table 5.6: Conductive links [W/K] between the nodes for the three configurations.
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5.2.2 Bulk properties
This section reveals the bulk properties such as the mass and the thermal capacitance of
the different nodes needed to establish the TMM. Some values are directly provided by the
manufactures but other need more thoughts and hypotheses to be made.
The solar cells are made of GaAs for which the manufacturer [5] specifies a weight of
84 mg/cm2. It results in a total weight of 2.4 g per cell. Their capacitance simply corresponds
to the product of the mass and the specific heat of the material.
The 3U ISIS structure [6] is made of Al 7075 and has a total mass (rails, ribs and threaded
rods) of 0.304 kg. Its specific heat is obtained from [27] and leads to a capacitance of 292.2 J/K.
The payload consists in the detector, its cooling system and the optical assembly (lenses/mir-
rors and their mounting supports). At this stage of the design, none of them are clearly defined,
making their modelling difficult from a thermal point of view while remaining general. For this
reason, the payload’s node is assumed to have a mass of 1 kg and a specific heat of 1000 J/kgK.
The last straightforward component is the radiator. It is made of copper alloy C10200 and is
1 mm thick. It covers half of a large face of the satellite.
Shear panels and deployable panels
The metal panels supporting the solar cells are made of titanium if they are deployable and
Al 6061 otherwise. The node encompasses all the elements displayed in Fig.5.2 except the solar
cell. However, because of the very low thickness of the Kapton foil and of the adhesive layers,
they are both neglected for the mass and capacitance computation. Finally, only the metal panel
and the PCB remain.
The first step towards the nodal capacitance is the determination of the mass. The PCB is
1.1 mm thick and has two copper layers inside, each of them being 70 µm thick. The PCB’s
plastic substrate (FR4 fiberglass) has a density of 1850 kg/m3 [47] while it is 8960 kg/m3 for
copper. The total mass of the PCB is thus
mPCB = mFR4 +mCu = 0.96 · 10−3ρFR4S + 2 · 0.07 · 10−3ρCuS ,
where S is its surface, which is the same as the supporting metal panel.
The PCB’s specific heat depends on the mass fraction (x) of the two materials, which is
given for a component y by xy = mymtot . Its value is 41.4% for the copper and 58.6% for FR4. The
general FR4 plastic datasheet provided by Dielectric Corporation [47] indicates a specific heat
between 1200 and 1400 J/kgK. Without further considerations, the value 1300 J/kgK is retained.
On the other hand, the copper’s specific heat is 385.2 J/kgK [27]. Finally, the specific heat and
capacitance of the solar cells’ PCB are given by:
cp,PCB = xCucp,Cu + xFR4cp,FR4 ,
CPCB = mPCBcp,PCB .
In a similar way, the equivalent node’s capacitance (metal plate + PCB) is computed by:
cp,eq = xsupcp,sup + xPCBcp,PCB ,
Ceq = (msup +mPCB) cp,eq ,
where msup and cp,sup are the mass and specific heat of the supporting metal plate. This one is
made of 0.65 mm thick Al 6061 (cp = 961.2 J/kgK) for fixed solar panels and 0.25 mm titanium
(cp = 522 J/kgK) for deployable ones.
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In the case of bare shear panels (no solar cells on top), Al 6061 is considered and the
capacitance simply corresponds to the product of their mass and specific heat. These panels are
0.65 mm thick and their surface area depends on the number of inserts (patch antennas, radiator,
. . . ).
PCB stack and VHF/UHF antenna module
As a reminder, the circuit boards composing the PCB stack are the EPS, OBC, VHF/UHF
transceiver and the S-band transceiver. While nearly all manufacturers provide the masses of
these circuit boards, none of them give their specific heat. The masses of these PCBs and of the
VHF/UHF antenna module are listed in Tab. 5.7.
Circuit board Mass [kg] Reference
EPS 0.086 [9]
OBC 0.076 [13]
VHF/UHF transceiver 0.085 [12]
S-band transceiver 0.09 estimated from [11]
VHF/UHF antenna module 0.085 [14]
Table 5.7: Masses of the PCBs.
Their internal composition is assumed to be 50% in mass of copper and 50% of FR4 fiberglass
plastic substrate. This composition is different from the solar cells’ PCB because they carry
many more surface-mounted components (capacitors, resistors, chips, . . . ). Their specific heat is
thus:
cp,PCB = 0.5 cp,Cu + 0.5 cp,FR4 = 842.6 J/kgK .
On the other hand, the VHF/UHF antenna module encompasses the antenna deployment
mechanism which is made in aluminum. Hence, the mass fraction of the components constituting
this board is assumed to be 50% Al 6061, 25% Cu and 25% FR4. This results in a specific heat
of 901.9 J/kgK.
The lithium-polymer batteries have a mass of 0.35 kg [9] but their thermal capacitance is
not specified. It is thus chosen to consider the same value as for the OUFTI-1 nanosatellite [36].
This spacecraft used the same battery technology, for which a value of 1350 J/kgK has been
obtained experimentally.
ADCS
According to the manufacturer [15], the ADCS weights 0.4 kg. Once again, the thermal
properties are missing and have to be guessed. This component has three reaction wheels made
of aluminum and Fig. 1.11 shows that their housing is also metallic. It is thus assumed that the
ADCS is made of 70% aluminum in mass and the rest is FR4.
Patch antennas
Both the ClydeSpace S-band patch antenna and the SkyFox Labs GPS patch antenna are
50 g. Their internal composition is estimated to be half copper and half FR4 plastic.
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Summary
Finally, the mass and the capacitance of each elements are listed in Tab. 5.8. The total values
for the three satellite’s configurations are also shown. They simply correspond to the sum of all
the components presented in this section. It means that some small elements like the spacers
or the cable linking the different systems together are not taken into account for the thermal
analysis. Nonetheless, they have a negligible mass and capacitance.
Element Mass [g] Capacitance [J/K]
Structure 304 292.20
Shear panel - 3U, no insert 53.6 51.49
Shear panel - 3U, 1 patch antenna insert 38.1 36.65
Shear panel - 3U, 2 patch antennas insert 22.7 21.81
Shear panel - 3U, radiator + star tracker insert 25.3 24.29
Shear panel - 1U, no insert 17.9 17.16
Shear panel - 1U, payload aperture insert 8.9 8.54
Solar cells’ supporting plate - 3U, Ti 141.9 115.74
Solar cells’ supporting plate - 3U, Al 165.5 154.92
Solar cells’ supporting plate - 1U, Al 48.7 45.57
Solar cells - 3U 14.1 4.72




VHF/UHF transceiver 85 71.62
S-band transceiver 90 75.83
VHF/UHF antenna module 85 76.66
GPS patch antenna 50 42.13




Body Mounted configuration 3171.9 3104.5
Cross configuration 3544.0 3370.0
Table configuration 3322.4 3207.3
Table 5.8: Masses and capacitances considered for the detailed thermal model.
5.2.3 Internal dissipation
The hot and cold cases definitions are the same as for the basic thermal model (Section 4.1.1
and 4.1.2). It is assumed that there is no internal dissipation during the cold case, while all the
power generated by the solar cells is dissipated in the hot case.
Contrarily to the basic model, the interior of the spacecraft is represented. It allows a more
realistic division of the heat dissipated by the different modules for the hot case. According to the
SYSE subsystem in [2], the distribution follows Tab. 5.9. This table shows the consumption of the
satellite for different situations. These numbers are independent of the spacecraft’s configuration
(Body Mounted, Cross or Table). The idle mode corresponds to a constant sun pointing with
telemetry communication via UHF. During acquisition, scientific images are taken with the
MWIR camera. It is thus characterized by a higher consumption of the cooling system needed
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to keep the detector’s temperature acceptable. In this case, the −Z face of the satellite points
nadir. The last situation is the communication phase, where VHF and S-band frequencies are
extensively used to transmit scientific data to the ground station. It requires the S-band patch
antenna to face the Earth.
These numbers include a 20% safety margin and are obtained under the assumption of a
Peltier cooling system. It has been established by the COOL subsystem in [19] that this element
must be turned on even outside the acquisition phase, consuming 2 W. When the satellite is
imaging, the detector must be cooled further down and the Peltier has a consumption peak at
5 W. In the table, the payload line also takes into account the consumption of the visible and
MWIR cameras.
Idle Acquisition Communication
EPS 240 (5%) 240 (3%) 240 (2%)
OBC 480 (9%) 480 (5%) 480 (4%)
VHF/UHF transceiver 588 (11%) 588 (7%) 2628 (20%)
S-band transceiver 0 0 6000 (45%)
ADCS 1868 (36%) 1868 (21%) 1868 (14%)
Payload 2004.8 (39%) 5600 (64%) 2004.8 (15%)
Total consumption 5180.8 8776 13220.8
Table 5.9: Satellite’s consumption [mW] in different situations.
In the hot case, the remaining power is dissipated at the solar cells’ level. The amount
depends on the satellite’s electric production and thus on the configuration considered. The
power generated during sun pointing, for the hot case (CS = 1414 W/m2) is listed in Tab. 5.10.
Body Mounted Cross Table
9.27 26.95 18.66
Table 5.10: Power generation [W] in the hot case.
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This chapter presents the results of the advanced thermal model. The simulations are
conducted on the three satellite’s configurations and for three different orbits. A distinction is
made between the non-operational, acquisition and communication modes. However, the last two
events have a short duration (about 5% of the orbit’s period) and occur only a few times per day.
For these reasons, the non-operational phase is the most representative one and its study will be
more detailed. On the other hand, the acquisition and communication modes will be analyzed
only for one spacecraft’s configuration and orbit. Moreover, a sensitivity of the temperature with
respect to the frequency of these events will be conducted.
After pointing the problems with the thermal requirements of the mission, a design optimiza-
tion will be exposed. Its goal is to implement modifications to the satellite which are as simple
as possible and the most effective to bring back the components in their allowable temperature
range. A special attention will also be paid to keep the payload as cool as possible during the
entire orbit.
6.1 Consistency analysis
Before jumping into the results’ analysis of the detailed thermal model, a comparison is
made with the basic model implemented in Chapter 4. For the sake of brevity, only one satellite
configuration and one orbit are displayed in Fig. 6.1. The figure shows the temperatures of
the three sub-assemblies forming the Cross configuration (body, deployable solar panels and
fixed solar panel). The curves of the detailed model (solid lines) are obtained by averaging the






where the index i runs on all the nodes of the sub-assembly and Ci is the capacitance of node i.
It is seen that there is a close match between the two models (maximum temperature difference
of 8°C). However, the results are not exactly the same. Some of the discrepancies can be explained
by the difference in capacitance between the two models (see Tab. 4.3 and Tab. 5.8). For instance,
the node representing the deployable solar panels has a value 17% larger in the detailed model.
This results in a more important temperature variation of the basic model. Nonetheless, at
the satellite’s level, the capacitances are close to each other (3450 J/K for the basic model and
3370 J/K for the detailed one). The temperature differences are also due to changes in the
modelling assumptions as the design gets refined. It is the case of the surface finish used between
the solar cells. The bare metal surface (alodined aluminum or titanium) used in Chapter 4 has
been replaced by a Kapton film. This material ensures a higher solar reflectivity, resulting in a
decrease of the absorbed power and in colder solar panels. This modification is also felt on the
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Fig. 6.1: Consistency between the basic model (dashed lines) and the advanced one (solid lines)
for the hot case - Cross configuration, 400 km SSO.
satellite’s body since it is linked radiatively and conductively to the other elements. This results
in an overall colder satellite.
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6.2 Results of the idle mode
At this stage of the mission, it has been decided by the project team that the Body Mounted
configuration will most likely be selected for OUFTI-Next. This choice is motivated by its simpler
shape. Without deployable mechanisms, their are less risks of failure and the overall cost of
the spacecraft is reduced. Moreover, it has been shown by the SYSE subsystem in [2] that this
satellite’s shape produces enough power to operate safely, while keeping a batteries’ depth of
discharge below 20%. For those reasons, the Body Mounted results will be more detailed than
the other ones. Nonetheless, the Table and Cross’ most important results and conclusions will
also be presented.
6.2.1 Body Mounted configuration
Solar cells
The solar cells’ temperature of the Body Mounted configuration is displayed in Fig. 6.2 and
Fig. 6.3 for the cold and the hot cases respectively. The solid lines are associated with the solar
cells’ average temperature, while the dotted and dashed ones correspond to the minimum and
maximum temperatures respectively.


















Fig. 6.2: Temperatures of the solar cells
Body Mounted configuration, cold case.



















Fig. 6.3: Temperatures of the solar cells
Body Mounted configuration, hot case.
In the cold case, it is seen that the different orbits give very similar results. It can be explained
by the hypothesis that the solar constant does not depend on the altitude for low Earth orbits.
The only varying environment parameters are thus the albedo and the Earth IR fluxes. They
have two contributions: the direct flux absorbed by the solar cells on the one hand, and the power
absorbed by the rest of the satellite and transferred to them by radiative and/or conductive
coupling on the other hand. One observes that the higher altitude orbit (800 km SSO) gives
the coldest temperatures while the two other ones produce similar results because of their close
altitude and eclipse duration.
Fig. 6.3 corresponds to the hot case and show that the temperatures are 20°C to 25°C higher
for the two SSO. This increase is the result of the higher environmental parameters and of the
electrical dissipation. On the other hand, the ISS orbit results in solar cells 30°C hotter than the
cold case. The temperature is also very stable because of the lack of eclipse.
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In both thermal cases, the requirements of the solar cells (-55°C to 125°C) are well respected
and one sees that there are still margins in case of uncertainties on the model.
Structure and shear panels
The temperature profiles of the structure and shear panels are presented in Fig. 6.4 and
Fig. 6.5. The structure is associated with a single node and its temperature is represented by
cross markers (+) on a solid line. On the other hand, there are 6 shear panels (and 6 nodes).
Hence the graphs show the average, minimum and maximum temperatures following the same
line style as the previous section.


















Fig. 6.4: Temperatures of the structure (’+’
markers) and shear panels (other curves)
Body Mounted configuration, cold case.1



















Fig. 6.5: Temperatures of the structure (’+’
markers) and shear panels (other curves)
Body Mounted configuration, hot case.
The two graphs show that the results are compliant with the thermal requirements (from
-40°C to 80°C) for both the structure and the shear panels. It is observed that the maximum
temperature curves (dashed lines) of the shear panels is very close to the maximum temperature
curves of the solar cells. As expected, one concludes that the shear panels subjected the maximum
temperature are those supporting the solar cells.
Patch antennas
The S-band and GPS patch antennas have their temperatures displayed in Fig. 6.6 and
Fig. 6.7 respectively, where solid lines correspond to the hot case and dashed lines represent the
cold one.
It is seen that the two patch antennas have very close temperatures. This result is not
surprising since they are both fixed to the same face of the satellite. Moreover, they have the
same capacitance. The very small difference (less than 0.1°C) between the two antennas is
explained by the approximation of the view factors obtained by ray tracing.
Fig. 6.7 shows that the GPS patch antenna fits its thermal requirements (from -40°C to 45°C).
On the other hand, the S-band antenna exceeds its lower allowable limit of -25°C for the two
Sun synchronous orbits in the cold case. However, the minimal temperature reached is -27.6°C
and it occurs only during a few minutes. For this component, the upper limit is also 45°C and
does not cause any problem.
1In this figure, the ISS and 400 km SSO curves of the structure (’+’ markers) are superimposed.
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Fig. 6.6: Temperatures of the S-band patch
antenna - Body Mounted configuration.




















Fig. 6.7: Temperatures of the GPS patch
antenna - Body Mounted configuration.
Batteries
The batteries’ temperature is presented in Fig. 6.8 for the three orbits as well as for the hot
and cold cases. Because of their large thermal capacitance, their temperature remains stable
along the orbit. Indeed, the curve is flat for the hot ISS orbit while it has an amplitude of
approximately 5°C for the other ones.




















Fig. 6.8: Temperatures of the batteries - Body Mounted configuration.
The batteries fit perfectly their thermal requirements if they are discharging (from -20°C to
60°C). However, this is not the case when considering the charging phase (from 0°C to 45°C).
For the hot ISS orbit, they are constantly 4°C too hot, while they can be 1.7°C too cold if the
800 km SSO is considered and they have a sub-zero temperature during 40 minutes. Moreover,
this situation occurs just after the eclipse period, meaning that the batteries are most likely
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charging.
PCB stack, ADCS and VHF/UHF dipole antenna module
For the Body Mounted configuration, all these electronic components fit perfectly their thermal
requirements. The temperature curves are displayed in Appendix D.1.
Payload
The payload’s temperature graph is shown in Fig. 6.9. Even if there is no clear thermal
requirement on this component (except for the detector which is studied by the COOL subsystem
in [19]), it has been concluded that the colder the payload, the better. This will reduce the
additional cooling power needed to reach the working temperature of the detector.



















Fig. 6.9: Temperatures of the payload - Body Mounted configuration.
For the Body Mounted configuration, it is seen that the payload nearly reaches 35°C in the
hot ISS orbit. On the other hand, it constantly stays at a sub-zero temperature for the clod
cases, with a minimal value of -12.4°C for the 800 km SSO orbit. However, it will be seen later
that this satellite’s shape is far from being the best one from the payload’s point of view.
Thermal interaction of the components
While the previous paragraphs discussed the thermal behaviour of each component individually,
it is also interesting to have a more global point of view, on the whole satellite scale. The present
analysis focuses on the thermal interaction between the different spacecraft’s systems.
The study is conducted with heat flow maps representing the power exchanged between
the components. Those maps are generated automatically by a custom Matlab routine that
post-processes the Esatan results. Because of the cyclic transient nature of the computation, the
power exchanged by the elements evolves with time. Hence, the maps can be seen as "snapshots"
at a given point in time. To be representative and useful, this moment has to be carefully chosen.
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Since the most critical components from the thermal point of view are the batteries and the
payload, the heat flow maps are presented at the times leading to their hottest (25 minutes)
and coldest (70 minutes) temperatures. Moreover, to remain conservative and concise, only the
800 km SSO and ISS orbits are used for the cold and hot maps respectively because they lead to
the most extreme temperatures.
The two maps are displayed in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11. They represent the thermal balance of
each satellite’s elements. This concept is ruled by the energy conservation principle and follows
Eq. 3.1. This formula expresses that:
(External power + Radiative power + Conductive power)received + Electrical dissipation
− (Evacuated power + Radiative power + Conductive power)leaving = Stored power .
(6.1)
Because of the transient nature of the problem, the thermal power stored in the nodes
(thermal inertia) has to be taken into account. This quantity depends on the node’s capacitance
such that Qi,stored = Ci dTidt . Since the computation made by Esatan is numerical, it depends
on a time step and the derivative must be evaluated by the finite difference method. Several
schemes have been tested (forward, backward and centered difference) . The last one is second
order accurate with respect to the time step and gives the best results. Finally, the temperature




? + h)− Ti (t? − h)
2h ,
where h is the time step.
In Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11, some boxes (solar cells and shear panels) have several underlying
nodes. In this case, the mean temperature and the total stored power are displayed. The blue
arrows are used to show power transmitted by conduction while red dashed ones show radiative
exchanges. A green arrow is used to model the power evacuated by a component, an orange one
represents the absorbed power coming from the environment and a black arrow is associated
with the electrical dissipation. Some elements are grouped together in red boxes. Inside these
aggregates, it is chosen not to represent the power exchanged by radiation because it is assumed
that it cannot be changed by a simple design modification. For instance, the radiative exchanges
between boards of the PCB stack will not be modified. Contrarily, the conductive power can be
influenced by modifying the spacers’ material.
Looking at the two figures, one sees that the thermal balance depicted in Eq. 6.1 is sometimes
not strictly respected. Some nodes have a deficit or a surplus of a few milliwatts. This is
explained by the computation of the stored power. If the temperature curve is not flat at the
time when the derivative is evaluated, an approximation error is made. It explains why the error
is larger for the 800 km SSO. Indeed, for the hot ISS orbit, it has been observed previously that
the temperatures of the components are stable in time because of the lack of eclipse. In that
case, the derivatives are more precise (nearly flat temperature curves) and the thermal balances
of Fig. 6.10 are respected for all nodes with a maximum deficit/surplus of 1 mW. Moreover,
because of the stable temperature of this orbit, the power stored by the elements is less than for
the 800 km SSO. In fact, Fig. 6.10 could be approximated by a steady state analysis.
It must be stressed that the power values written in the figures only correspond to heat. In
Fig. 6.10, it means that the external power received by the solar cells (orange dashed arrow)
only corresponds to the environmental absorbed power (solar, Earth IR and albedo) that is
transformed into heat and does not contain the part which is transformed into electricity by
the solar cells (Qelec). However, this Qelec is taken into account for the components’ electrical
dissipation (black arrows). Indeed, a part of it corresponds to the power consumed by the
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spacecraft (Qcons = 5.18 W distributed between the EPS, OBC, VHF/UHF transceiver, ADCS
and payload). The remaining Qelec −Qcons is dissipated at the solar cells’ level.
BODY_Hot_ISS Node number: 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Node labels: Structure Shear Panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
Time: 25 min Temperature [°C]: 44.4582 56.36701091 59.98649464 12.3845 12.3386 32.9952 49.3022 49.1057 49.8762 49.662 48.4639 45.5067 48.6134 35.1729 -270
Capacitance [J/K]: 292.2 410.05 11.01 42.13 42.13 48.7 72.46 472.5 64.04 71.62 75.83 76.66 425.14 1000 0
Inertia power [mW]: -94 55 1 -119 -115 -20 -14 -43 -15 -20 -23 -29 -73 246 0
Qext absorbed [mW]: 11151 10515 28331 11 11 1625 0 0 0 0 0 0 127 526 0
Qint [mW]: 0 0 4740 0 0 0 240 0 480 590 0 0 1870 2000 0
QL [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear Panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 5200 0 -1924 -1927 -1032 484 0 0 0 601 325 665 -1671 0
Shear Panels -5200 0 9625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Solar cells 0 -9625 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4000 ant_Sband 1924 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 ant_GPS 1927 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6000 Radiator 1032 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3506 0
10010 PCB_EPS -484 0 0 0 0 0 0 -75 316 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt 0 0 0 0 0 0 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 -316 0 0 -118 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 118 0 -659 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband -601 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 659 0 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module -325 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30000 ADCS -665 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40000 Payload 1671 0 0 0 0 -3506 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QR [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear Panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 8 0 0 0 0 24 37 24 22 16 7 54 -554 -11602
Shear Panels -8 0 0 0 0 0 2 91 -1 -5 -9 -28 -38 -907 -13984
Solar cells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -23445
4000 ant_Sband 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2054
5000 ant_GPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2052
6000 Radiator 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6183
10010 PCB_EPS -24 -2 0 0 0 0 0 -8 24 1 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt -37 -91 0 0 0 0 8 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC -24 1 0 0 0 0 -24 -2 0 -9 -3 -1 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF -22 5 0 0 0 0 -1 0 9 0 -50 -9 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband -16 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 50 0 -127 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module -7 28 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 127 0 138 -2 0
30000 ADCS -54 38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -138 0 -667 -585
40000 Payload 554 907 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 667 0 -2575
99999 ENVIRONMENT 11602 13984 23445 2054 2052 6183 0 0 0 0 0 0 585 2575 0
Names of the nodes and temperature
 Structure(44.5°C, -94 mW) Rad links
 Shear panels(56.4°C, 55 mW)
center - pl 1461
 Solar cells(60°C, 1 mW) center - right -201
 S-band patch(12.4°C, -119 mW) center - top 0
 GPS patch(12.3°C, -115 mW) center - bottom 5
 Radiator(33°C, -20 mW) center - rad 0
 EPS(49.3°C, -14 mW)
 Ba:eries(49.1°C, -43 mW)
 OBC(49.9°C, -15 mW) right - bottom 137
 VHF/UHF trans.(49.7°C, -20 mW) right - center 201
 S-band trans.(48.5°C, -23 mW)
 VHF/UHF ant.(45.5°C, -29 mW) bottom - pl 669
 ADCS(48.6°C, -73 mW)
 Payload(35.2°C, 246 mW)










































































Fig. 6.10: Heat flow map of the Body Mounted configuration for the ISS hot case orbit at t = 25
min.
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BODY_Cold_800_SSO Node number: 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Node labels: Structure Shear Panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
Time: 70 min Temperature [°C]: -2.3296 10.82595566 14.65727975 -22.651 -22.7576 -12.647 -2.8667 -1.5645 -3.6781 -4.2313 -4.3583 -4.7535 -6.0134 -12.294 -270
Capacitance [J/K]: 292.2 410.05 11.01 42.13 42.13 48.7 72.46 472.5 64.04 71.62 75.83 76.66 425.14 1000 0
Inertia power [mW]: 3049 7080 189 456 449 123 142 -495 179 277 397 772 481 1112 0
Qext absorbed [mW]: 10530 9686 25133 453 438 1867 0 0 0 0 0 0 194 35 0
Qint [mW]: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QL [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear Panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 5916 0 -1219 -1226 -929 -54 0 0 0 -304 -751 -589 -1794 0
Shear Panels -5916 0 11729 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Solar cells 0 -11729 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4000 ant_Sband 1219 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 ant_GPS 1226 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6000 Radiator 929 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 570 0
10010 PCB_EPS 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 495 -446 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt 0 0 0 0 0 0 -495 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 446 0 0 -304 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 304 0 -70 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband 304 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module 751 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30000 ADCS 589 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40000 Payload 1794 0 0 0 0 -570 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QR [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear Panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 14 0 0 0 0 -2 4 -4 -5 -5 -9 -28 -364 -6134
Shear Panels -14 0 0 0 0 0 -26 -40 -25 -27 -25 -34 -98 -626 -7713
Solar cells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -13012
4000 ant_Sband 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1216
5000 ant_GPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1214
6000 Radiator 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3241
10010 PCB_EPS 2 26 0 0 0 0 0 33 -20 -1 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt -4 40 0 0 0 0 -33 0 -3 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 4 25 0 0 0 0 20 3 0 -13 -1 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 5 27 0 0 0 0 1 0 13 0 -3 -1 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband 5 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 -10 -1 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module 9 34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 10 0 -33 -1 0
30000 ADCS 28 98 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 33 0 -183 -278
40000 Payload 364 626 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 183 0 -1319
99999 ENVIRONMENT 6134 7713 13012 1216 1214 3241 0 0 0 0 0 0 278 1319 0
Names of the nodes and temperature
 Structure(-2.3°C, 3049 mW) Rad links
 Shear panels(10.8°C, 7080 mW)
center - pl 990
 Solar cells(14.7°C, 189 mW) center - right 155
 S-band patch(-22.7°C, 456 mW) center - top 0
 GPS patch(-22.8°C, 449 mW) center - bottom 169
 Radiator(-12.6°C, 123 mW) center - rad 0
 EPS(-2.9°C, 142 mW)
 Ba:eries(-1.6°C, -495 mW)
 OBC(-3.7°C, 179 mW) right - bottom 12
 VHF/UHF trans.(-4.2°C, 277 mW)
 S-band trans.(-4.4°C, 397 mW)
 VHF/UHF ant.(-4.8°C, 772 mW) bottom - pl 184
 ADCS(-6°C, 481 mW)
 Payload(-12.3°C, 1112 mW)





































































Fig. 6.11: Heat flow map of the Body Mounted configuration for the 800 km SSO cold case orbit
at t = 70 min.
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The two diagrams lead to the following observations:
• The solar cells are the most exchanging components. They receive and reject from the
environment the largest amount of power. Moreover, they transmit a considerable quantity
by conduction to the shear panels. It results from the large contact surface between the
two elements and also from the low capacitance of the cells.
• The environmental power absorbed by the radiator is 1.6 W for the hot case and 1.9 W
for the cold one. These values are not negligible compared to the other fluxes received by
this component. Ideally, this value should be as small as possible in order to avoid heating
the payload from the radiator. A solution could be to change the radiator’s coating to
reduce the power absorption. However, the present surface finish has been chosen by the
COOL subsystem in [19] and it is decided to not modify it here. An effective but costly
and complicated alternative would be to develop a heat shield to stop the incoming albedo
and Earth IR fluxes. Unfortunately, this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
• 62% of the convective flux received by the radiator comes from the structure in the cold
case (23% in the hot case). It means that the radiator is heated up by this power flow.
Hence, it makes it less effective to cool down the payload. The conductive link between the
radiator and the structure will be investigated in the design phase.
• Similarly to the radiator, a large part of the power received by the payload comes from its
conductive link with the structure (44% in the hot case and 60% in the other one). This
link will also have to be investigated.
• The payload is also heated by radiative fluxes coming from the other spacecraft’s components.
Their impact will have to be reduced in order to keep the optics and detector as cold as
possible.
• In the hot case, the heat flows from the PCB stack to the structure while it is the opposite
in the cold case. Because of the low temperature of the batteries (they are outside their
allowable range if they are charging) for the cold case, increasing the radiative exchange
from the structure and shear panels with a higher emissivity coating seems a good idea.
However, in the hot case, the batteries are already too hot if they are charging. This
problem needs further investigation.
• Still for the batteries, it is seen that reducing the conductive link with the EPS board could
be beneficial in both hot and cold cases.
Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 show the thermal balance for the payload during the entire orbit. In
these figures, negative values correspond to thermal power leaving the payload, while positive
ones refer to heat entering the component. It is seen that the two figures are compliant with the
heat maps presented earlier. The thermal balance corresponding to Eq. 6.1 is illustrated by a
black dashed line. The eclipse period is also represented by a light grey zone. These figures have
the advantage to show the time dependence of the power exchanges. In Fig. 6.13, for instance, it
is observed that at around 80 minutes, power flows from the radiator to the payload. It means
that during this time, the payload is heated up by this exchange. Fortunately, this only happens
during a few minutes and the radiator fulfills its role by extracting heat from the payload during
the majority of the orbit.
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Rad - Shear panels
Rad - VHF/UHF ant. module
Rad - ADCS
Thermal balance
Fig. 6.12: Thermal balance for the payload of the Body Mounted configuration - hot case, ISS
orbit.


















Rad - Shear panels
Rad - VHF/UHF ant. module
Rad - ADCS
Thermal balance
Fig. 6.13: Thermal balance for the payload of the Body Mounted configuration - cold case,
800 km SSO.
6.2.2 Cross configuration
This section presents the results of the Cross configuration. As stated previously, they
are less detailed because this satellite’s shape is less likely to be selected for the OUFTI-Next
demonstrator. Hence, only the components which do not fulfill their requirements are exposed.
Nonetheless, the other ones have their temperature curves represented in Appendix D.2.
Structure, shear panels and deployable panels
The shear panels’ temperature is displayed in Fig. 6.14. The continuous curves correspond
to their mean temperature, while the dotted and dashed ones represent their minimum and
maximum temperatures respectively. On the other hand, Fig. 6.15 is dedicated to the satellite’s
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structure (’+’markers) and deployable panels. Even if there are several of these panels, it is
chosen to represent only their mean temperature curves. Because the deployable panels are
oriented the same way and are identical, they have very similar temperatures. In fact, the
minimum and maximum curves would be separated only by a fraction of degree. Only the cold
cases are displayed here because the hot ones fit the requirements.
















Fig. 6.14: Temperatures of the shear panels
Cross configuration, cold case.




















Fig. 6.15: Temperatures of the structure and
deployable panels - Cross configuration, cold
case.
Comparing the two figures to the components’ thermal requirements (from -40°C to 80°C),
it is seen that they are not always compliant with the acceptable range. In fact, some of them
(minimum curve of the shear panels for the 800 km SSO and structure for the same orbit) are
outside this range during the entire orbit.
Nonetheless, the manufacturer does not explain the need for a thermal restriction at -40°C
for these elements. Indeed, the panels and structure do not contain electronic component and
aluminum conserves its mechanical properties at low temperature. According to Total Materia
[55], aluminum has a 10% loss in yield strength between room temperature and -195°C. Therefore
the remaining explanation for such a restriction could be in the material expansion under
temperature gradient and more specifically alignment problems. For instance the structure
shows a temperature difference of approximately 40°C between the hot and cold cases. With
a coefficient of thermal expansion for aluminum of 23 · 10−6 m/mK, it results in a dilation of
310 µm over its total length (34 cm). In the case of the deployable panels, Fig. 6.15 shows
a maximum temperature difference of 110°C during the orbit. With a coefficient of thermal
expansion of 8.6 · 10−6 m/mK for titanium, it results in a dilation of 322 mum over the entire
deployable panels’ length. The importance of these phenomena should be addressed in future
works.
Patch antennas
It is observed in Fig. 6.16 and Fig. 6.17 that the upper limit of both S-band and GPS patch
antennas (45°C) is never reached. On the other hand, the lower bound of the S-band antenna
(-25°C) is exceeded for the two Sun synchronous orbits in the hot case. However, this component
is out of limit only during 20 minutes in the high altitude SSO while the temperature stays close
to the requirements for the other orbit.
Nonetheless, things get worse for the cold case. The S-band patch antenna stays constantly
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below -30°C. Even if these results are obtained for the idle mode, and thus the S-band antenna
is not used, it is expected that this situation will persist during the communication mode and
the problem will have to be addressed.
The lower limit of the GPS patch antenna (-40°C) is crossed by the Cross configuration for
all orbits in the cold case. The worst one is the 800 km SSO, where it stays below the threshold
during the entire orbit because the albedo and Earth IR fluxes are lower.















Fig. 6.16: Temperatures of the S-band patch
antenna - Cross configuration.















Fig. 6.17: Temperatures of the GPS patch
antenna - Cross configuration.
Electronic components
The PCB stack’s temperature curves are presented in Fig. 6.18 for the cold case only because
the hot one fits the thermal requirements. It is seen that only the S-band transceiver PCB is
compliant with its allowable thermal range (-40°C to 60°C) if the 400 km SSO or ISS orbits are
used. All the other boards are out of bound during the entire orbit period. This graph also
illustrates the gradient of temperature across the stack. One sees that it follows the position of
the elements. The top board (EPS) is the hottest one and the bottom board (S-band transceiver)
is the coldest one. It illustrates the proximity of the EPS with the small 1U solar panel of the
Cross configuration.
Fig. 6.19 shows the batteries’ temperature for both hot and cold cases. It is observed that
only the ISS and 400 km SSO lead to compliant results for the charging batteries in the hot
case. If they are discharging, the lower limit of the acceptable thermal range drops to -20°C
and the hot 800 km SSO becomes viable. However, all the cold orbits produce too cold results
for both batteries operating modes. The lowest one is achieved by the 800 km SSO, where the
temperature drops to -43°C.
The temperature of the VHF/UHF dipole antenna module is displayed in Fig. 6.20. This
component allows a range from -20°C to 60°C. The figure shows that all the cold orbits lead
to temperatures inferior to the lower bound of the allowable thermal range. One sees that the
components are at least 12°C too cold and that the situation lasts the entire orbit period. The
worst case occurs for the 800 km SSO, where the antenna module nearly reaches -50°C.
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Fig. 6.18: Temperatures of PCB stack
Cross configuration, cold case.



















Fig. 6.19: Temperatures of the batteries
Cross configuration.



















Fig. 6.20: Temperature of the VHF/UHF dipole antenna module
Cross configuration.
Payload
As it can be seen in Fig. 6.21, the payload has a sub-zero temperature during the entire orbit
in both hot and cold cases. Compared to the Body Mounted configuration, one observes that it
is approximately 35°C colder in the hot case, while the gap reaches 40°C for the cold case. These
low temperatures are achieved thanks to the deployable solar panels that hide the spacecraft’s
body from the direct sunlight. It can thus be logically deduced that the Cross configuration is
better from the payload’s point of view.
Thermal interaction of the components
The last thing to analyze for the Cross configuration is the heat flow map. This map
illustrates how the thermal power is exchanged between the different satellite’s components. The
previous paragraphs have shown that the main problem of this spacecraft’s shape is the very low
temperature to which the electronic is exposed during the orbit. This is the reason why only the
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Fig. 6.21: Temperature of the payload
Cross configuration.
map of the worst orbit is produced: the 800 km cold SSO at 65 minutes.
It is seen in Fig. 6.22 that heat leaves conductively the PCB stack via the EPS and S-band
transceiver boards. It could be interesting to modify the spacers which link them to the structure
in order to reduce this heat exchange and thus heat up the circuit boards. One could also improve
the radiative heat exchange between the shear panels and the PCB stack by modifying the
surface coating. Another solution would be to link conductively (thermal strap) the small shear
panel supporting the solar cells to the batteries. However, because of the very low temperature
of the PCBs, it is expected that passive solutions will not be enough to reach a temperature
expected by the requirements. For instance, the batteries would have to be at least 43°C hotter
to fit the allowable thermal range if they are charging.
For the payload, the figure shows that the heat coming from the other components is small
compared to the thermal power going to the radiator (262 mW received and 1108 mW leaving
the payload for the radiator). Hence, it is assumed that changing the conductive link to the
structure or the radiative one will not have appreciable effects on the payload’s temperature.
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CROSS_Cold_800_SSO Node number: 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Node labels: Structure Shear panels Depl. panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_module ADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
Time: 65 min Temperature [°C]: -48.0919 -35.24279588 19.536225 21.33428 -57.6397 -53.32 -49.806 -44.4312 -42.9492 -44.903 -45.4378 -46.0316 -48.2268 -46.143 -49.119 -270
Capacitance [J/K]: 292.2 203.19 462.96 20.45 42.13 42.13 48.7 72.46 472.5 64.04 71.62 75.83 76.66 425.14 1000 0
Inertia power [mW]: 858 2961 32735 1381 10 219 -51 -38 -414 -44 -44 -13 109 -517 -1216 0
Qext absorbed [mW]: 1608 3950 40154 72409 8 530 315 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 344 0
Qint [mW]: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QL [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear panels Depl. panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_module ADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 1958 0 0 -573 -314 -154 366 0 0 0 309 -42 312 -185 0
Shear panels -1958 0 0 3569 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Depl. panels 0 0 0 40059 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Solar cells 0 -3569 -40059 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4000 ant_Sband 573 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 ant_GPS 314 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6000 Radiator 154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1108 0
10010 PCB_EPS -366 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 563 -260 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -563 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 260 0 0 -294 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 294 0 -327 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband -309 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 327 0 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30000 ADCS -312 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40000 Payload 185 0 0 0 0 0 -1108 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QR [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear panels Depl. panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_module ADCS Payload ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 29 287 0 0 0 0 7 15 5 4 3 0 9 -23 -2762
Shear panels -29 0 237 0 0 0 0 -16 -188 4 5 4 1 14 1 -2719
Depl. panels -287 -237 0 0 -67 -65 -81 0 0 0 0 0 0 -13 0 -47717
Solar cells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -26421
4000 ant_Sband 0 0 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -637
5000 ant_GPS 0 0 65 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -690
6000 Radiator 0 0 81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1709
10010 PCB_EPS -7 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 23 -7 -1 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt -15 188 0 0 0 0 0 -23 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC -5 -4 0 0 0 0 0 7 2 0 -8 -1 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF -4 -5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 0 -9 -2 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband -3 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 -33 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 33 0 32 0 0
30000 ADCS -9 -14 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -32 0 -55 -137
40000 Payload 23 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 0 -718
99999 ENVIRONMENT 2762 2719 47717 26421 637 690 1709 0 0 0 0 0 0 137 718 0
Names of the nodes and temperature
 Structure(-48.1°C, 1758 mW) Rad links
 Shear panels(-35.2°C, 2961 mW)
 Depl. panels(19.5°C, 33535 mW) center - pl 22
 Solar cells(21.3°C, 2281 mW) bottom - pl 55
 S-band patch(-57.6°C, 10 mW) center - right 157
 GPS patch(-53.3°C, 219 mW) center - top 0
 Radiator(-49.8°C, -51 mW) center - bottom -24
 EPS(-44.4°C, -38 mW) center - rad 0
 Ba:eries(-42.9°C, -414 mW)
 OBC(-44.9°C, -44 mW)
 VHF/UHF trans.(-45.4°C, -44 mW) dep - center 524
 S-band trans.(-46°C, -13 mW) dep - top 132
 VHF/UHF ant.(-48.2°C, 109 mW) dep - bottom 13
 ADCS(-46.1°C, -517 mW)
 Payload(-49.1°C, -1216 mW)
 Environment(-270°C, 0 mW) bottom - right -35
bottom - pl 55
bottom - center 24

























































































Fig. 6.22: Heat flow map of the Cross configuration for the 800 km SSO cold case at t = 65 min.
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6.2.3 Table configuration
The last satellite’s shape to analyze is the Table configuration. Like for the Cross, it will
be less detailed than the Body Mounted configuration, only important results are shown here.
However, additional temperature curves are displayed in Appendix D.3.
Patch antennas
The two patch antennas are displayed in Fig. 6.23 and Fig. 6.24 for both hot and cold
cases. It is seen that the GPS antenna fulfills perfectly its thermal requirements (from -40°C
to 54°C), while the S-band patch is a few degrees too cold for the three cold orbits. However,
the temperature remains very close to the lower limit of -25°C (minimum temperature for the
800 km SSO: -27.3°C and -25.4°C for the other two orbits). Moreover, these results are obtained
for the idle mode, where the S-band antenna is not supposed to be used.




















Fig. 6.23: Temperatures of the S-band patch
antenna - Table configuration.



















Fig. 6.24: Temperatures of the GPS patch
antenna - Table configuration.
Batteries
The batteries’ temperature profile is illustrated in Fig. 6.25. One observes that the Table
configuration lead to acceptable thermal loads for these components if the discharging requirement
is selected (from -20°C to 60°C). On the other hand, the batteries are constantly 5°C too hot
for the charging phase when the satellite has an ISS orbit (hot case). The lower bound of this
thermal requirement can also be crossed if the high altitude Sun synchronous orbit is considered.
In this case, they reach a minimum temperature of -1.4°C.
Payload
The temperature of the payload is displayed in Fig. 6.26 for the Table configuration. It is
seen that the values are similar to the Body Mounted satellite shape, with temperature ranging
between -10°C and 40°C. This similarity is explained by the fact that both satellites have solar
cells on at least one of their large shear panels. These panels get heated by conduction (solar
cell - shear panels link). Then, heat is transmitted radiatively, inside the spacecraft, from the
panels to the detector and to the optic assembly.
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Fig. 6.25: Temperature of the batteries
Table configuration.



















Fig. 6.26: Temperature of the payload
Table configuration.
6.2.4 Summary
Fig. 6.27 to Fig. 6.29 show the global thermal range of all the elements of the satellite for the
three orbits, for the idle mode. Contrarily to the curves presented earlier in the chapter, these
figures give a clear view of the thermal amplitude to which the components are subjected to.
However, since they display only the minimum and maximum temperatures, the time scale is
lost. In these figures, the thermal requirements of the different parts are represented by black
rectangles. Regarding the batteries, an additional dark grey zone corresponds to the allowable
temperature in discharge. Some components like the radiator and the payload do not have
a clear requirement on their temperature. They are thus associated to a light grey horizon-
tal bars. Lastly, the cold orbits are illustrated by blue colors and the hot ones by red/yellow shades.
In all situations, for a given satellite’s shape, it is seen that the cold cases give similar
temperatures while the differences between the hot orbits are more important. It is observed
that the smallest temperature variation occurs for the ISS orbit due to the lack of eclipse. In
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addition, this orbit also leads to the highest temperatures.
Fig. 6.27 and Fig. 6.29 show that the Body Mounted and Table configurations give approxi-
mately the same results. They both respect the majority of the components’ thermal requirements.
In fact, only the batteries can be out of bounds if the charging phase is considered. It is seen
that the three cold orbits of the Body Mounted configurations give temperatures which are a
few degrees too cold, while this is the case only for the 800 km SSO if the Table is considered.
On the other hand the upper limit of the charging batteries is exceeded by both spacecraft’s
shapes for the hot ISS orbit. The two configurations are attractive from the platform point of
view. However, they lead to high temperatures for the payload.
The reversed situation occurs for the Cross configuration (Fig. 6.28), where the payload
remains cold (between -50°C and -5°C depending on the orbit) while the platform is mostly out of
bounds. If the hot cases are considered, it is seen that the temperatures are acceptable from the
components’ point of view except for the hot 800 km SSO. This orbit can lead to temperatures
below the lower limit for the S-band patch antenna and for the charging batteries.
The picture is even worst for the cold orbits. In fact, the S-band patch antenna, the batteries,
the EPS, the OBC, the VHF/UHF transceiver and the dipole antenna are constantly too cold
to operate safely. For instance, these orbits can lead to temperatures up to 45°C below the
requirements if the charging batteries are considered. However, the Cross configuration is also
the one producing the largest amount of power (all the shapes consume the same amount).
Hence, an active solution (e.g. heaters) to keep the platform in its correct thermal range could
be considered.
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Fig. 6.27: Temperature of the Body Mounted configuration.
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Fig. 6.28: Temperature of the Cross configuration.
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Fig. 6.29: Temperature of the Table configuration.
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6.3 Operational modes
This section deals with the influence of the operational modes (acquisition and communi-
cation) on the thermal results. In addition to a modification of the power consumed by the
satellite during these phases (see Tab. 5.9), a change of attitude is also necessary. As explained
in Section 1.5, the satellite must point the payload opening hole (−Z face) nadir for the imaging
phase, while the S-band patch antenna must point the Earth for the communication mode (see
Fig. 6.30 and Fig. 6.31). To remain concise, only the Body Mounted configuration is studied,
with the two most extreme orbits: cold 800 km SSO and hot ISS orbit.
Fig. 6.30: Representation of the change of
attitude for the acquisition mode (Body
Mounted configuration) in Esatan.
Fig. 6.31: Representation of the change of
attitude for the communication mode (Body
Mounted configuration) in Esatan.
Because the satellite is a demonstrator, the requirements regarding the imaging and commu-
nication frequencies are not fixed. However, their duration is determined by the SYSE subsystem
in [2] (imaging mode: 5 minutes and communication phase: 7 minutes1). It is decided to base the
study on the number of operational orbits per day. 14.28 orbits are done per day if the 800 km
SSO is considered, while the satellite achieves 15.54 revolution for the ISS orbit. Nonetheless, it
is assumed that both of them lead to 15 orbits per day to allow a better representation of the
operational orbits’ frequency. If there are several of these orbits per day, it is assumed that they
are equally distributed in time. For instance, if there is 1.252 imaging orbits per day, it means
that the satellite makes 1 observing orbit followed by 11 idle ones and then the cycle is repeated.
It is also chosen to decouple the communication and imaging modes. It means that only one of
the two phases is considered at a time. Lastly, the results presented in the following figures show
only the first three orbits of the cycle3. Because the computation is done on the entire cycle, the
1These times are estimated and correspond to the total time the satellite stays in the corresponding orientation.
For the imaging mode, for instance, the satellite points the optical instrument nadir during 5 minutes but the
actual imaging (taking picture) lasts 1 minute.
21.25 = 15/(1 + 11)
3A cycle is composed on 1 operational orbit followed by n idle ones.
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cyclic conditions (same temperature and temperature slope at the beginning and at the end) are
applied to the whole cycle of n+ 1 orbits. Hence, it is expected that the first and last values
of the temperature curves displayed hereafter are not the same. This concept is illustrated in
Appendix E.
6.3.1 Acquisition mode
By definition, the cold case orbit assumes no electrical dissipation at the components’ level.
Thus, the operational orbits differ from the idle ones only by a change of attitude. However,
in the hot case, the dissipation has to be considered. Hence, it has to be adapted to fit the
operational case. These values are presented in Tab. 5.9. For the acquisition orbit, they result
in Fig. 6.32, where it can be seen that the payload’s dissipation/consumption increases during
the imaging phase (light blue zone). It also shows that the remaining power (Qprod − Qcons)
dissipated by the solar cells adapts during this period. The dissipation of the idle orbits following
the acquisition one corresponds to the constant values reached at the end of Fig. 6.32.



















Fig. 6.32: Dissipation of the Body Mounted configuration during the hot ISS imaging orbit.
Fig. 6.33 and Fig. 6.34 present the temperature of the payload and batteries for the cold
800 km SSO and hot ISS imaging orbits as a function of the frequency of these events. These
figures show the first three orbits of the cycle. They are delimited by vertical black dashed lines
and the first one corresponds to the common observing orbit. The common imaging period is
highlighted by a light blue zone1, while the eclipses are represented by light grey rectangles.
A comparison between Fig. 6.33 and Fig. 6.34 shows that the temperature variation of the
entire cycle is less important for the hot case than for the cold on. This is not surprise since the
hot ISS orbit does not have eclipses. It is also seen that the increase in temperature during the
imaging phase of the acquisition orbit is more marked in the hot case. This is because of the
change in dissipated power. Moreover, the bump in the curves is larger for the payload in both
hot and cold cases. This observation is explained by the fact that the payload is directly exposed
to the environment by its aperture. Hence, after the change of attitude, when this hole is facing
the Earth, it receives additional albedo and IR fluxes.
The largest difference in temperature between different frequencies occurs just after the
observing period and lasts approximately one orbit. After that, it is seen that all the curves
1Out of the 6 curves presented in each figure, only the one corresponding to a frequency of 15 observing orbits
per day has three imaging phases represented. For the other ones, the first orbit is the acquisition one (except for
the dark blue curve), while the other two are idle orbits.
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except the one corresponding to 15 observations per day rejoin progressively the reference dark
blue curve (no acquisition orbit). Because of the overall smallest amplitude variation of the
temperature for the hot cycle, it is seen that all the curves (except the light blue one) are
superimposed at the end of the cycle1. It means that the observing phase has a very low influence
on the temperature if one waits long enough. On the other hand, for the cold case, the curves
get close to each other at the end of the cycle but a small temperature difference is still visible
(0.8°C between the reference curve and the one corresponding to 3 acquisitions per day for the
payload).












15 (only obs. orbits)
# observing orbits / day
Fig. 6.33: Influence of the acquisition frequency on the temperatures of the payload (a) and
batteries (b) for the Body Mounted configuration, cold 800 km SSO.












15 (only obs. orbits)
# observing orbits / day
Fig. 6.34: Influence of the acquisition frequency on the temperatures of the payload (a) and
batteries (b) for the Body Mounted configuration, hot ISS orbit.
1Because the analysis is cyclic, the end of the cycle corresponds to the time t = 0.
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6.3.2 Communication mode
For the communication phase, the satellite must point its S-band patch antenna (located
on face −X) nadir. As for the imaging mode, the cold case is achieved by a simple change of
attitude whereas the hot case has to take into account electrical dissipation. Tab. 5.9 shows
that this mode is characterized by an increased consumption/dissipation of the S-band and
VHF/UHF transceiver circuit boards. The table also shows that the total consumption of the
communication phase is larger than the electrical production of the Body Mounted configuration.
However, because this phase only lasts 7 minutes, it is assumed that the batteries provide the
additional power required. Hence, there is no more excess power to dissipate at the solar cells’
level. Finally, the dissipation scheme of a communication orbit is displayed in Fig. 6.35.



















Fig. 6.35: Dissipation of the Body Mounted configuration during the hot ISS communication
orbit.
Fig. 6.36 and Fig. 6.37 show the temperature of the payload and the batteries in function
of the communication orbit frequency. In these figures, the common communication phase is
represented by a light green zone. The two figures show that the communication orbit does
not have a significant influence on the payload’s temperature. In fact, at the end of the cycle,
both cold and hot cases exhibit a variation of temperature of approximately 0.5°C between the
reference orbit and the one corresponding to 15 communication orbits per day. The phenomenon
is even less perceptible for the batteries temperature of the cold case.
On the other hand, the communication frequency has a larger influence on the batteries if the
hot case is considered. It is seen in Fig. 6.37 that there is a 2°C variation between the light blue
and the dark blue curves. It is explained by the electrical dissipation of this case. The latter is
important for the S-band and VHF/UHF transceivers (6 W and 2.6 W respectively). Because of
the proximity between the batteries and these PCBs, a larger temperature difference is observed.
However, one sees that all the curves (except the light blue one) drop abruptly to the reference
temperature given by the idle orbits. In fact, at the end of the cycle, the temperature difference
is negligible.
6.3.3 Conclusion
Because OUFTI-Next will be a demonstrator, and there is no clear scientific requirements on
the number of imaging phases per day, the project team has decided that a few pictures per day
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15 (only com. orbits)
# communication orbits / day
Fig. 6.36: Influence of the communication frequency on the temperatures of the payload (a) and
batteries (b) for the Body Mounted configuration, cold 800 km SSO.












15 (only com. orbits)
# communication orbits / day
Fig. 6.37: Influence of the communication frequency on the temperatures of the payload (a) and
batteries (b) for the Body Mounted configuration, hot ISS orbit.
would be enough to prove the good implementation of the mission. According to the feasibility
study in [56], the integration time of the IR detector is approximately 100 ms. It results that
tens of images can be taken per minutes (the amount of memory on the OBC has also to be
considered). Hence, one observation orbit per day would be plenty enough. In addition, the
SYSE subsystem demonstrated in [2] that the S-band patch antenna can transfer around 100
images per communication phase if a 8 bits coding is used. It means that a single communication
orbit per day would also be sufficient. In this case, it is seen that the operational modes of the
satellite do not influence the thermal results obtained with the idle mode. In fact, as it has been
shown in this section, even considering 3 operational orbits per day does not have much influence.
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6.4 Uncertainty analysis
Because of the early stage of the mission, many assumptions related to thermal parameters
had to be made to obtain the nominal temperatures presented earlier. To build a robust model,
the effect of these uncertainties has to be taken into account. The philosophy is depicted in























Fig. 6.38: Temperature uncertainties and margin definition [57].
TCS = Thermal Control System.
The left side of the figure corresponds to the performance of the thermal model. Starting
from the nominal model, uncertainties must be added to obtain the predicted temperature range
of the satellite. This range is defined by the worst hot (upper line) and the worst cold (lower
line) thermal cases. Then one has to prove that the spacecraft fits the design temperature range.
It corresponds to the range specified for the operating and non-operating modes.
The good behaviour of the satellite has also to be tested. The acceptance test refers to condi-
tions similar to those expected during the mission. Every satellite must be tested at acceptance
level before launch. A typical acceptance margin (difference between design and acceptance
temperature range) varies between 0 K and 5 K. If the mission planning allows it, a qualification
test is also conducted. This one applies conditions more severe that those encountered in orbit.
Because of these extreme conditions, the qualification test is often performed on a replica of
the main satellite. Doing so proves that the satellite can withstand the qualification conditions
while avoiding damaging the flight model. However, due to increased time and budget costs, this
method is rarely used for CubeSats. For these nano-satellites, the proto-flight model approach
is preferred, where testing is done on the final spacecraft at levels between acceptance and
qualification. From a thermal point of view, the proto-flight testing differs for the other ones by
the duration of the thermal cycles and the temperatures applied.
In the present work, the acceptance and qualification margins are not studied. Only the





(Tnom − Tj)2i + ∆TS ,
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where ∆TS is a systematic temperature uncertainty of 3 K added to the results. Tnom is the
nominal temperature and Tj is the temperature obtained when the uncertainty parameter j is
used. They are listed in Tab. 6.1.
Parameter Value + Value -
Absorptance / emittance (α/ε) +0.03/-0.03 -0.03/+0.03
Capacitance (cP ) +20% -20%
Contact conductance (h) +100% -50%
Table 6.1: Uncertainty parameters from [57].
The first line means that the uncertainties on the absorptance and emittance are combined
and applied at the same time on the model. For the analysis, the change of contact conductance
is also applied to the bolts. Normally, the orientation of the satellite should also be changed to
account for pointing uncertainties. However, this attitude modification is not conducted here.
Modifying the power dissipated by the satellite’s components is also of good practice. Nonetheless,
the values considered until now have already a 20% margin. Thus it is not considered necessary
to add another one.
For sake of conciseness, only the Body Mounted configuration is analyzed and the worst two
orbits are used: namely the hot ISS and cold 800 km SSO. The results are given in Tab. 6.2,
where the hot max nominal temperature refers to the maximum temperature reached in the hot
ISS orbit and cold min is the minimum one for the cold 800 km SSO. The table only shows
the final uncertainties (fourth and fifth columns). However, the procedure to compute them is
explained in Appendix F, where the effect of each uncertainty acting separately is displayed from
Tab. F.1 to Tab F.4. These tables show that the uncertainty on the optical properties has the
most influence on the results, as it changes them by approximately 5°C.
Tab. 6.2 gives the predicted temperatures (taking into account the uncertainties) and compares
them to the thermal requirements of the components. This comparison is made in the last two
columns, where the red color is used to highlight values that are not compliant with the allowable
range. It is observed that some components fulfilled the requirements before the uncertainty
analysis but do not anymore. It is the case of the shear panels, EPS and VHF/UHF transceiver
for the hot max temperature and the VHF/UHF dipole antenna for the cold min temperature.
Finally, it is seen that the worst case occurs for the charging batteries if the hot max temperature
is considered (margin of −15°C).





Nominal Uncertainties (∆Ti) Prediction (with uncert.) Requirements Margin
Element Hot max Cold min Hot max Cold min Hot max Cold min Hot Cold Hot Cold
Structure 45.5 -15.0 11.0 9.7 56.5 -24.6 80 -40 23.5 15.4
Shear panels 67.6 -24.1 13.5 8.9 81.1 -33.0 80 -40 -1.1 7.0
Solar cells 68.9 -24.4 13.4 8.9 82.3 -33.3 125 -55 42.7 21.7
S-band patch 24.6 -27.6 16.4 11.2 41.0 -38.9 45 -25 4.0 -13.9
GPS patch 24.5 -27.7 16.4 11.3 41.0 -39.0 45 -40 4.0 1.0
Radiator 33.1 -13.2 9.8 9.4 42.8 -22.6 - - - -
Batteries (charge) 49.1 -1.7 10.8 10.1 60.0 -11.9 45 0 -15 -11.9
Batteries (discharge) 49.1 -1.7 10.8 10.1 60.0 -11.9 60 -20 0 8.1
EPS 49.4 -3.4 10.8 10.1 60.2 -13.5 60 -20 -0.2 6.5
OBC 50.0 -4.5 10.8 10.1 60.8 -14.6 65 -25 4.2 10.4
VHF/UHF trans. 49.9 -5.6 10.8 10.0 60.7 -15.6 60 -20 -0.7 4.4
S-band trans. 48.8 -6.8 10.8 10.0 59.6 -16.9 60 -40 0.4 23.1
VHF/UHF ant. 46.2 -12.5 10.9 9.9 57.1 -22.3 60 -20 2.9 -2.3
ADCS 48.7 -6.1 10.4 10.0 59.1 -16.1 85 -45 25.9 28.9
Payload 35.2 -12.4 9.7 9.4 45.0 -21.9 - - - -











The last section of this Master’s thesis is dedicated to the thermal design of the satellite.
Modifications are applied to the original satellite’s model to try to reach the allowable operational
temperatures of all the components. This study is principally done on the Body Mounted
spacecraft’s configuration and is based on the temperatures accounting for uncertainties (Tab. 6.2)
as well as on the heat flow maps (Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11).
The points that need to be addressed are summarized hereafter:
• Tab. 6.2 showed that the batteries are too hot in the hot case and too cold in the cold case
to operate safely when charging. The differences between the temperatures reached and
the allowed ones are 15°C and 11.9°C for the hot and the cold cases respectively.
• The S-band patch antenna is 13.9°C too cold in the cold case if the uncertainties on the
nominal temperature are taken into account.
• One wants to reduce the payload’s temperature as much as possible. The conductive link
with the radiator, which has been studied by the COOL subsystem in [19], will not be
modified here. Moreover, the heat exchanges with the environment cannot be modified
without implementing complex solution like a sun shield (the radiator’s coating is also fixed
by the COOL subsystem). Therefore, only the heat exchanged with the other spacecraft’s
components can be modified by thermal design. Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11 showed that
the payload receives a significant amount of radiative power from the other spacecraft’s
components (2.1W in the hot case and 1.2 W in the cold one). The conductive link with
the structure is also a large contributor to the high temperature of the payload. In fact, it
gives 1.7 W and 1.8 W to the payload in the cold and hot cases respectively.
• The heat flow maps also showed that a non negligible quantity of thermal power flows
conductively from the structure to the radiator (1 W in the cold case and 0.9 W in the hot
one). Reducing this power will lead to a colder radiator, making it more efficient to extract
heat from the payload.
• Tab. 6.2 showed that the VHF/UHF dipole antenna module is 2.3°C too cold in the cold
case of Tab. 6.2.
• The shear panels, the EPS and the VHF/UHF transceiver are maximum 1.1°C too hot in
the hot case.
Out of these six outcomes, only the first four can be considered as key drivers for the thermal
design. Dedicated solutions will be investigated. The other ones have smaller differences between
the temperature reached and the requirements.
The thermal design procedure is the following one. The starting point is the nominal model
presented in Section 6.2, on which modifications are applied. Then the uncertainties on this new
model are computed in a similar way as in Section 6.4 and the margins are looked at. If they
are still negative, the procedure is restarted with a different solution until appropriate results
are obtained. However, for the sake of brevity, only the final solution is presented in this paper.
Moreover, the thermal design is made on the most restrictive orbits: the cold 800 km SSO and
the hot ISS orbit. Nonetheless, once the final design will be chosen, the temperature curves of all
the components and for all orbits will be shown in appendix.
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6.5.1 Coating modification
A first observation from Tab. 6.2 shows that there are margins for the majority of the internal
components in the cold case. Hence, one deduces that reducing the temperature of all the satellite
by applying the correct coating is feasible. It will cool down both the payload and the batteries.
Cooling the payload has, without any doubts, a positive effect. However, the motivation to reduce
the batteries’ temperature needs further explanation. It is seen in Tab. 6.2 that the batteries are
both too cold and too hot depending on the thermal case considered if they are charging. Hence,
one expects a solution able to adapt to the situation (cool them down in the hot case and heat
them up in the cold one). Therefore, an active solution seems necessary. Heating a component
actively (heaters) is considered easier than cooling it down (peltier). Hence, it has been decided
to cool the batteries passively until they fulfill the requirements in the hot case. Then, they can
be heated up by heaters. They can be turned either on or off depending on whether additional
heating is required or not.
To reduce the global temperature of the spacecraft, it is chosen to replace the coating of the
faces which do not support solar cells (i.e. faces −X, −Y and −Z). These ones are constantly
hidden from the Sun and thus only receive albedo and Earth IR fluxes. After several attempts,
it is deduced that the temperature is reduced if the coating has a small α/ε ratio. Compared to
the initial alodined aluminum coating, the new coating must have a lower solar absorptivity and
a higher infrared emissivity. The lower α means that the panels absorb less albedo power, while
the high ε increases the IR absorption. However, it also increases the radiative exchange with
the environment and thus contributes greatly to evacuate more heat power.
A good candidate is the S-13G-LO white silicon paint with at thickness of 10 mils (=254 µm)
[27]. The optical properties of this white paint are compared to the alodined aluminum surface
finish in Tab. 6.3. It can be seen that the solar absorptivity is divided by 2 and the emissivity is
multiplied by 6 (BOL values). Even if the end of life values (EOL) are considered, the paint still
outperforms the original coating.
Coating α [-] ε [-] α/ε
Alodined aluminum 0.44 0.14 3.14
S-13G-LO white silicon paint, 10 mils (BOL) 0.22 0.88 0.25
S-13G-LO white silicon paint, 10 mils (EOL - 5 years in orbit) 0.47 0.88 0.53
Table 6.3: S-13G-LO white silicon paint compared to alodined aluminum [27].
The effects of the S-13G-LO white silicon paint are shown in Fig. 6.39 and Fig. 6.40 for
the cold 800 km SSO and the hot ISS orbit respectively. The temperature of the batteries is
represented by blue lines, while the payload is associated to green ones. It can be seen that this
new coating is beneficial for both the batteries and the payload since it reduces their temperature
by approximately 10°C with respect to the original coating. The figures also show that the EOL
properties of the paint do not have a significant influence on the results. Hence, only the BOL
values will be considered.
6.5.2 New spacer design
As a reminder, the spacers are hollow cylinders (initially in Al 6061) placed on the threaded
rods supporting the circuit boards. Their role consists in maintaining a constant distance between
two adjacent PCBs or between the internal spacecraft’s elements and the structure.
Fig. 6.10 showed that the batteries receive conductive thermal power from the EPS board in
the hot case. In this situation, the intention is to reduce this power flow in order to decrease the
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Fig. 6.39: Effect of the S-13G-LO coating on
the batteries and payload’s temperature for
the cold 800 km SSO.



















Fig. 6.40: Effect of the S-13G-LO coating
on the batteries and payload’s temperature for
the hot ISS orbit.
heating of the batteries by the underneath PCB. On the other hand, one sees in Fig. 6.11 that
power flows from the batteries to the EPS in the cold case. In this thermal case, the batteries
are too cold. In order to heat them up, a solution is to reduce this loss of thermal power towards
the EPS PCB. Moreover, in the cold case, if an active solution is used, it is necessary to prevent
the power generated by the heaters from escaping towards the other parts of the satellite. In
summary, decreasing the conductivity of the spacers binding the batteries to the EPS is beneficial
in all situations.
Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 showed that a non negligible amount of power coming from the
structure (conductive link) heats up the payload. Reducing the conductivity of the spacers
linking it to the structure is thus foreseen.
Plastic materials, and more specifically thermoplastics (Teflon, Nylon, acrylic, ABS, . . . )1 are
better insulators than metals [58] and constitute a tempting choice for the spacers. However, they
have poor structural properties (lower Young’s modulus than metals, risks of creep phenomena,
crazing, brittleness at low temperatures, . . . ) and are susceptible to outgas in vacuum and thus
to contaminate sensitive equipments. Hence, the initial aluminum spacers cannot be replaced by
thermoplastics alone. Instead, a combination of titanium (high Young’s modulus and thermal
conductivity 23 times lower than Al) and thin Nylon washers is used. A compromise must be
found between the need for a larger thermal resistance (⇒ thick Nylon washers) and the need
for good structural properties (⇒ thin Nylon washers).
The best compromise is found from a parametric analysis of the evolution of the thermal
conductivity when the proportion of Nylon washer varies with respect to the titanium spacer.
As shown in Fig. 6.41, the titanium spacer is surrounded by two washers. It means that, for
instance, in case of a proportion of 20% Nylon and 80% titanium, each washer is effectively 10%
of the total height (⇒ if the total gap between 2 PCB is 10 mm, then the Ti spacer is 8 mm and
the two Nylon washers are 1 mm each).
1Chemical names of these plastics: Teflon: polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE); Nylon: part of polyamide family;
acrylic: polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA); ABS: Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene.









Fig. 6.41: Schematic representation of the new spacer-washers assembly1.










= LNy + LT i
Akeq
,
where A is the common cross section of the two elements, LT i is the length of the titanium
spacer and LNy is the total length of Nylon (each washer has a length of LNy/2). The thermal
conductivity of titanium is kT i = 7.8 W/mK [27], while the conductivity of Nylon is kNy =
0.25 W/mK [59]. Finally, the equivalent conductivity is computed by:
keq =
kNykT i
x (kT i − kNy) + kNy
,
where the fraction of total length of Nylon is represented by x = LNy/(LNy + LT i).
The evolution of the equivalent conductivity as a function of the fraction of Nylon in height
is represented in Fig. 6.42. It is observed that increasing the Nylon percentage has more effect if
the proportion is low (below 15%). The benefit becomes negligible if the fraction is larger than
40%. Anyway, such a high proportion of Nylon should be avoided for structural integrity reasons.
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
















Fig. 6.42: Equivalent conductivity of the spacer-washers assembly as a function of the
proportion of Nylon.
1The figure shows 2 PCBs but the same combination of spacer and washers can be applied to any link using
spacers (PCB stack - structure, payload - structure, . . . ).
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Finally, a 10% proportion of Nylon is chosen. This one induces an equivalent thermal
conductivity of 1.94 W/mK. This value is 93 times smaller that the original aluminum spacers
(kAl = 180 W/mK). It is important to remember that this thermal conductivity concerns only
the spacers/washers. If this new design is used on the link between two adjacent PCBs, the
reduction in conductivity between the two boards will be less important because the thermal
path via the phosphor bronze pins has to be considered as well. These pins are standardized and
cannot be modified to change their conductivity.
Since the aluminum spacers linking the batteries to the EPS were 11.3 mm long, the new
model is composed of a titanium spacer of 10.3 mm and two Nylon washers of 0.5 mm each1. For
the payload, the Nylon washers are 1.25 mm thick each. Regarding its link with the structure,
the half rib must be taken into account as well (cf. Section 5.2.1).
During the iterations of the thermal design, it was observed that the VHF/UHF dipole antenna
module’s temperature was too low in the cold 800 km SSO. On the other hand, Fig. D.3 showed
that its temperature amplitude was high in the original model. Using the new spacer/washer
design leads to a flatter temperature curve. Meaning that its maximum value is decreased and
that its minimum one is increased. The original spacers were 4 mm tall. Hence, the Nylon
washers are 0.2 mm thick each. In additionally to this design modification, it is also decided to
reduce the number of links with the structure. In Section 5.2.1, the dipole antenna was fixed
by 8 spacers (4 on top and 4 below). Hence, in order to further reduce the conductive link, the
new model only includes 4 fixations. Because of the low mass of the dipole antenna (85 g), it is
assumed that this number is enough to ensure a good structural link between the two elements.
Finally, the old and new conductive links of these components are presented in Tab. 6.4.
Link Al spacer Ti spacer + Nylon washers
Batteries - EPS 0.38 4.5·10−3
Payload - structure 0.18 3.7·10−3
Dipole antenna - structure 0.31 (8 spacers) 0.0109 (4 spacers)
Table 6.4: Conductive links [W/K] using old (aluminum) and new (titanium + Nylon) spacers.
6.5.3 Washers for the radiator
As mentioned earlier, power flows conductively from the structure to the radiator. It has the
effect to heat up the latter. By reducing this heat exchange, the temperature difference between
the radiator and the payload is expected to increase, meaning that more thermal power can be
extracted from the payload.
This design modification is similar to the previous one and consists in adding thin Nylon
washers between the radiator and the structure. Hence, heat will have to cross both the contact
resistance of the bolts and the one of these new washers. Contrarily to the previous section, the
Nylon material is just an addition to the initial design (not necessary to re-size other parts like
the spacers - cf. Fig. 6.42). The evolution of the conductive link between the radiator and the
structure is displayed in Fig. 6.43 for an increasing thickness of the Nylon washers.
Once again, it is seen that the benefit of increasing the Nylon’s thickness is larger if it is
initially small. For structural integrity reasons, the washers must be as thin as possible. Their
1These values do not correspond exactly to a proportion of 10% Nylon because manufacturing and material
purchasing constraints have to be taken into account. It is reasonable to think that 0.5 mm Nylon spacers are
more common than 11.3 · 0.1/2 = 0.565 mm ones.
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Fig. 6.43: Conductive link [W/K] between the radiator and the structure when the Nylon
washer’s thickness increases.
height must also remain small because they contribute to increase the distance between the
radiator and the structure. Hence, a value of 0.5 mm is chosen. It leads to a conductivity of
0.015 W/K, which is more than six times smaller than the original value.
6.5.4 Payload’s radiative insulation
As seen in Fig. 6.12 and Fig.6.13, the payload receives several watts of thermal power
radiatively from the other spacecraft’s components. Reducing this quantity would decrease the
payload’s temperature. Because it is not possible to coat it directly (the payload is composed of
optical lenses/mirrors), a new element must be added to the spacecraft. This part surrounds







Fig. 6.44: Radiative shield surrounding the payload.
The most common way to make a radiative shield is to use multi-layer insulation (MLI).
However, the plastic films composing the blankets are subjected to outgassing. If this problem
is not addressed (bake-out prior to integration in the satellite), the gas will contaminate the
payload. Because the detector is the coldest spot, it is expected that the gas will condensate
extensively on this element and ruin the mission.
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An important parameter characterizing the MLI is the effective emittance ε?. This value refers
to the emittance of all the internal layers together and is computed by empirical relations. The
lower this parameter is, the better the performance of the MLI is. As stated in Spacecraft Thermal
Control Handbook by D. Gilmore [27], the performance of MLI is strongly influenced by heat leaks
(edge effect, seams, cable and support elements penetration, . . . ). Hence, it is more advantageous
to use MLI on large surfaces (smaller relative proportion of heat leaks compared to the total
area) than on small ones. This point is illustrates in Fig. 6.45. In the case of OUFTI-Next, the
total surface area needed to surround the payload is 0.078 m2. The discontinuity density would
probably be characterized as medium or high because of the numerous edges and the relatively
high amount of penetrating components (electrical connectors between the detector and the OBC
as well as the supports linking the payload to the structure). Hence, a realistic value of ε? would
be around 0.1. Finally, because of this high value and the possible contamination problems, the
MLI solution is discarded for the satellite.
Fig. 6.45: Influence of the surface area and heat leak (discontinuity) density on the effective
emittance of MLI [27].
Another solution is to use coated metal plates to make the radiative heat shield. It is chosen
to use aluminum as the base material and to coat it with gold. With a panel’s thickness of
0.1 mm, the total mass of the component is kept under 25 g. If the gold is plated on the panels
and then polished an emissivity of 0.02 can be achieved [27].
6.5.5 S-band patch antenna’s thermal design
Tab. 6.2 showed that the S-band patch antenna is 14°C too cold in the cold case if the
uncertainties are taken into account. To increase its temperature, a high α/ε coating is required
(the original coating was Kapton⇒ α/ε = 0.57). The high α ensures a larger absorption of albedo
power (the antenna never sees directly the Sun), while the low ε reduces the evacuation of thermal
power. It is thus chosen to use Chromacoat aluminum paint (α = 0.28, ε = 0.05 ⇒ α/ε = 5.6
[27]). The effect of this new coating is represented in Fig. 6.46 by the red curves and shows an
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average temperature increase of 18°C in the cold case.
The figure (red curve) does not take into account the uncertainties that might lead to lower
temperatures. Moreover, the dashed red curve shows that the component undergoes large
temperature variations (20°C) along its orbit due to its small thermal inertia. The conductive
link with the structure also contributes to this large amplitude. The latter can be reduced by
using the same 0.5 mm thick Nylon washers as for the radiator. This modification reduces the
original conductance by a factor 6. The effect of this new link combined with the S-band’s
coating is represented by the green curves in Fig. 6.46.
Unfortunately, these two modifications have impacted the temperature of the batteries by
rising it by a few degrees. This effect is countered by coating the inside face of the shear panels
with Martin black paint N-150-1 (α = 0.94, ε = 0.94 [27]). This high IR emissivity coating
ensures a larger absorption of the power emitted by the satellite’s internal components. Because
it increases the thermal absorption, it is seen in Fig. 6.46 that the S-band antenna’s temperature
increases slightly (the side of the antenna facing the interior of the CubeSat is also coated with
black paint).
























Fig. 6.46: Temperature of the S-band patch antenna in cold and hot cases depending on the
design modification level. Modif. 1: Chromacoat on patch antenna; Modif. 2: reduced conductive
link; Modif. 3: black paint for the inside faces of shear panels.
6.5.6 Summary and uncertainties
All the design modification applied to the Body Mounted configuration of OUFTI-Next are
summarized in Tab. 6.5. Their effect on the payload’s temperature is displayed in Fig. 6.47 and
Fig. 6.48, where all the colored curves refer to the application of a single design modification at a
time. The dashed black curve represents the initial temperature of the component and the solid
black one gives the effect of all the modifications combined. The two figures show that the final
design (solid black curve) is not the sum of all the design changes considered separately. Indeed,
the different modifications influence each other. It is seen that the objective of decreasing the
payload’s temperature is met since a drop of a 42°C is observed in the cold case and 46°C in the
hot one.
The individual temperature curves of all the elements are given in Appendix G. These curves
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show the values for all the orbits (800 km SSO, 400 km SSO and ISS orbit), as well as for hot
and cold cases.
Before modification After modification
Coating of external face of
shear panels −X, −Y , −Z
Alodined aluminum
(α = 0.44, ε = 0.14)
S-13G-LO white silicon paint
(α = 0.22, ε = 0.88)
Coating of internal face of
the shear panels
Alodined aluminum
(α = 0.44, ε = 0.14)
Martin black paint N-150-1
(α = 0.94, ε = 0.94)
Coating of S-band patch
antenna
Kapton
(α = 0.38, ε = 0.67)
Chromacoat aluminum paint
(α = 0.28, ε = 0.05)
GL(Batteries - EPS) Al 6061 spacers(GL= 0.38 W/K)
Ti spacers + Nylon washers
(GL= 0.0045 W/K)
GL(Payload - Structure) Al 6061 spacers(GL= 0.18 W/K)




Al 6061 spacers (×8)
(GL= 0.31 W/K)
Ti sp. + Nylon washers (×4)
(GL= 0.0109 W/K)
GL(Radiator - Structure) Bolts(GL= 0.09 W/K)






Bolts + Nylon washers
(GL= 0.01 W/K)
Payload’s radiative shield - Gold plated aluminum plates
Table 6.5: Summary of the thermal design modifications.




















Fig. 6.47: Payload’s temperature for several
design modifications for the cold 800 km SSO.
Color curves: each modification is applied
individually, black solid curve: all applied
together.




















Fig. 6.48: Payload’s temperature for several
design modifications for the hot ISS orbit.
Color curves: each modification is applied
individually, black solid curve: all applied
together.
The final design’s heat flow map is represented in Fig. 6.49 for the hot ISS orbit1. This design
has one more element represented: the payload’s radiative shield. This component is composed
1The heat flow map of the final design for the cold 800 km SSO is represented in Fig. G.15 in Appendix G
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of 2 nodes, hence the temperature written in Fig. 6.49 corresponds to a mean value. Compared
to the original model (Fig. 6.10), the thermal design modifications have greatly reduced the
power flowing from the structure to the payload, radiator, S-band antenna and VHF/UHF dipole
antenna. Thanks to the radiative shield surrounding the payload, the radiative power coming
from the structure has dropped from 1.5 W to 79 mW. It is observed that the conductive power
going from the payload to the radiator decreases if the final model is considered. It is due to
the smaller temperature gap between the two elements (∆T = 0.5°C for the final model and
∆T = 2.2°C for the base model). The most important point concerning these two elements is
that they are both much colder in the final design than in the basic model (approximately 45°C
colder).
H Node number: 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Node labels: Structure Shear panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload Radiative shield ENVIRONMENT
Time: 25 min Temperature [°C]: 43.2192 51.86609817 57.46270009 32.243 11.479 -11.234 46.3461 42.0789 46.9053 46.8488 45.9672 45.4448 48.4728 -10.7 15.26555 -270
Capacitance [J/K]: 292.2 410.05 11.01 42.13 42.13 48.7 72.46 472.5 64.04 71.62 75.83 76.66 425.14 1000 20 0
Inertia power [mW]: -96 69 3 -90 -113 -2 -26 -69 -23 -25 -26 -17 -93 582 2 0
Qext absorbed [mW]: 11151 12217 28331 1 11 1633 0 0 0 0 0 0 128 518 0 0
Qint [mW]: 0 0 4740 0 0 0 240 0 480 590 0 0 1870 2000 0 0
QL [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload Radiative shield ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 1616 0 -110 -1904 -817 313 0 0 0 412 24 841 -200 0 0
Shear panels -1616 0 10362 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Solar cells 0 -10362 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4000 ant_Sband 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 ant_GPS 1904 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6000 Radiator 817 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 860 0 0
10010 PCB_EPS -313 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19 308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 -308 0 0 -31 0 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 -485 0 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband -412 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 485 0 0 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module -24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30000 ADCS -841 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40000 Payload 200 0 0 0 0 -860 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Radiative shield 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QR [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload Radiative shield ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 -106 0 0 0 0 11 -4 12 12 8 11 61 -2 -2 -11423
Shear panels 106 0 0 0 0 0 111 233 130 120 103 112 488 -77 8 -22228
Solar cells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -22706
4000 ant_Sband 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -201
5000 ant_GPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2027
6000 Radiator 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3312
10010 PCB_EPS -11 -111 0 0 0 0 0 -140 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt 4 -233 0 0 0 0 140 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC -12 -130 0 0 0 0 -20 -1 0 -2 0 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF -12 -120 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -31 0 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband -8 -103 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 -19 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module -11 -112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 111 0 0 0
30000 ADCS -61 -488 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -111 0 0 -7 -584
40000 Payload 2 77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1352
Radiative shield 2 -8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 11423 22228 22706 201 2027 3312 0 0 0 0 0 0 584 1352 0 0
Names of the nodes and temperature
 Structure(43.2°C, -96 mW)
 Shear panels(51.9°C, 69 mW)
 Solar cells(57.5°C, 3 mW)
 S-band patch(32.2°C, -90 mW)
 GPS patch(11.5°C, -113 mW)
 Radiator(-11.2°C, -2 mW)
 EPS(46.3°C, -26 mW)
 Ba:eries(42.1°C, -69 mW)
 OBC(46.9°C, -23 mW) center - pl 79
 VHF/UHF trans.(46.8°C, -25 mW) right center 736
 S-band trans.(46°C, -26 mW) center - top 0
 VHF/UHF ant.(45.4°C, -17 mW) bottom center 672
 ADCS(48.5°C, -93 mW) center - rad 0
 Payload(-10.7°C, 582 mW) rad shield -center 6
 Environment(-270°C, 0 mW)

















































































Fig. 6.49: Final design heat flow map of the Body Mounted configuration for the ISS hot case
orbit at t = 25 min.
The uncertainty analysis on the final thermal design is conducted in the same way as in
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Section 6.4 and the uncertainty parameters of Tab. 6.1 are used here. However, the new model
has some components with a very low emissivity coating (e.g. gold plated payload’s radiative
shield: ε = 0.02). Hence, an uncertainty of 0.03 on the optical properties is too high. Thus, if
the original value of α or ε is 0.05 or less, the uncertainty applied is reduced to 0.01.
Tab. 6.6 shows the uncertainty analysis. The first half of the table is dedicated to the original
model and the other one presents the results of the final thermal design. If a component is not
compliant with its allowable thermal range, the margin value is negative and highlighted in red.
Contrarily to the original model, the final design has only one of its components out of the
requirements if the nominal (without uncertainties) temperatures are considered. Indeed, the
charging batteries are 4.4°C too cold in the cold case. However, if the uncertainties on the
thermal properties are taken into account, one sees that the number of elements outside their
allowable temperature range increases.
Tab. 6.6 shows that the shear panels can be 7.5°C too cold. However, as explained in
Section 6.2.2, this situation is totally acceptable because they do not contain any electronic
elements and it was explained that the material conserves its structural properties even outside
the range defined by the manufacturer.
If the uncertainties are considered, it is seen that the S-band patch antenna, the GPS antenna,
the EPS and the VHF/UHF transceiver PCB can be out of bounds. However, they are close to
their requirements (maximum gap of 3.4°) and it is seen that there is a margin of at least 7°C
between the nominal temperatures and the allowable temperatures. Hence, it is chosen to not
optimize further the model for these components.
The table shows that the charging batteries are still too hot in the hot case if uncertainties are
considered. Nonetheless, the nominal temperature is compliant with the thermal requirements.
Hence, it is chosen to stop the thermal design here and not investigate further solutions to
reduce their temperature. Indeed, it is judged wiser to wait for the project team to decide which
model will be used in OUFTI-Next. Then, more precise information can be gathered from the
manufacturer like the capacitance, the surface coating and the exact geometry. The uncertainties
can also be reduced by testing the components to asses their real properties. It would also be
interesting to study the loss of performance of the batteries if they operate out of the initial
thermal range of 0°C to 45°C.
If the problem persists with these new data, a solution could be to use a thermal strap
linking the batteries to the face −Y of the satellite. As seen in Fig. 6.50 (blue curves), these two
components have a large temperature difference. Moreover, this shear panel does not have any
component that the strap could interfere with.
The figure shows the evolution of the temperature as the conductivity of the thermal strap
increases. It is seen that with a conduction of 0.05 W/K, the batteries have a temperature
approximately 10°C colder. A flexible thermal strap seems a good choice because it provides
virtually no resistance to small displacements, meaning that no additional mechanical load is




where L is the length of the flexible strap, η is a coefficient relating the real heat transfer length of
threads with L, k is the material’s thermal conductivity and A is the cross section. Unfortunately,
the coefficient η depends heavily on the geometry of the strap and values are not available.
However, seeing the values of conductivity advertised by manufacturers ([60] [61] [62]), it is
concluded that a thermal strap having a conductivity of 0.05 W/K is totally feasible.
Nonetheless, such a thermal strap must be used carefully because it will cool down the
batteries as long as their temperature is larger than face −Y . It means that heat is evacuated
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Fig. 6.50: Temperature of the batteries and face −Y of the final design, for the hot ISS orbit.
from the batteries even in the cold case. Moreover, if heaters are used to heat up the batteries
during the cold orbits, a part of the power generated will be transferred to the shear panel via
the strap and will be wasted. Hence, the heaters will have to work harder (thus consume more
electrical power) to maintain a given temperature. This is why a thermal strap between the
batteries and face −Y should be a solution of last resort only and studied cautiously by both
thermal and electrical subsystems.
It is seen in Tab. 6.6 that the batteries are too cold in the cold case both with and without
considering the uncertainties (13.9°C with uncertainties and 4.4°C without) if they are charging.
This results was foreseen since the beginning of the thermal design phase because it was chosen to
focus on the hot case. The objective was to implement solutions to obtain compliant temperatures
in this thermal case. The batteries’ temperature can then be risen by heaters depending if they
are below the limit value or not. The heaters’ study is not conducted in this Master’s Thesis but
one should be able to implement them in OUFTI-Next. Indeed, having too cold batteries is a
recurrent problem in CubeSats. For instance, a similar temperature was reached in OUFTI-1 and
two 250 mW heaters have been implemented [36]. Some battery systems also have built-heaters.
This is the case of the EPS-battery bundle from Clyde Space [9] which was used to conduct the
thermal analysis of OUFTI-Next. However, these heaters have been ignored during the entire
study because the selection of the batteries’ precise model is not definitive yet.




aldesignBefore thermal design After thermal design
Requirement Nominal Prediction Margin Nominal Prediction Margin
(with uncert) (with uncert) (with uncert) (with uncert)
Element Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold Hot Cold
Structure 80 -40 45.5 -15.0 56.5 -24.6 23.5 15.4 44.2 -21.0 54.9 -30.8 25.1 9.2
Shear panels 80 -40 67.6 -24.1 81.1 -33.0 -1.1 7.0 63.7 -37.9 76.1 -47.5 3.9 -7.5
Solar cells 125 -55 68.9 -24.4 82.3 -33.3 42.7 21.7 65.1 -24.9 77.4 -34.5 47.6 20.5
S-band patch 45 -25 24.6 -27.6 41.0 -38.9 4.0 -13.9 35.1 -9.6 48.4 -21.5 -3.4 3.5
GPS patch 45 -40 24.5 -27.7 41.0 -39.0 4.0 1.0 23.7 -31.5 39.4 -42.0 5.6 -2
Radiator - - 33.1 -13.2 42.8 -22.6 - - -11.2 -51.2 -4.5 -57.4 - -
Batteries (charge) 45 0 49.1 -1.7 60.0 -11.9 -15 -11.9 42.1 -4.4 52.3 -13.9 -7.3 -13.9
Batteries (discharge) 60 -20 49.1 -1.7 60.0 -11.9 0 8.1 42.1 -4.4 52.3 -13.9 7.8 6.1
EPS 60 -20 49.4 -3.4 60.2 -13.5 -0.2 6.5 46.7 -12.7 57.4 -22.9 2.6 -2.9
OBC 65 -25 50.0 -4.5 60.8 -14.6 4.2 10.4 47.2 -12.8 57.9 -23.0 7.1 2.0
VHF/UHF trans. 60 -20 49.9 -5.6 60.7 -15.6 -0.7 4.4 47.1 -13.0 57.9 -23.2 2.1 -3.2
S-band trans. 60 -40 48.8 -6.8 59.6 -16.9 0.4 23.1 46.3 -13.3 57.1 -23.5 2.9 16.5
VHF/UHF ant. 60 -20 46.2 -12.5 57.1 -22.3 2.9 -2.3 45.6 -9.1 56.3 -19.2 3.7 0.8
ADCS 85 -45 48.7 -6.1 59.1 -16.1 25.9 28.9 48.6 -9.0 59.1 -19.0 25.9 26.0
Payload - - 35.2 -12.4 45.0 -21.9 - - -10.4 -51.2 -3.7 -57.4 - -
Table 6.6: Comparison of the temperatures [°C] before and after thermal design, with and without uncertainties.










The two other satellite’s configurations (Cross and Table) will be less probably selected for
the OUFTI-Next demonstrator. Nonetheless, they have their own advantages and drawbacks.
These two shapes have deployable solar panels, thus they are more subject to failure. The main
advantage of the Cross resides in its very low temperatures for the payload (between -10°C and
-50°C without thermal design, see Fig. 6.28). However, the entire platform was constantly below
the thermal limit in all cold cases (without considering uncertainties). Hence drastic measures
would have to be implemented to heat them up. But this spacecraft’s shape produces nearly three
times more power that the Body Mounted one. Thus larger heaters could be implemented. On
the other hand, the Table configuration gives similar temperature results as the Body Mounted
but produces more power.
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Conclusion
The goal of this Master’s Thesis was to assess the OUFTI-Next mission’s feasibility from the
thermal point of view. Because of the early stage of the project, the intention was to remain as
general as possible. Indeed, the elements composing the satellite were selected because of their
representative properties. Moreover, the thermal analysis was conducted on three spacecraft’s
shapes (Body Mounted, Cross and Table) and three orbits were studied (ISS orbit, 400 km SSO
13h30 LTAN and 800 km SSO 13h30 LTAN).
After briefly recalling the governing principles of heat transfer in space and looking at other
spacecraft’s thermal strategies, several models of increasing complexity were used to investigate
the thermal behaviour of OUFTI-Next. The first one, composed of a few nodes, highlighted the
influence of the orbit and spacecraft’s shape on the temperature. It showed that the 800 km SSO
and ISS orbits are the most demanding because they induce the coldest and hottest temperatures
respectively. This basic model also demonstrated that, for a given orbit, the Body Mounted
configuration leads to the highest thermal load and the Cross one to the lowest temperatures.
This difference is explained by the fact that the core of the Cross shape is constantly in the
shadow of the deployable solar panels. Hence, it is never exposed to direct sunlight.
Although the basic model gave access to qualitative thermal behaviours, it was not able to
predict the individual components’ temperature. For this purpose, the advanced model was
constructed. The latter associates each spacecraft’s element to at least one node. Out of the three
satellite’s configurations, the Body Mounted one will most probably be selected for OUFTI-Next.
Thus, the results of this spacecraft’s shape were the most detailed ones. Nonetheless, the main
conclusions of the other two ones were also presented.
The analysis of the Body Mounted configuration in idle mode showed that several components
were out of their thermal range, the main ones being the batteries and the S-band patch antenna.
Heat flow maps helped in identifying the thermal power exchanged radiatively and conductively
between the different spacecraft’s elements. It was deduced that the relatively high temperature
of the payload was due to the large amount of power radiated by the other satellite’s elements.
It was also observed on the maps that a non negligible quantity of power (more than 1.5 W)
flowed conductively from the structure to the payload.
In the idle mode, the satellite is constantly pointing its solar panels to the Sun but this
orientation does not allow neither imaging nor downlinkind of the scientific data to a ground
station. These two operational modes need a specific attitude. The first one requires the payload’s
aperture to face the ground, while the other one needs the S-band patch antenna to point nadir.
The influence of these changes of attitude on the temperature curves of the idle mode were
studied by varying the frequency of these events (number of operational orbits per day). The
results showed that the communication phase had more impact than the imaging one because it
lasted longer (7 minutes for communication and 5 minutes for imaging). However, their effect on
the spacecraft’s temperature was appreciable only if more than 3 of those operational orbits were
made per day. Because OUFTI-Next is a technology demonstrator, the scientific requirements
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are flexible. Thus, the project team decided that a few images per day would be enough to prove
the good implementation of the mission. Hence, only one imaging plus one communication orbits
per day are necessary. In these conditions, the influence of the operational orbits on the idle
temperature curves was negligible.
Next, an uncertainty analysis was performed to assess the importance of the assumptions made
to build the advanced model. It was conducted by varying the optical properties (absorptance
and emittance coefficients), the capacitance and the value of the contact conductances. Taking
into account these uncertainties lead to an increase (or decrease) of the maximum (or minimum)
temperature from 9°C to 16°C. Therefore, some components which initially fulfilled the thermal
requirements were not compliant anymore if these fluctuations were considered. For instance,
it was the case of the VHF/UHF dipole antenna module. Obviously, the elements which were
initially out of bound increased the gap with the requirements. The batteries were 4.1°C over the
maximum allowed temperature in the hot case without uncertainties. Taking them into account,
this value increased to 15°C.
The last part of this document was dedicated to the thermal design of the Body Mounted
configuration. Its goal was to modify the initial model in order to achieve compliant temperatures
for all the components. The initial aluminum spacers were replaced by a combination of Nylon
washers and titanium spacers, which resulted in reducing greatly the conductive link between
different elements. Hence, the power flowing from the EPS circuit board to the batteries
dramatically decreased, resulting in colder batteries. In a similar way, the new spacer/washer
design reduced the conductive thermal power going from the structure to the payload. Using them
had the additional consequence on the dipole antenna of reducing the temperature amplitude
variation of the module.
It was also decided to use Nylon washers between the radiator and the structure, which
induced a decrease of its temperature. A colder radiator allows to extract heat from the payload
more effectively. The S-band patch antenna’s temperature was increased by using the same
Nylon washers as the radiator. Coating the component with chromacoat aluminum paint also
contributed to increase its temperature.
The overall spacecraft’s temperature was decreased by replacing the initial alodined aluminum
coating of the external faces of the shear panels with a S-13G-LO white silicon paint. This
modification induced a temperature drop of approximately 10°C for both the payload and the
batteries.
The last modification aimed to reduce the radiative heat received by the payload from the
other spacecraft’s components. A radiative shield made of thin aluminum panels coated with
gold, surrounding completely the payload, implemented.
Finally, all these design changes lead to compliant temperatures for all the elements except
for the batteries which were still 4.4°C too cold in the cold case. The objective of reducing the
payload’s temperature was also met, since it varies between -10°C and -51°C, which is more
than 40°C colder than the initial model. By considering the uncertainties on the final design
model, the conclusions changed slightly. Indeed, these uncertainties pushed several components
out of their allowable thermal range, although by only 3°C at the most. Thus it was not judged
necessary to further improve the model.
The thermal design procedure was not applied to the Cross and Table configurations because
they will probably not be selected for the satellite. Nonetheless, they have their advantages. The
first one induces a spacecraft’s core much colder than the Body Mounted. For instance, the pay-
load’s temperature ranges between -10°C and -50°C without any thermal design change. Hence
implementing the same golden radiative shield and new spacer’s design could potentially lead to
even lower temperatures. However, this satellite’s shape presents the significant disadvantage
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of inducing a cold temperature on the platform. Indeed, most of the electronic components
were too cold to operate safely, even without considering uncertainties. On the other hand, the
Table configuration led to similar temperatures as the Body Mounted shape but produced more
electrical power.
It is important to remind that all the results of this thesis were obtained by considering the
worst case approach. For example, the cold case assumed that there was absolutely no internal
power dissipation while the hot one was achieved when all the collected power was dissipated.
Hence, in practice, these two situations will rarely be encountered (unless in case of failure of
all the solar cells ⇒ no power available to be dissipated by the other components, or in case of
malfunctioning of the EPS ⇒ too much power distributed to the electrical components leading to
an increased dissipation). Instead, a nominal situation would correspond to a moderate internal
dissipation and to moderate environment parameters. This would lead to temperature curves
located between the cold and hot ones.
Obviously, further investigation is still required. Heaters must be implemented to heat up the
batteries when necessary. This system has to be studied by both thermal and electrical engineers
to ensure that it does not drain too much power. The elements of the satellite also have to be
definitively chosen. Then, more accurate information should be gathered from the manufacturers.
This will reduce the uncertainties on the thermal properties. Finally, thermal testing should be
conducted to assess the performance of the models by comparing the temperatures obtained by
computer simulation to the measured ones.
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Appendix
A Dimensions of a 3U CubeSat
Fig. A.1: Dimensions [mm] of a 3U CubeSat according to the CubeSat Design Specification [44].
B Sun pointing of the Body Mounted configuration
Fig. B.1 illustrates the search of the optimal pointing attitude for the Body Mounted configu-
ration to achieve a maximum electrical power production. As a reminder, faces +X, +Y and
+Z are covered with solar cells.
Since faces +X and +Y are covered by the same amount of solar cells, it is known that the
optimal orientation is obtained if the azimuth angle θ is 45°. The only remaining unknown of the
problem is thus the elevation angle γ. However, the power produced is dependant of the angle
between the normal of the panel and the Sun direction, which is Ω for faces +X and +Y and
90°− γ for +Z. Hence, the electrical power is given by:
Q = 2A3UCSη cos Ω +A1UCSη cos (90°− γ) .




The optimal attitude is then computed by introducing this relation in the previous one and taking
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Fig. B.1: Optimal sun pointing of the Body Mounted configuration.




, which corresponds to
the Sun located in [1, 1, 1/3], in the satellite’s axes.
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C. Convergence of the Monte Carlo Ray Tracing
C Convergence of the Monte Carlo Ray Tracing
A convergence analysis of the MCRT is displayed in Fig. C.1 for three different seeds and an
increasing number or rays. This study is done on the radiative exchange factor between the EPS


































Fig. C.1: Convergence analysis of the radiative exchange factor between EPS and OBC.
To improve the confidence in the results, this REF is also calculated analytically. However,
for this manual computation, it is assumed that the two PCBs have a 10× 10 cm2 surface area.
In this situation, the problem is similar to a flat cuboid enclosure where the four sides are the
portions of shear panels seen by the PCBs, the top is the EPS board and the bottom is the OBC.
The radiative exchange factor is thus given by the following relation, where A is the surface
of the PCB and Bi,j is the Gebhart factor :
GREPS,OBC = εEPSAEPSBEPS,OBC .
The Gebhart factor is defined as:




This relation can be written in matrix form
B = β + (F− β)B ⇔ (I− F + β)B = β ,
where βi,j = Fi,jεj and I is the identity matrix.
Provided that the view factors between all the surfaces are known, the Gebhart factors can
easily be determined from this last expression. The view factor between two identical, parallel
and directly opposed rectangles (Fig. C.2) is computed by:
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,
with X = a/c which is the ratio of the dimensions of the rectangle and Y = b/c is the ratio of
one side of the rectangle over the distance separating them.
On the other hand, two rectangles having a common edge and forming a 90° angle (Fib. C.3)
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where H = h/l and W = w/l respectively the ratios of one of the rectangles’ length over the
common edge.
Fig. C.2: View factor between parallel identical
rectangles [63]
Fig. C.3: View factor between perpendicular
rectangles having a common edge [63]
Analytically, a radiative exchange factor of 6.4553 · 10−3 m2 is obtained. If 10 000 rays are
used for the MCRT method, the average of the three seeds gives GREPS,OBC = 5.4071 · 10−3 m2.
This difference of 15% between the two methods is explained by the fact that the Esatan model
uses the real sizes of the PCBs (9.5× 9 cm2 for the EPS and 9.6× 9 cm2 for the OBC), while
the analytic one assumes a 10× 10 cm2 to facilitate the view factor computation. In fact, if this
size is used in the Esatan model, one finds a REF of 6.4919 m2, which is only 0.5% larger than
the analytic value. This result proves the good implementation of the radiative model.
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D Additional results of the advanced thermal model
D.1 Body Mounted configuration
The temperature curves of the PCB stack, the ADCS and the VHF/UHF dipole antenna
module are shown from Fig. D.1 to Fig. D.4. It is seen that they all fit their requirements (see
Tab. D.1) for the three orbits and two thermal cases.

























Fig. D.1: Temperature of the PCB stack
Body Mounted configuration, cold case.






















Fig. D.2: Temperature of the PCB stack
Body Mounted configuration, hot case.



















Fig. D.3: Temperature of the ADCS and
VHF/UHF antenna module
Body Mounted configuration, cold case.





















Fig. D.4: Temperature of the ADCS and
VHF/UHF antenna module
Body Mounted configuration, hot case.
D.2 Cross configuration
Solar cells
The average, minimum and maximum temperature of the solar cells is represented in Fig. D.5
and Fig. D.6 by solid, dotted and dashed lines respectively. It is seen that the thermal requirements
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Component Thermal range [°C]
EPS PCB -20 to 60
OBC PCB -25 to 65
VHF/UHF transceiver PCB -20 to 60
S-band transceiver PCB -40 to 60
ADCS -45 to 85
VHF/UHF antenna module -20 to 60
Table D.1: Recall of the thermal requirements of some components.
are respected for all the orbits and thermal cases combinations, except for the cold 800 km SSO
where the temperature can be 2°C too cold. However, this situation occurs only during 2.5
minutes at the end of the eclipse period. It is thus judged acceptable.

















Fig. D.5: Temperature of the solar cells
Cross configuration, cold case.



















Fig. D.6: Temperature of the solar cells
Cross configuration, hot case.
Structure, shear panels and deployable panels
The shear panels’ temperature (mean, minimum and maximum) is represented in Fig. D.7,
while Fig. D.8 is dedicate to the structure (’+’ markers) and the deployable panels. It is seen
that the structure and shear panels fit their thermal requirements (from -40°C to 80°C). The
deployable panels can become too cold at the end of the eclipse period. However, it has already
been explained in Section 6.2.2 that it is not a problem.
PCB stack and ADCS
Fig. D.9 proves that all the circuit boards forming the PCB stack fit their thermal requirements
in the hot case for the Cross configuration.
On the other hand, the ADCS allows temperature ranging from -45°C to 85°C. Fig. D.10
shows that the majority of orbit and thermal cases combination are compliant with this thermal
requirement. In fact, only the cold 800 km SSO oscillates around the lower bound of the
requirements.
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Fig. D.7: Temperatures of the shear panels
Cross configuration, hot case.





















Fig. D.8: Temperatures of the structure and
deployable panels - Cross configuration, hot
case.























Fig. D.9: Temperatures of the PCB stack
Cross configuration, hot case.




















Fig. D.10: Temperatures of the ADCS
Cross configuration.
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D.3 Table configuration
Solar cells
The solar cells’ temperature is presented in Fig. D.11 and Fig. D.12 for the cold and hot
cases. The solid lines correspond to their mean temperature, while the dotted and dashed ones
are associated to their minimum and maximum temperatures respectively. It can be seen that
all the curves respect the thermal requirements (from -55°C to 125°C).

















Fig. D.11: Temperatures of the solar cells
Table configuration, cold case.

















Fig. D.12: Temperatures of the solar cells
Table configuration, hot case.
Structure, shear panels and deployable panels
Fig. D.13 and Fig. D.14 show the temperature of the structure (’+’ markers) and the
deployable panels. Even if the latter are composed of several nodes, only the average temperature
is displayed in the figures because these panels have the same shape and orientation. They
thus have the same temperature and the minimum and maximum curves would be very close to
each other. It is seen that the allowed temperature range (from -40°C to 80°C) is not strictly
respected for all the orbits. However, as explained in Section 6.2.2, this is not a problem from
the structural integrity’s point of view. Only the alignment changes due to thermal expansion
would have to be looked at.
The average, minimum and maximum temperatures of the shear panels are presented in
Fig. D.15 and Fig. D.16. One sees that these components respect their thermal requirements
except for the maximum temperature curve of the ISS orbit. In this case, the shear panels are
5°C to 7°C too hot. Nonetheless, it remains acceptable and once again, only the alignment
problems should be addressed.
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Fig. D.13: Temperatures of the structure and
deployable panels - Table configuration, cold
case.




















Fig. D.14: Temperatures of the structure and
deployable panels - Table configuration, hot
case.



















Fig. D.15: Temperatures of the shear panels
Table configuration, cold case.




















Fig. D.16: Temperatures of the shear panels
Table configuration, hot case.
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PCB stack
Fig. D.17 and Fig. D.18 display the temperature of the circuit boards forming the PCB
stack for cold and hot cases respectively. From these curves, it is deduced that the Table
configuration provides acceptable temperatures to these components for every orbit and thermal
case combination.
























Fig. D.17: Temperatures of the PCB stack
Table configuration, cold case.























Fig. D.18: Temperatures of the PCB stack
Table configuration, hot case.
ADCS and VHF/UHF dipole antenna module
These two components have their temperatures represented in Fig. D.19 and Fig. D.20, where
it can be seen that they fit their thermal requirements for all orbits (-45°C to 85°C for the ADCS
and -20°C to 60°C for the dipole antenna).



















Fig. D.19: Temperatures of the ADCS and
VHF/UHF antenna module - Table
configuration, cold case.





















Fig. D.20: Temperatures of the ADCS and
VHF/UHF antenna module - Table
configuration, hot case.
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E. Precision concerning the operational orbits’ frequency
E Precision concerning the operational orbits’ frequency
Fig E.1 shows the temperature curve of the bottom shear panel of the Body Mounted
configuration for the cold 800 km SSO. The figure displays the temperature for an observing
frequency of 3 orbits per day (1 observing orbit followed by 4 idle orbits ⇒ freq = 15/(1 + 4)).
The end of each orbit is represented by vertical black dashed lines. The light blue zone represents
the imaging period of the observation orbit.


























Fig. E.1: Temperature of the bottom shear panel of the Body Mounted configuration for the cold
800 km SSO. 1 imaging orbit followed by 4 idle ones (frequency of 3 imaging orbits per day).
It is seen that the cyclic conditions (same temperature and temperature slope at the beginning
and at the end) are respected on the entire cycle of 5 orbits. It results that the individual orbits
have different start and end temperatures. In Section 6.3, only the first three orbits would have
been displayed.
F Additional information for the uncertainty analysis
The workflow of the uncertainty analysis is described in Fig. F.1 for an element i of the
satellite. For a given orbit, the nominal minimum and maximum temperatures are extracted
(TNom,H,min and TNom,H,max respectively in the case of the hot orbit). Then, the thermal model
is run with one of the six uncertainties. Once they all have been taken into account, one can
compute the temperature difference (e.g. ∆TH,max,i for the uncertainty on TNom,H,max) by
the square root of the square of the temperature differences. Then, the hot max and cold min
uncertainties presented in Tab. 6.2 are obtained by taking the maximum or minimum of the four
∆T .




































Uncertainty Hot max 𝒊 = 𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝚫𝑻𝑯,𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒊,, 𝚫𝑻𝑯,𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒊, 𝚫𝑻𝑪,𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒊, 𝚫𝑻𝑪,𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒊)
Uncertainty Cold min 𝒊 = 𝐦𝐢𝐧(𝚫𝑻𝑯,𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒊,, 𝚫𝑻𝑯,𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒊, 𝚫𝑻𝑪,𝒎𝒂𝒙,𝒊, 𝚫𝑻𝑪,𝒎𝒊𝒏,𝒊)









F. Additional information for the uncertainty analysis
Tab. F.1 to Tab. F.4 show the uncertainties acting separately on the minimum and maximum
components’ temperature for the hot ISS orbit and cold 800 km SSO. In these tables, the second
column corresponds to the temperature reached in the nominal case. The next six ones are
the ∆Tj produced when the uncertainty j is considered alone and the last column is the total
uncertainty on the nominal temperature which takes into account the systematic uncertainty of
3 K.
It is seen that increasing the absorptance and reducing the emittance (α+ /ε−) always lead
to higher temperatures. This modification of optical properties has the most constant influence
on all the components by changing their temperature by 5°C to 6°C. On the other hand, the
change of capacitance has the smallest effect. It does not exceed 0.3°C in the hot case and 2.5°C
in the cold one. An increase in the capacitance (cP+) lead to a higher thermal inertia and thus
the temperature curves get flatter. This is why the nominal maximum temperatures are reduced,
while the nominal minimum ones are increased.
Component Tmax,nom α+ /ε− α− /ε+ cP+ cP− h+ h−
√∑∆T 2j + ∆TS
Structure 45.5 5.6 -5.2 -0.1 0.1 0.3 -1.2 10.8
Shear panels 67.6 6.4 -6.1 -0.2 0.1 -1.8 3.3 12.6
Solar cells 68.9 6.4 -6.1 -0.2 0.2 -1.8 3.2 12.5
S-band patch 24.6 4.5 -4.2 -0.4 0.4 4.2 -7.2 13.4
GPS patch 24.5 4.5 -4.2 -0.4 0.4 4.2 -7.2 13.4
Radiator 33.1 4.5 -4.3 -0.1 0.1 0.9 -1.3 9.5
Batteries 49.1 5.6 -5.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
EPS 49.4 5.6 -5.3 -0.0 0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
OBC 50.0 5.6 -5.3 -0.0 0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
VHF/UHF trans. 49.9 5.6 -5.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
S-band trans. 48.8 5.6 -5.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 -1.1 10.8
VHF/UHF ant. 46.2 5.5 -5.2 -0.1 0.1 0.3 -1.1 10.7
ADCS 48.7 5.3 -4.9 -0.1 0.1 0.4 -1.0 10.3
Payload 35.2 4.6 -4.3 -0.1 0.1 0.8 -1.2 9.5
Table F.1: Uncertainty on Tmax, hot ISS orbit [°C].
Component Tmax,nom α+ /ε− α− /ε+ cP+ cP− h+ h−
√∑∆T 2j + ∆TS
Structure 44.1 5.5 -5.2 0.0 -0.0 0.3 -1.2 10.6
Shear panels 26.3 4.9 -4.7 0.3 -0.3 0.2 -2.4 10.3
Solar cells 26.3 4.9 -4.7 0.3 -0.3 0.2 -2.4 10.2
S-band patch 11.5 4.8 -4.5 0.2 -0.2 6.1 -10.0 16.4
GPS patch 11.5 4.8 -4.5 0.2 -0.2 6.1 -10.0 16.4
Radiator 31.3 4.6 -4.3 0.1 -0.1 1.0 -1.3 9.5
Batteries 48.6 5.6 -5.3 0.1 -0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
EPS 48.9 5.6 -5.3 0.0 -0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
OBC 49.4 5.6 -5.3 0.0 -0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.8
VHF/UHF trans. 49.2 5.6 -5.3 0.0 -0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.7
S-band trans. 48.0 5.5 -5.2 0.0 -0.1 0.3 -1.0 10.7
VHF/UHF ant. 45.0 5.5 -5.2 0.0 -0.0 0.3 -1.1 10.6
ADCS 47.9 5.3 -4.9 0.1 -0.1 0.4 -1.0 10.3
Payload 34.0 4.6 -4.4 0.1 -0.1 0.9 -1.2 9.5
Table F.2: Uncertainty on Tmin, hot ISS orbit [°C].
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Concerning the contact conductance, the effect of this uncertainty parameter depends on the
element of the spacecraft. Some of them have many bolts (e.g. structure, shear panels, patch
antennas, . . . ) and are more affected than others.
Component Tmax,nom α+ /ε− α− /ε+ cP+ cP− h+ h−
√∑∆T 2j + ∆TS
Structure 10.6 5.5 -5.3 -0.7 1.0 0.5 -1.6 11.0
Shear panels 35.6 6.8 -6.5 -0.9 1.0 -2.1 3.9 13.5
Solar cells 36.9 6.8 -6.5 -0.9 1.0 -2.0 3.8 13.4
S-band patch -6.2 4.8 -4.6 -1.0 1.1 3.5 -6.3 12.9
GPS patch -6.2 4.8 -4.6 -1.0 1.1 3.5 -6.3 12.9
Radiator -4.5 4.5 -4.4 -0.9 1.3 1.2 -1.6 9.8
Batteries 3.7 5.2 -5.0 -0.7 1.1 0.3 -1.1 10.4
EPS 5.2 5.3 -5.0 -0.7 1.1 0.4 -1.2 10.5
OBC 5.9 5.3 -5.1 -0.7 1.1 0.4 -1.2 10.6
VHF/UHF trans. 6.6 5.3 -5.1 -0.8 1.1 0.4 -1.3 10.6
S-band trans. 7.4 5.4 -5.1 -0.8 1.1 0.4 -1.3 10.7
VHF/UHF ant. 9.7 5.5 -5.3 -0.8 1.1 0.5 -1.5 10.9
ADCS 4.1 5.1 -4.9 -1.0 1.5 0.5 -1.3 10.4
Payload -3.0 4.5 -4.4 -0.9 1.3 1.0 -1.5 9.7
Table F.3: Uncertainty on Tmax, cold 800 km SSO [°C].
Component Tmax,nom α+ /ε− α− /ε+ cP+ cP− h+ h−
√∑∆T 2j + ∆TS
Structure -15.0 4.3 -4.1 1.9 -2.4 0.0 -0.0 9.7
Shear panels -24.1 3.4 -3.3 1.4 -1.7 0.1 -2.8 8.9
Solar cells -24.4 3.4 -3.3 1.4 -1.7 0.1 -2.8 8.9
S-band patch -27.6 4.0 -3.8 1.8 -2.2 2.6 -4.7 11.2
GPS patch -27.7 4.0 -3.8 1.8 -2.2 2.7 -4.7 11.3
Radiator -13.2 4.3 -4.1 1.2 -1.8 0.6 -0.9 9.4
Batteries -1.7 5.0 -4.8 0.8 -1.3 0.3 -0.8 10.1
EPS -3.4 4.9 -4.7 1.0 -1.5 0.2 -0.7 10.1
OBC -4.5 4.9 -4.6 1.2 -1.7 0.2 -0.6 10.1
VHF/UHF trans. -5.6 4.8 -4.6 1.3 -1.8 0.2 -0.6 10.0
S-band trans. -6.8 4.8 -4.5 1.5 -2.0 0.2 -0.5 10.0
VHF/UHF ant. -12.5 4.4 -4.2 1.9 -2.5 0.1 -0.2 9.9
ADCS -6.1 4.7 -4.4 1.4 -2.1 0.3 -0.7 10.0
Payload -12.4 4.3 -4.1 1.2 -1.8 0.5 -0.8 9.4
Table F.4: Uncertainty on Tmin, cold 800 km SSO [°C].
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G Results of the thermal design
The following graphs show the results of the final thermal design for the Body Mounted (BM)
configuration. The components have their temperature represented for all the orbits (800 km
SSO, 400 km SSO and ISS orbits) and thermal cases. For all the figures, the solid lines refer
to the hot thermal cases, while the dashed ones correspond to the cold cases. Moreover, when
a component is composed of several nodes (this is the case of the shear panels and solar cells),
only the average temperature is given.




















Fig. G.1: Temperatures of the structure - Body
Mounted configuration, final design.






















Fig. G.2: Temperatures of the shear panels -
Body Mounted configuration, final design.























Fig. G.3: Temperatures of the solar cells - BM
configuration, final design.
























Fig. G.4: Temperatures of the radiator - BM
configuration, final design.
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Fig. G.5: Temperatures of the S-band patch
antenna - BM configuration, final design.



















Fig. G.6: Temperatures of the GPS patch
antenna - BM configuration, final design.



















Fig. G.7: Temperatures of the batteries - BM
configuration, final design.





















Fig. G.8: Temperatures of the EPS - BM
configuration, final design.





















Fig. G.9: Temperatures of the OBC - BM
configuration, final design.





















Fig. G.10: Temperatures of the VHF/UHF
transceiver - BM configuration, final design.
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Fig. G.11: Temperatures of the S-band
transceiver - BM configuration, final design.




















Fig. G.12: Temperatures of the VHF/UHF
dipole antenna - BM configuration, final design.




















Fig. G.13: Temperatures of the ADCS - BM
configuration, final design.
























Fig. G.14: Temperatures of the payload - BM
configuration, final design.
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Fig. G.15 represents the heat flow map of the final design of the Body Mounted configuration
for the cold 800 km SSO. Compared to the original design (Fig. 6.11), it is seen that the conductive
fluxes have been reduced where new washers/spacers are used. One also observed the role of the
payload’s radiative shield, which decreases greatly the radiation incident to the payload.
Cold_8 Node number: 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Node labels: Structure Shear panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload Radiative shield ENVIRONMENT
Time: 70 min Temperature [°C]: -5.0469 6.015116747 11.15830064 -9.5875 -25.9333 -50.731 -10.351 -4.3824 -10.8881 -10.9135 -10.3113 -8.9121 -8.7268 -51.198 -30.13405 -270
Capacitance [J/K]: 292.2 410.05 11.01 42.13 42.13 48.7 72.46 472.5 64.04 71.62 75.83 76.66 425.14 1000 20 0
Inertia power [mW]: 4059 6797 180 34 538 76 515 -79 433 499 594 150 904 311 34 0
Qext absorbed [mW]: 10530 11134 25133 99 439 1866 0 0 0 0 0 0 197 28 0 0
Qint [mW]: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QL [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload Radiative shield ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 3566 0 -45 -1253 -685 -530 0 0 0 -790 -42 -589 -171 0 0
Shear panels -3566 0 12367 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Solar cells 0 -12367 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4000 ant_Sband 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5000 ant_GPS 1253 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6000 Radiator 685 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -753 0 0
10010 PCB_EPS 530 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 -296 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt 0 0 0 0 0 0 -27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 0 0 0 0 0 0 296 0 0 -14 0 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 331 0 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband 790 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -331 0 0 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
30000 ADCS 589 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40000 Payload 171 0 0 0 0 753 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Radiative shield 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QR [mW] 1000 4000 5000 6000 10010 10020 10030 10040 10050 20100 30000 40000 99999
Structure Shear panels Solar cells ant_Sband ant_GPS Radiator PCB_EPS PCB_Batt PCB_OBC PCB_VHF PCB_Sband ant_VHF_moduleADCS Payload Radiative shield ENVIRONMENT
1000 Structure 0 39 0 0 0 0 -10 2 -11 -11 -9 -11 -25 -1 -4 -5891
Shear panels -39 0 0 0 0 0 -140 -66 -131 -132 -110 -123 -368 -43 -35 -12161
Solar cells 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -12382
4000 ant_Sband 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -111
5000 ant_GPS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1154
6000 Radiator 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1723
10010 PCB_EPS 10 140 0 0 0 0 0 115 -11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10020 PCB_Batt -2 66 0 0 0 0 -115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10030 PCB_OBC 11 131 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
10040 PCB_VHF 11 132 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 12 0 0 0 0 0
10050 PCB_Sband 9 110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -12 0 29 0 0 0 0
20100 ant_VHF_module 11 123 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -29 0 4 0 0 0
30000 ADCS 25 368 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 0 0 -1 -267
40000 Payload 1 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 -692
Radiative shield 4 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -6 0 0
99999 ENVIRONMENT 5891 12161 12382 111 1154 1723 0 0 0 0 0 0 267 692 0 0
Names of the nodes and temperature
 Structure(-5°C, 4059 mW)
 Shear panels(6°C, 6797 mW)
 Solar cells(11.2°C, 180 mW)
 S-band patch(-9.6°C, 34 mW)
 GPS patch(-25.9°C, 538 mW)
 Radiator(-50.7°C, 76 mW)
 EPS(-10.4°C, 515 mW)
 Ba:eries(-4.4°C, -79 mW)
 OBC(-10.9°C, 433 mW) center - pl 44
 VHF/UHF trans.(-10.9°C, 499 mW) center - right 618
 S-band trans.(-10.3°C, 594 mW) center - top 0
 VHF/UHF ant.(-8.9°C, 150 mW) center - bottom 527
 ADCS(-8.7°C, 904 mW) center - rad 0
 Payload(-51.2°C, 311 mW) center - rad shield 39
 Environment(-270°C, 0 mW)












































































Fig. G.15: Final design heat flow map of the Body Mounted configuration for the 800 km SSO
cold case orbit at t = 70 min.
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